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Department of Land Management Conference Room
3rd. Floor, ITC Building, Tamuning
Thursday, July 18, 2019, 1:01 p.m. – 6:25 p.m.
Public Notice: The Guam Daily Post on July 11, 2019 and July 16, 2019

CALL TO ORDER: 1:03 p.m.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Good afternoon I would like to call this CHamoru Land Trust
Commission meeting to order. The date is July 18, 2019, time is 1:03 p.m., notice for this
meeting was provided on the Guam Daily Post on July 11th and July 16th. Before we begin, I’d
like us all to rise and cite the Inefresi.
ALL: Citing the Inefresi
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: BIBA CHamoru!
ALL: BIBA!
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: BIBA CHamoru!
ALL: BIBA!
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: BIBA CHAMORU!
ALL: BIBA!!!
ROLL CALL
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you everybody. Alright, roll call, I’m present,
Commissioner Tan Amanda Santos
Commissioner Santos: Here
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Commissioner Austin Duenas
Commissioner Duenas: Here
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft
Legal Counsel Toft: Here
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr. Administrative
Director, Mr. Joseph B. Cruz Jr.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Here
ROLL CALL: All present
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hi. Thank you all for being here. As mentioned, Director Hattig
is on Military Leave, so Mr. Cruz has been appointed Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz
Jr. Director and he and I have been working to prepare for this meeting. So, we do have
quorum, we can move forward with this meeting. First item on the agenda, first item next
on the agenda is the approval of minutes. We have April 4th, Working Session Minutes; has
everybody, all the Commissioners had a chance to review?
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: APRIL 4 MEETING MINUTES
Commissioner Duenas: … Inaudible
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Any comments? I just have some very minor edits; I think just
typos. What I can do…it’s really only typos that I found so pending those corrections, I can get
together with the staff to make those very minor edits; there was nothing substantive for the
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April 4th Working Session Minutes. Does the Commission feel comfortable making a motion on
the minutes to approve pending those minor edits?
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve April 4th 2019 Working Session Meeting Minutes
pending edits
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Motion has been made and second it. And like I said, the
only edit to the minutes would be basically just correction of typos. Anything more
substantive, we’ll have to bring back to the Board for approval, does that work Legal Counsel?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yup
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, so further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None. All those in favor of approving the April 4th 2019 Working
Session Minutes pending minor edits?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Okay. Minutes passed. The next minutes we have
before us is our April 4th 2019 regular Meeting. So that was also in our packet, I wanted to ask
Legal Counsel if minutes are required for working sessions.
Legal Counsel Toft: I believe they are; I can double check for next meeting… (inaudible)
discretion of the Board. But I would say, for now, we do it until… (Inaudible) and I will double
check to make sure.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Yeah, because if it’s not a necessity we can save our team a
lot of time preparing this. Okay. So, for the regular meeting; same thing, I just have minor
edits, typo edits. Any other comments for the regular meeting minutes?
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve April 4, 2019 regular meeting minutes pending
edits on typos
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion has been made and second it. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None. Okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
APRIL 18 MEETING MINUTES
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Ayes have it. Regular meeting minutes, April 4th approved
and then finally we have our April 18th 2019 regular meeting minutes. This was the meeting
we started at 1PM and we ended at 6:49PM. That was the longest we’ve ever gone and
probably one of the most challenging meetings I had to sit through but I think we made some
progress there. My comment is on…let me see, this would be page 85 of the Board Meeting
Packet.
Commissioner Duenas: … Inaudible
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, I do, at the bottom. Oh, you don’t have one. Okay this is the
one, two…the fourth page of the April 18th meeting. Where I’m quoted, Chairwoman Pika
Fejeran, second sentence; the lease does indicate a portion of Lot 278-R4 there could be a
misunderstanding of what actual portion does place Ms. Guzman, but I think we’re actually
referring to Ms. Sablan because we’re talking to Ms. Sablan but Ms. Guzman comes into it, so
maybe Ms. Emily Guzman Sablan; I don’t know, I just want some clarification. So, there was
that comment, just to make sure that we’re… we have the right person that we’re talking
about. And then… on page 106, it says that no second motion was officially made; this is in
regards to Ms.…. for a Mr. Gerard Heath Materne Johnson, oh what happened was Tan
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Amanda seconded the motion before the motion was made. Do we need to make a new… just
do whole set of new motions in this meeting, to correct that?
Legal Counsel Toft: I would say yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. So, it’s page 105 Tan Amanda.
Commissioner Duenas: just restate the motion?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah
Commissioner Duenas: Okay. Is it okay if we do this now?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: … Inaudible
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, we can do it now.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve the lease for Lot 8-33-13, Block 0, Tract 0,
Municipality of Inarajan containing an area of 1858 square meters and in accordance with
Public Law 23-38 for Mr. Gerald Heath Materne Johnson.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Okay, further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it, okay. So, let the record reflect that the motion, the
lease was approved today. Right, Nick?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Today July 18th. Was does that do? Does that affect his lease
if it was back…?
Legal Counsel Toft: Think they can, reissue lease, I don’t think it’s… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Has he signed the lease already?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Jhoana?
Legal Counsel Toft: We’ll check.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Gerard Materne?
Legal Counsel Toft: Gerard Materne?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I’m not sure.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Materne Johnson.
Legal Counsel Toft: We’ll check. We can deal with it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay, great. Thank you. Alright… so thank you for catching
that because we didn’t catch that in the meeting. Let’s see… okay I have no further comments.
Commissioner Duenas: I just want to verify, there’s a few times Ms. Manley; I forgot what
page number but Ms. Manley’s quote is saying, ridicule instead of ridiculous; I just need to
verify if she actually said, ridiculous and… (inaudible).
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ridiculous? I think it’s ridiculous. So that would be typo? Let’s see,
What I could do is noted here and when I get with the staff for the other edits, I’ll make sure to
include those. Okay so do we need to amend the minutes, referring back to that motion?
Legal Counsel Toft: For the Guzman Sablan one, I would just say, approval subject to
changing…alteration of instances of Guzman on pages 85 and 86 to Sablan. And reading
through it, it looks like you know, typo… (Inaudible).
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And updated on page 85 maybe, where we just did the new
motion today; will they update it to say…
Legal Counsel Toft: Corrected
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Corrected, okay.
Legal Counsel Toft: Correct on July… (Inaudible)
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, great. Okay so the April 18th meeting minutes…
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve April 18, 2019 regular meeting minutes pending
the changes on pages 85 and 86 of reference of Guzman Sablan, changes to all grammatical
errors and typos and changes to the motion that we did today.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Motion has been made.
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Thank you.
OLD BUSINESS: PRE-MORATORIUM LEASE LIST
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, thank you moving on to Old Business, number one, we have
our Pre-Moratorium Lease list.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Before we discuss the Pre-Moratorium Lease list…
(inaudible) disclosure that some of the employees of the CHamoru Land Trust Commission has
any conflict within third degree of consanguinity for the… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, thank you so much. So, this for the Pre-Moratorium or it’s
for…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: For everybody.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: For all our constituents?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you. Thank you for that, Joey. I’ve been looking for this,
way to go. Alright, thank you for that. Yeah, we’ll put it on record that there’s no conflict.
1. GREGORY AGUON
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright, so let’s look at this Pre-Moratorium Lease list, I think the
last time we did this was that April 18th meeting? Is that right? Okay. And I believe we had a
summary table for this one…for those on the Pre-Moratorium Lease list, have they been
contacted to appear before us? Okay, great. Okay the first here is for Gregory Q. Aguon; I’d
like to request that we table this because I believe that this property is the subject of one of
our constituent matters, is that right?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: … (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Tomasa Aguon?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes. Same vicinity area.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Same vicinity area, okay. Same property or same vicinity?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Property area. So, their… she was occupying there prior and she
came before the Board but there was no Board approval as to you know what we’re going to
do in regards to Ms. Tomasa’s case, yet.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right. Also, a decision has not been made on obviously granting
the lease because it’s still under… (inaudible), does the Commission want to view this, Gregory
Aguon’s lease now or shall we wait until we address Ms. Aguon’s case? I think its better we
look at it comprehensively.
Commissioner Duenas: I agree.
Commissioner Santos: Wait.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay so we’ll table Mr. Aguon’s for… and I believe that
would be New Business, Constituent Matters; that’s when that’ll come up.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes ma’am.
2. JOHN PATRICK AGUON
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, thank you. Moving on, we have a Mr. John Patrick Aguon. Is
Mr. John Patrick Aguon with us? Hi Sir, thanks for coming; if you could have a seat and give us
a minute to just review your file. Thank you. Alright, so Mr. John Patrick Aguon he is a
December 5th 1995 applicant and to refresh the Commission’s memory, these Pre-Moratorium
leases were…leases that were identified at the end of last year and early this year that had not
made it onto our Ratified listing because the previous Director although, the lease holder,
although the lessee and the Director had signed it… the Director had crossed out his name so
and it was never brought to the Board that he did that so I’m sorry that you have to come
before us Mr. Aguon but we’re trying to make the situation right and look at each of these
leases. Okay so again you’re a December 5 1995 applicant, priority one… let’s see, okay so a
property was identified a lease was prepared; if you could state your name for the record, Sir?
John Patrick Aguon: John Patrick Muna Aguon
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Muna Aguon, okay. So, had you sign your lease and you thought
that everything was all good to go?
John Patrick Muna Aguon: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah okay. And I also see that you had a survey authorization,
have you gotten that survey? Or you just stopped on all of that?
John Patrick Muna Aguon: I haven’t gotten it yet. Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay. So, Mr. Aguon… (inaudible) and Mr. Aguon are you
prepared to… to sign a lease for this… we have you at Lot 15, Block 3REM, Tract 100C in
Dededo?
John Patrick Muna Aguon: That’s correct.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And you’re prepared to sign the lease and follow… and follow the
lease?
John Patrick Muna Aguon: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Sorry, this is a residential applicant? Residential lease?
Commissioner Santos: Residential?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Or Agriculture? Okay hold on, I have it right here. Agricultural
lease.
John Patrick Muna Aguon: Yes
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so you’re aware that as an Agricultural Lessee there are
certain requirements for planting on your property?
John Patrick Muna Aguon: Yes, I understand.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Have you… do you have experience with farming? What’s
your plans for the property?
John Patrick Muna Aguon: Not quite. But yes, I intend to farm.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay… I believe it’s UOG… (inaudible) and Department of
Agricultural can provide you with resources, training and support to help you with that.
John Patrick Muna Aguon: Yes, I’m aware of that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And you’re aware that water and power are not immediately
available on your property?
John Patrick Muna Aguon: That’s correct, I understand.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay. I have no questions; did you want to see the file?
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Commissioner Duenas: This is over a year ago.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah. So, this is just one where the Director exed out because it did not
come before the Board for signature. But everything appears to be… (inaudible).
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, I agree. I believe that when we did this before it was for
every… every lease, we made a motion.
Commissioner Duenas: Yeah. Motion to approve the lease for Mr. John Patrick Muna Aguon
for Lot 15, Block 3REM, Tract 100C, Dededo
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made and seconded by Tan Amanda. Any further
discussion?
Commissioners: No
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None? Okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Alright. Okay Mr. Aguon your lease has been
approved so the staff will prepare a new lease for you and have you come in and sign it.
John Patrick Muna Aguon: Okay thank you very much.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Sure, and then I believe they’ll have to issue you a new Survey
Authorization because the original is expired. Okay, thank you for your patience and… sorry
it’s taking this long. Thank you thank you sir. Next is Mr. Joseph Perez Babauta. Hi Hafa adai
sir, if you could state your name for the record.
3. JOSEPH PEREZ BABAUTA
Joseph Perez Babauta: My name is Joseph Perez Babauta.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so you’re a December 2nd 1995 applicant and you’re going
for an agricultural lease so this priority number doesn’t apply to him. For Agricultural Lease
applicants, priority does not apply so… So, sir it looks like you were… in February of 2018 you
were issued an Agricultural Lease for Lot 5382-13-2 Barrigada. Okay and it was one of the
ones that Director Borja put an X. Okay so Mr. Babauta, do you have experience farming? Do
you have private property?
Commissioner Santos: Yes
Joseph Perez Babauta: As far as experience, well I know (inaudible) to the point I use for my…
(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay. Okay has this property been… it’s also not been
surveyed right? Okay not surveyed yet. So, your property would also be subject to survey and
you would also be required to follow the terms of the lease that includes planting a certain
amount trees or… you know, that kind of stuff based on the size of the property. Are you
aware of those requirements?
Joseph Perez Babauta: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And you’re prepared to make the best use of the property?
Joseph Perez Babauta: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright. That’s what I like to hear.
Commissioner Santos: This is one half acre no?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Mr. Joseph Perez Babauta on Lot 538213-2 in Barrigada
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
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Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded it by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None. All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it. Alright. Mr. Babauta your lease has been
approved they’ll get the paperwork going for you so you could sign it. Please get the property
surveyed… and congratulations.
Joseph Perez Babauta: Thank you very much
4. CYNTHIA C. LUJAN
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you. Alright next on our list is a Cynthia C. Lujan. Is Ms.
Lujan here today? No? That’s okay. Let’s see we have… she’s a December 5th 1995 applicant
for residential lease, she’s priority one… let’s see, the residential lease is for Lot 1, Block 3REM,
Tract 100C, Dededo. Oh, that sounds like it’s near… Mr. Aguon. You’re going be neighbors.
Legal Counsel Toft: It looks like… (inaudible) everything looks fine but the Director signed it
prior to the Board authorizing… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right okay I see that. And then… okay this is just a scheme… the
priority, when was the interview… I see an interview conducted in 2002, I just want to make
sure that… Ms. Lujan was also interviewed to determined her land ownership status at the
time the lease was being… (inaudible)
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: …(inaudible) for application if she does currently own property
and if she does then we… contact her and then be re-interviewed… (inaudible)
Legal Counsel Toft: We could do a conditional approval
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay yeah. I would be… I think that’s okay if we… so the
conditional approval would be pending verification that she does not own any property for this
resident… and then… with that verification a lease would be issued?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yup.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay, I have no questions.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve to lease for Cynthia C. Lujan Lot 1, Block 3REM,
Tract 100C, Dededo pending the verification that she is not currently a property owner
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion made and seconded. Further discussion?
Commissioners: No
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have. Alright so since Ms. Lujan is not here, I think that’s
something you can do to verify administratively, just document it in her file.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
5. THERESE M. MUNA
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright. Approved. Alright, next is a Therese M. Muna, is there a
representative here? Okay so this is also a residential lease. Hi Hafa adai, if you could also
state your name for the record.
Therese M. Muna: Therese M. Muna
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hello Ma’am, so you’re a December 4th 1995 applicant and here
we go fast forward to almost 24 years… okay…
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Therese M. Muna: Yup. And that has been surveyed too.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And it has.
Therese M. Muna: But Mr. Ventura passed away and never put in the map.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, you’re in that list of hanging there in the balance. Okay let’s
see.
Therese M. Muna: It was surveyed in 2005.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh my gosh. Okay… I believe that’s actually come up for the… how
we’re handling Mr. Ventura’s…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Yes ma’am. We’re meeting with the surveyors on
pending maps so they’re going to provide me feedback as soon as… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and so Ms. Muna’s would be one of those that would be
considered pending?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Yes. We’ll make sure she’s on there.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Yes please. Great. Okay so let’s see… so you went out, got
it surveyed and stuff happened and then in April of last year, a lease was issued and signed by
everybody except the Commission? And Ms. Muna, I just want to confirm; you do not own
property anywhere?
Therese M. Muna: No.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Ms. Muna is part of the list that we have with one of the survey
companies so we’re just waiting for them to complete the survey um along with the other
constituents that are a part of that list.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Ma’am, if I may, Ms. Muna’s map has been
submitted today by TG Engineers so it’s with our Planning Division now for review.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh great!
Therese M. Muna: Oh, thank god!
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so your map is for review. Great! And then what would the
follow up steps be? They would just approve it and then…?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: It would run through the process; if there are any
corrections that need to be made, then her surveyor will be contacted to come in to make the
corrections then it’ll run through the process again.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and then once there’s a map that’s approve, we would use
that for her lease?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: For her property description. It will be referenced
with the property description… (inaudible).
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay, great. Well there’s movement there for you.
Therese M. Muna: Progress.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes, progress. Okay, I have no questions.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Ms. Therese M. Muna on Lot 7160-165 in
Yigo.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay a motion has been made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright. Ayes have it. Okay, Ms. Muna your lease has been
approved.
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Therese M. Muna: Thank you. Thank you for all your hard work. Enjoy.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, thank you Ms. Muna.
ALL: Clapping. Random shout outs: Congratulations!!!
6. JESUS QUIDACHAY NINETE
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Next is a Mr. Jesus Quidachay Ninete. Mr. Ninete…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I don’t think we were able to contact him.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Its okay we can still look. So, he’s a December 28, 1995
applicant for agriculture and this is at Lot 1-12, Block 8, Tract 10121 in Yigo… looks like…
Commissioner Santos: Priority two.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well for agriculture priority doesn’t count. Let’s see in March 9th
the lease was issued but then again, it’s the red marked ones.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Madame Chair, sorry, I think we just have to clarify the lot.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Indicated on the bottom it says, Lot 1-2 but on the top, it says, 112.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Do we have the lease file? This is for… Ms…. (inaudible) we need a
Ninete, Jesus
Commissioner Santos: Is he here today?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: No. Alright, let’s… (inaudible) Okay the lease that’s in here that
has the red mark is Lot 1-12, Block 8, Tract 10121, Yigo.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: We’ll go ahead and correct the staff report in the file.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright. Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Was he previously contacted before… when they first signed this,
when they…
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, he was interviewed… (inaudible)
Commissioner Duenas: We just can’t get a hold of him… (inaudible)
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: It might be contacts, Sir. (Inaudible) but we do mail outs…
(inaudible) but we will try to contact him again.
Commissioner Duenas: Okay. Motion to approve lease for Jesus Quidachay Ninete on Lot 112, Block 8, Tract 10121 in Yigo
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made and seconded. Further discussion?
Commissioners: No
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: No. All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, ayes have it. Mr. Quidachay’s lease is approved. When you
send out the mailing, how long does he have to respond before we move on and are able to
issue that property to somebody else? Is there a cut off? I mean I don’t want to… He’s
unreachable.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We afford them at least sixty days, but even at
that; we still don’t (inaudible) the lot is still considered encumbered, the only time when the
lot, the encumbrance will be free is when their behind (inaudible) in the event prior to this
meeting; he might have been shown it and he might have exhaust some financial resources
either to clear it a little bit, we don’t know; so to prevent any liabilities on the Trust, we wait
until the decline form is signed.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, I see.
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Commissioner Duenas: What happens if we can’t get in touch with him in the next sixty
days?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We try to exhaust every effort; we look through the
phone book, we see what we can do, check the mayor is another option.
Commissioner Duenas: And then what happens after that? If he’s still unreachable?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Until he signs a decline, he is still going to be
considered encumbered.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. I think there… there should be some kind of mechanism
and protocol so that we’re not… we don’t have our hands tied for nonresponsive applicants
but that’s something we can….
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: I think that’s factored into our proposed SOP.
7. MARY RUTH PHILLIPS
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay great. Great. Okay, thanks Joey. Alright… next is a Mary
Ruth Phillips. Is Ms. Phillips here today? Okay, Ms. Phillips a December 2nd 1995 applicant for
a residential lease, she’s priority one. Hafa adai Ms. Phillips. If you could state your name for
the record.
Mary Ruth Phillips: Mary (inaudible) Phillips
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you. So, it looks like you’re issued a lease for Lot 1, Block
16, Tract 10316 in Dededo it’s about a half acre… okay. I see there was little confusing with
your middle name but you’ve been able to show that you’re Mary Ruth Phillips?
Mary Ruth Phillips: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, got it. Okay Ms. Phillips, let me just look at this thing… it
looks like your property is also subject to survey? And it also looks like water and power are
not immediately available on the property? I’m sorry, I wish it was different. Okay. Alright…
okay I have no questions.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Ms. Mary Ruth Phillips for Lot 1, Block
16, Tract 10316 in Dededo
Commission Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made and seconded. Any further discussion?
Commissioners: No
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
8. COLLEEN GRACE QUINATA
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it. Okay… Ms. Phillips thank you for your patience
and I know it’s been a long time coming, I’m glad we could approve your lease today, properly.
Si Yu’us Ma’ase’. Alright next is a Ms. Colleen Grace Quinata. Hello, Hafa adai thank you for
coming, if you could please state your name for the record.
Colleen Grace Quinata: Colleen Grace Quinata
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Hi. Okay…I see okay this is a little… this is a complex one
compared to the other ones that we just heard. It looks like Ms. Quinata you… you received
the application rights for the December 9th 1995 application from Ms. Sandra Mesa Cruz? Is
that…
Colleen Grace Quinata: No. Mesa Quinata
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh. Can I have her folder?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah there was a name change in… (inaudible)
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay. Your original… application said Cruz, I guess? Are you
Sandra Mesa… alright our thing says Cruz, then it was changed to Quinata. Okay. Please state
your name for the record also.
Sandra Mesa Quinata: Sandra Mesa Quinata
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Quinata okay. And what is your relation?
Sandra Mesa Quinata: She’s my daughter
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. So, it looks like…from our records in 2017, August 10th you
requested to transfer your application rights to your daughter and it was approved by the
Deputy Director of Land Management, Mr. David Camacho. I’m sure you’ve heard last year
there’s a lot of issues and stuff in the news but the Attorney General found that those types of
switches or transferring of your application rights is not allowed by the law so, the Attorney
General… (inaudible) that those transfers are null and void. So, for the Trust, the way we apply
that is we consider that there was no transfer at all.
Sandra Mesa Quinata: Okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: What the law does allow, for the application rights is if you pass
away you would have been able to designate to her… right. But because it’s in your lifetime,
the Attorney General…said that’s not allowed.
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible) accepts the lease and wait the seven years then you can
transfer it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right so another way that you would be able to do it within your
lifetime and don’t have to wait ‘til you’re dead is…you would hold the lease for seven years
and then you could transfer it under her name. So… like I said, the way we’ve been treating
this is we’re basically saying, okay everybody get back in line where you were, so right now you
still hold the application date and time for December 9th 1995 and then… Ms. Colleen Grace
Quinata, your application date and time would be August 8th 2017.
Colleen Grace Quinata: Okay.
Sandra Mesa Quinata: So, the land would go back to me?
Legal Counsel Toft: The rights to the application.
Sandra Mesa Quinata: Oh okay. So, she signed a lease and it was an X on it, so can I just…
stand in for that lease?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes? Yeah… yeah… if you wish to… let me see, this is for an
agricultural lease?
Sandra Mesa Quinata: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay so agricultural lease we don’t apply any priority
whether you own any land or not, so I don’t have to ask you that…and I think what we’ve done
before… Legal Counsel, if you could just confirm for me that…since both applicants are now
back in line and there is a lease that was identified for that December 9th. 1995 application…
the Trust can issue a lease for the same property to the original applicant?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And is that your intent to take the lease?
Sandra Mesa Quinata: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Well great, that solves it. As an agricultural lessee you do
understand that there are requirements for um planting on your property. There’s like a
certain number of plants that have to be planted every year and noncompliance would mean
that the Trust could take the lease away.
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Sandra Mesa Quinata: Like I mentioned to another applicant; there are resources to help you
down at UOG or Department of Agriculture… let’s see, it looks like the property does need to
be surveyed.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: She actually… there was a sketched that was submitted and these
are going be one of the ones that will be discussed at the meeting under Mr. Meliton Santos,
so we’ll verify if this one of the maps that are still pending his submission.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, I see. Is he one of the surveyors that like didn’t get to
complete maps?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, so Ventura and Santos?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. So, it’s pending completion? Okay, so we’ll just make sure
that note is there. Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Ms. Sandra Mesa Cruz
Multiple Response: Quinata
Commissioner Duenas: Oh, I’m sorry Quinata, excuse me. Lot 10171-15 in Yigo.
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Unidentified voice: Yigo?
Commissioner Duenas: Oh, I’m so sorry.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: It says, Yigo.
Commissioner Duenas: Okay so this is in Dededo? Okay. Correction, Dededo.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I have a question, sorry….4047 square meters, is that one acre?
Multiple Response: Yes
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Can I just get confirmation from Legal Counsel that we can issue
out leases for that large?
Legal Counsel Toft: I think if the Board approves it based on the factor (inaudible) they went
and got their survey done before… (inaudible) did you… (inaudible)
Sandra Mesa Quinata: Yes, and then there was a grave site that I had surveyed so I had to
wait for another land to be available.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, the Board makes the finding that it’s…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Because of the investment that was made for the whole property?
Legal Counsel Toft: Right and (inaudible) it’s our agency basically.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Alright. So, the motion made and seconded… is that… was
there a second?
Commissioner Santos: Yeah, I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, Tan Amanda seconded. Okay. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Okay. Great Ms. Sandra Quinata… okay well… I’m
sorry Ms. Colleen it’s not your property but it’s in your family right. I hope you guys….
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: She can be named the benefactor.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah and then it when you hold it for seven years you can transfer
it to her.
Sandra Mesa Quinata: That’s… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well thank you for your patience and congratulations.
ALL: Clapping
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9. DOLORES TAITANO QUINATA
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: That’s one of our 102’s crossed off, right? Ms. Sandra Mesa…
Alright, next is Dolores Taitano Quinata. Hafa adai, thank you for your patience. If you could
state your name for the record.
Dolores Taitano Quinata: My name is Dolores Taitano Quinata.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hi, thank you for joining us. So, you are a December 2nd 1995
applicant. Your lease would be an agricultural lease that was issued back on April 3rd but red
line by the Director… April 3rd 2018 this is for Lot 8-33-10 in Inarajan. Looks like a scheme was
approved. So, Ms. Quinata, are you still prepared to utilize the property for farming or other
type of agricultural usage?
Dolores Taitano Quinata: Yeah
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, and you have road access… wow… this is beautiful. I would
imagine also utilities?
Dolores Taitano Quinata: … (inaudible)
(Multiple back ground noise)
Commissioner Santos: It’s a nice place
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so it’s still subject to survey, right? ‘Because it’s just schemed
out? Okay. December 2nd applicant, one of the first ones in line huh? Wow. I’m sorry it’s
taking this long. Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Ms. Dolores Taitano Quinata on Lot 8-3310 in Inarajan
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay a motion made and seconded. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it. Okay Mrs. Quinata, your lease is approved and
subject to survey and the staff will be in touch with you. Do you have any questions?
Dolores Taitano Quinata: No
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: No? Okay thank you very much.
ALL: Clapping
10. ROBERT C. QUINTANILLA
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay… next is a Robert C. Quintanilla. Hi Hafa adai Sir if you could
state your name for the record.
Robert C. Quintanilla: Quintanilla, Robert.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hello, Sir. So, it looks like you’re a December 7, 1995 applicant…an
agricultural lease was issued to you May 3rd 2018 for Lot 3 and 4, Block 5-8, Tract 15344 in
Mangilao. Okay and this lease looks like it was red marked by the former Director. Alright…so
it looks there’s two properties identified for you…is there a reason why?
Land Agent II Jhaoan Bragg: It’s a combination.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is there a reason why? Two properties about a half acre each?
Robert Quintanilla: Well the original was for one.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Your original was for one?
Robert Quintanilla: Yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Can we just pull that up on the map?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: …(inaudible) there’s so much usable area…this is a cliff.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: That’s funky. Oh, a cliff line, I see. Okay. Is there currently access?
There is. Like a dirt road or something?
Robert Quintanilla: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, you opened it?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: …(inaudible) but the actual access is not open.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, but the easement is?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Can we zoom out really quick? Oh, I see okay; yeah that’s
closer to him.
(Multiple conversations)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay Mr. Quintanilla, it looks like there’s… wow you have, you’ve
been farming already; okay, great. Is that like your ranch that you’ve been using?
Robert Quintanilla: Yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, cool. You know that’s what the Trust is for, you know… I’m
sure… right…like my grandparents had ranches that taken away by the Federal Government
and they took all the land and that’s what the point of the Trust is, to give our families back
the properties that were taken. I’m glad to hear that.
Robert Quintanilla: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Did the Commission have any other questions?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion please
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Robert C. Quintanilla Lot 3 and 4, Block 5B, Tract 15344 in Mangilao
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Motion made and second it. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it. Okay, Mr. Quintanilla thank you for your
patience, just a little reminder that your property is subject to consolidation survey. Right,
that’s what it’ll be called? Subject to survey and then what they’ll do is combine the two lots
that you were given.
Robert Quintanilla: That’s the original lot nai, is the one acre but when I… (inaudible)
Commissioner Santos: Half
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. Also just inform you, looks like the access for your property,
if we can show him the access; the proper access… yeah, the side you cleared is not Land Trust
property.
Robert Quintanilla: I know but the… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well… just wanted to let you know where your easement is and
we’ll leave it at that. Okay well thank you sir. Thank you, Mr. Quintanilla. Did you have any
questions for us?
Robert Quintanilla: When am I going hear from you?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, good question. It looks like there’s quite a few leases that
have to be prepared… how long do you think it will take to call to sign the lease.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Usually…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: By next week we should be able to contact
everybody if not by tomorrow.
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ALL: Clapping
11. MICHAEL WAYNE REYES
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright next is a Michael Wayne Reyes. Is Mr. Reyes here today?
No okay. Mr. Reyes is a December 2nd applicant for a residential lease, is priority one, this is
for lot… what does this mean, NDA?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Now…now
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Described as? Okay. Which one should I use? MDA okay. So, Mr.
Reyes was…given Lot 6-6, Block 13, Tract 2831 in Talofofo, 1997 square meters… hold on it
was.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, he was here in March and we asked him to… we gave him a survey
authorization and I think fulfilled that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, okay and this is for an agricultural lease? So originally, he was
a residential but he switched to agricultural?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and the survey is completed… wonderful. So, it looks like the
applicant has fulfilled all requirements to include the final survey and mapping.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Michael Wayne Reyes on Lot 6-6, Block
13, Tract 2831 in Talofofo
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made and second it. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None? All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Alright, Mr. Reyes.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: We have two more pre-moratorium constituents right here and
the staff reports…actually we have it right now.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay thank you.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: …(inaudible)
12. JAMES SANTOS MAFNAS
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: …(inaudible) okay. James Santos Mafnas. Hi Hafa adai, if you could
state your name for the record please.
James Santos Mafnas: Okay I’m here on behalf of my brother, he’s presently off island.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay.
James Santos Mafnas: I got special power of attorney.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Has that been submitted to the Trust yet?
POA for James Santos Mafnas: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: It has. Okay. Okay… sorry, where’s the staff report for this? Oh,
you got it. Okay so if I could have your name sir?
POA for James Santos Mafnas: My name?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes.
POA for James Santos Mafnas: Michael Santos Mafnas
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Michael Santos Mafnas… oh okay, I see here. Okay so… you’re
here on behalf of your brother James Santos Mafnas, he’s a December 9th 1995 applicant, he
was issued an agricultural lease on April 30th 2018 for T100C B3 REM L 3 Dededo?
Michael Santos Mafnas: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and it looks like… okay looks like last year you submitted or
Mr. Mafnas submitted a receipt to show that a survey… surveyor has been hired…
Michael Santos Mafnas: Survey is completed.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, survey is completed okay. So, I don’t think I see the approved
map, maybe that’s working through the process?
Michael Santos Mafnas: The map is already being processed by Mr. Castro.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Michael Santos Mafnas: So, I’m not sure what the status is on that.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: We’ll look it up in our system to see if was submitted or not and
if it was then we’ll put that together towards the lease… the description.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Great. Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: There’s an error on the staff report, Item J; it says that the lease was
signed on April 30, 2019 I think it’s supposed to be 2018.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah.
Michael Santos Mafnas: In this case was the case caught in the (inaudible) you know the premoratorium.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. I mean I’m really sorry, we were just as surprised as I’m
sure he was… look at that…oh my goodness… okay… so you were… let’s see... you were given
power of attorney in 2018, does Mr. Mafnas plan on returning to Guam?
Michael Santos Mafnas: Yes ma’am, after he’s retired.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Michael Santos Mafnas: He’s retired from the Military but then he’s working presently with…
(inaudible) which is a they deploy sometimes to Afghanistan and Kuwait and all those places…
(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, okay. So, with the agricultural lease um he is subject to certain
requirements and conditions. He is prepared to carry that out?
Michael Santos Mafnas: Yes, he is because his line is right adjacent to mine.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, okay so you’ll be like caring for it until he returns.
Michael Santos Mafnas: I’ll be care taking yes until he returns.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay great. And so, you also have a Land Trust lease? Is
that right?
Michael Santos Mafnas: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Also, agriculture?
Michael Santos Mafnas: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and… you’re farming it and…
Michael Santos Mafnas: Of course, already got mango trees there.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh wonderful. Nice. Okay, I’m glad to hear that. And I’m glad to
hear Mr. Mafnas has a property to come home to.
Michael Santos Mafnas: Yes. He’s happy about that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah… well…
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for James Santos Mafnas on T100C B3 REM
L3 in Dededo
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made and seconded. Further discussion?
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Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it. Okay, Mr. Michael Mafnas thank you for being
here for Mr. James Santos.
Michael Santos Mafnas: I have one question, as far as the utilities; do I have to come to the
Board for that? … (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: What do you mean in terms of utilities?
Legal Counsel Toft: Agriculture… (inaudible)
Michael Santos Mafnas: I mean I’m sorry… like water and power. I stand corrected on that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Do you have…is there lines that you can hook into? Or is there…?
Michael Santos Mafnas: I’m not sure in that area.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: You know, unfortunately, much of our properties in those we had
leased out the do not have water and power within 100 feet; I’m wonder if perhaps, that’s this
property and yours next door.
Michael Santos Mafnas: One of the problems we’re having in there is the… the apartment
that is right next to my land and my brother’s land, they have a… you know, their drainage is
running into the land. So, what can we do with all that?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so, is it those two?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Technically it has been redesigned but it’s adjacent to that.
Michael Santos Mafnas: No, the second one there.
Commissioner Santos: There’s an apartment there.
Michael Santos Mafnas: Yeah, there’s an apartment there, a new complex and they’ve got
their drainage draining into my land… and my brother’s land. What can I do as far you
know...?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We’ll conduct the site inspection and then if need
be, we’ll get EPA involve for waste water.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay, yeah. So, I would yeah come in and…and it’s already
been heard but maybe just to follow up and then you can work with the staff to figure out how
that happened and all of that. But actually, I’m glad to see you’re right by development so you
might be able to just tap into existing water lines and power lines so… yeah. Oh, sure… Mr.
Eay said he can explain something.
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Yes in this area right here, it’s coming out next to Macheche and this
one here is behind Payless and the water drainage… this is called water collector, this is where
the water stagnant comes down here; you have the lower part of the property so that’s why
the water comes to that area.
Michael Santos Mafnas: No, I’m talking about the land that is right next
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: You know where the apartment is right, so it flows down here and
comes out this way.
Michael Santos Mafnas: No see the land there, right there… right there exactly…right there,
that’s my land right there.
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Right. So, this whole area is…
Michael Santos Mafnas: No but I mean, the apartment there has their drainage drain into the
land.
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Right. They’re supposed to contain their own drainage…
Michael Santos Mafnas: Well they’re not.
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: So that has something… DPW has to…
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Michael Santos Mafnas: I could take pictures and show you.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We’ll conduct our site inspection… we’ll address it.
Michael Santos Mafnas: Okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah.
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Before an apartment been built, he has to go to the Land Use
Commission and make sure they have their draining system in… (inaudible)
Michael Santos Mafnas: …(inaudible) the land, they bulldozer the dirt into the land…
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Okay we’ll check into it.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: …(inaudible) site inspection
Michael Santos Mafnas: Okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, thank you Mr. Mafnas.
Michael Santos Mafnas: Aright, thank you. So, it’s final?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes, Sir!
ALL: Clapping
13. ALBERTA ROSE SANTIAGO
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Madam Chair… (inaudible) Ms. Alberta Rose Santiago
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ms. Alberta Rose Santiago. Okay. Hi Hafa adai, welcome. Can you
state your name for the record?
Alberta Rose Santiago: Alberta Rose Santiago
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hi thanks for coming. Alright, it looks like you were December 2nd
1995 applicant and you were issued Lot 10171-84 in Dededo, this is for a residential lease?
Okay and the lease was issued April 30th 2018 but again was one of those red marked ones and
you even signed it and had it notarized so I’m sorry you had to come here today and go
through all of this. Thank you for your understanding. So, let’s see… okay…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: This area is behind the… Harmon soccer field, so the area where
she’s at…
Alberta Rose Santiago: Behind the soccer field.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Below it, right there John, where you clicked, that area, right
there.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: That’s not…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: It doesn’t show the area that was schemed.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think I have the scheme right here. So, hers is right along the
right of way?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Fronting it? The lot behind her looks land locked. Oh no, there’s a
right of way there. Which one is it?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: The one right beside the house, that’s the clearing right by the
road side… so to the left of that, right there.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, I see. Okay got it. Um and Ms. Santiago, are you… do you
plan to build a house on here?
Alberta Rose Santiago: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah and have you been to Guam Housing Corporation?
Alberta Rose Santiago: Nothing yet because everything was on hold so we didn’t do nothing.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay but you’re aware that they can offer your loan guaranty to
build your home?
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Alberta Rose Santiago: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Ms. Alberta Rose Sanitago for Lot 1017184 in Dededo
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright…motion made and seconded. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Okay Ms. Santiago thank you for your patience thank
you congratulations.
ALL: Clapping
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. I have a couple of questions; it looks like that’s the end of
our pre-moratorium but I still have names on here that I don’t think we’ve heard. It might just
be like; I have bad notes. Can we check Mr. Dan August Quichocho?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: I believe we’re meeting…all…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: That’s the switch?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yeah, all the N/A’s
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay. James G. Sablan?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Under review right now.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so it’s not ready to be presented?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: It’s not ready yet.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Albert Acfalle San Agustin?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I’ll verify…I believe that… there’s some that are pending
completion on the staff report.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay so I just want to put it on your radar so that we’re on
the same page to know that we still have like a certain number to look at. Okay so that one
and a Phillip Blas Santiago? Was that complete? Oh yes… okay that one was approved? Okay.
Okay… so we just have outside of the special case ones, right…? We have James G. Sablan and
Albert Acfalle San Agustin.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Pending staff reports.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Sure. Some of them may be ones that were a switch so that’s
why we’re doing further…research on it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Contacting the constituents to advise them before presenting it
to the Board.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay thank you Jhoana so that concludes our premoratorium agenda item. How many was that? Was anybody keeping count? No? 15 leases
issued? Yeah? Good job, thank you team for getting that all set up for us so we can move
through those quickly, I appreciate it. Okay, next Switched and Transfer Lease list, next on the
agenda. Okay, so…
OLD BUSINESS: SWITCHED AND TRANSFER LEASE LIST
Legal Counsel Toft: Pardon… (inaudible) interrupt here, before we begin, a couple of weeks
ago I had an idea that I discussed with the Administrative Director… (inaudible) regarding
these switches and applications; now part of the problem here we’re facing is that; Public Law
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23-38 is… (inaudible) with 12-226, what those were, were legislative establishments and rules
and regulations which are affecting these statutes and while Public Law 23-38 said the Board is
free to amend these rules and regulations pursuant to the Triple A process that’s not true
because they’re statutes, they’re not rules and regulations; so we were kind of petitioning the
legislature to move on these and then the rules and regulations for us so that we can move
forward on these. The idea was that while we can’t, we do not have the Board power to
amend these… it doesn’t look like the Legislature… (inaudible) on these anyway; if we can
create within as a subset of the existing ones, create our own set of rules and regulations that
deal with transfers of these things and what we would do is we’d follow the Triple A process,
you know, same as any other rules and regulations submitted to the legislature and if they do
not act on it… (inaudible) they get automatically passed after ah…what is it 92? 60? Period…
(inaudible) so that we would be able to actually move on these ourselves.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so the Triple A, the rules that we would be…
Legal Counsel Toft: Establishing
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Establishing… creating would be focuses only on the switches?
Legal Counsel Toft: I would say primarily, there’s probably a couple other issues that we have
that we could also deal with as well. The key to it is that it can’t contradict any existing rules
and regulations because those… the hierarchy at laws… (inaudible) is that… (inaudible)
statutes underneath that are rules and regulations so as long as anything created doesn’t
directly contradict the statutes… (inaudible) it would be… (inaudible) and that what would
provide us a mechanism to move forward with these.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: For the ones that were…
Legal Counsel Toft: And looking at the list, I think we can a huge percentage of done in that
manner, attack it that way. Again, it will go before the Legislature and they’ll choose whether
or not to have a hearing on it; and if they do, great we’ll go… start moving on our proposed
amendments to the existing rules and regulations so they can deal with it legislatively. If not, if
they choose not to… to dodge the issue on it, it passes… just without any action on their part…
(inaudible) then we could work with what we submitted.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. I like these thinking outside the box, right? But also using the
right protocols and channels to make sure that whatever we do is right and the law.
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible) Legal scrutiny
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right…right. So, can you just describe for me again about how the
Triple A process would be for the Commission to prepare our rules and regulations?
Legal Counsel Toft: Right so we wouldn’t… prepare a set of rules and regulations I think we’d
have to provide public notice and hold a public hearing on them…similar to the Board meeting
or maybe within the Board meeting. I’ll double check on the exact processes on it and have it
available for public inspection and then resubmit it to the Legislature and the Legislative
Secretary and they have 60 days to review and either vote on them or if they fail to vote it just
passes into law as new rules and regulations.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And the rules that we would be creating, is it for the whole
process or is it specific to allow us to deal with this? I think I asked that question already, I just
want to make sure I understand.
Legal Counsel Toft: I would say to the… we can do both because it could be to take of existing
issues and in anticipation of future issues as well.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Legal Counsel Toft: So, I don’t think it needs to necessarily be limited to the 102 class that we
have existing. We can create it such that it would also deal with the issues of potential future
transfers. As long as we’re very public with what we’re doing, everything is open for
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inspection and all… (inaudible) on these issues and discussions I’ll probably conduct it and take
it again to the legislature but this time if they don’t move on it, it goes through; so it forces
them into action or inaction but way or another it gets resolved instead of… I feel there’s a lot
of frustration especially those… (inaudible) back or just feels like nothing is getting done and
it’s just getting cranked out and so I think this would give us a definitive date for action to be
taken on this, one way or another.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay, I… like I said, I really like that idea… I think maybe we
can explore that off line to just see what exactly the Triple A process would be… what kind of
rules we’d be able to create that don’t contradict the law.
Legal Counsel Toft: Right, I think we can work with… some of the ones that we’ve already
created for the Legislature to review could just be lifted out of that and it… because some of
those none contradictive some of them are… you know the ones where we proposed changes
to the existing language obviously those are no good.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Legal Counsel Toft: But the ones that are just dealing with a newer issue thing that were not
considered at the time of the creation of the original rules and regulations.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Like the switches.
Legal Counsel Toft: Such as switches, those… (inaudible) do that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Wow. Alright. Awesome. That’s good because I also feel
like… you know, the Commission, though we want to resolve it we almost have no method to
and this sounds like a promising way to do that.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah. I think we’re trying right now…there’s still a lot of… (inaudible)
whole situation with these transfers that we’re trying to do our best to ratify the situation but
we’re finding in a large percentage of them that we’re not. And so, I think this may be a way
to push the issue forward and get it dealt with so that and I think in a positive way if it gets a
hearing from the legislature, great; and if we can force the issue and address our concerns
there, then you know, hear it from them; what they want of us and then let them vote on it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right and then that would also give the Commission…the
opportunity if in the future things do need to be changed or fixed, they can continue that
Triple A process.
Legal Counsel Toft: We can adjust the rules and regulations that we create.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right. Right. We can go back to what the Triple A resulted in… it
will allow us the opportunity like many other rules and regulations that were done through the
Triple A process and now… (inaudible)… great.
Legal Counsel Toft: We’re at a disadvantage compared to the other agencies because of the
legislative passing of the rules and regulations but this is a way to try and…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is there something that you and the Director can prepare to
present to us formally? Like a proposal?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, over the past year and a half, you know… in preparation of other
proposed legislative changes for the rules and regulations, you know, I think we have an
existing frame of what we wanted; it’s just a matter of going through it and seeing which ones
would not be part of it because they would necessarily conflict with an existing statute and
which ones could go through and maybe slight alterations… (inaudible) to count for the fact
that it would be going through the Triple A process instead of the legislative hearing… I mean
instead of a bill hearing.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Instead of a bill, okay. Yeah, that’ll be great. I think it’ll help the
Commission also if you could prepare something… just to give us an idea of what it’ll look
like…based on the work that we’ve done already.
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Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, I mean had so many working sessions on this… I think half of my
note pad is filled with…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think we know what we want, right? But now that we have an
actual method to do it and don’t have to rely on the Legislature; we could see what it would
like, right? Of course, striking the ones that are contradictory… but then also what…Triple A
process looks like, how much it would cost if there’s any like having to do additional noticing or
something like that and then also a time line.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah and I guess a lot of…what may help also, is direction from the Board
as to how the… for transfers whether they would want that done, each one done in a meeting
by the Board… approved by the Board or if that’s something they would want administratively
done or… I would probably recommend Board at your interest because that way it’s out in
public … everyone has a chance to be heard on it… and it’s out in the open. And I think that’ll
probably be… (inaudible) in having it be accepted as well so that… but again, those types of
tiny procedural things, I guess might need direction on… we can prepare it and then address it
better at that time.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay that’ll be great, yes, so we can look at all at once. So, I know
that would definitely be the route to take with those leases that were issued after a transfer of
application rights, right?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, so I’m looking at the categories and you know leases issued after a
switch of date and time; I think that could be essentially dealt with internal rules and
regulations… issued after a transfer of application rights same thing… issued after transfer of
application rights to a beneficiary and then in turn transfer those rights to another… possible
we’d have to look at whether or not that we contradict the… actually no, that one we should
be okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: That one we can hear and decide, right?
Legal Counsel Toft: Right…the transfer of lease prior to the seven years without approval
might be tricky because that seven years one was a statute; there’s not a lot of those I think
maybe a total of two out of the hundred and two (102)… leases issued after transfer of
application rights in which the original applicant did not qualify under the CLTC… (inaudible)
that one might be tricky as well; there’s I think one of those.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I know we…there was one that we were able to resolve here
because it turned out that the original applicant was eligible and qualified.
Legal Counsel Toft: Did actually qualify, right, so I wasn’t counting that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, so this list that we have…
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, I think up… (inaudible) ninety something I could probably take care
of, if this goes through and passes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay great, that would be wonderful. Okay. Thanks.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah. I just wanted that out there before we address the transferred
because that is the possible secondary solution; if we’re not able to deal with it with the
existing….
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, I think for those that fall into those categories that would be
addressed with the Triple A process, I’d like to just set those cases aside and say we have
another potential avenue for resolution… but I believe there are some categories for these
where the…
Legal Counsel Toft: Where it could be dealt with… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Where we can deal with it, right now right?
Legal Counsel Toft: Okay yes.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so the first one that you mentioned was the leases that were
issued after a transfer of application rights to a beneficiary who then in turn transfer those
rights to another; so that would be the original lessee or applicant is deceased, right? Then the
beneficiary was… had been identified and the beneficiary said, you know what, I don’t want
this give it to somebody else, right?
Legal Counsel Toft: Right, and that could be done by Board action.
1. GISELA R.C. ACFALLE
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Board action, okay. Oh, okay so are the cross outs on this table
mean that it’s been resolved? Oh, good okay…do we have staff reports for those leases that
we can… I know that there was staff reports that have been provided but there was not very
many and I wasn’t sure why those versus others? So, let me just see…Gisela R. C. Acfalle.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Gisela would fall under that same category.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay great. So, let’s look at hers since we have a staff report.
Gisela is on the second page at the top and then we also have her staff report. Okay so the
original applicant was a Joaquin A. U. Guzman, he was a December 7th…2nd 1995 applicant so
Mr. Guzman, do we have his… oh here it is… did Mr. Guzman um… is he deceased? How did
the…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I’m sorry, I believe the original applicant is a Rosita Camacho
Vitug.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think that’s the original beneficiary? No?
Legal Counsel Toft: The original applicant.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Applicant…
Multiple Responses:
Commissioner Duenas: So, not Joaquin?
Legal Counsel Toft: It’s not Joaquin.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: It’s Rosita Camacho Vitug.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay okay… not Joaquin. Rosita that would make more sense.
So, Ms. Rosita’s death certificate, July 20th 2012 was submitted to us okay…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: The original benefactor that was named was actually her son
which was Scotty… (inaudible) R. C. Aguon um and then the situation…he relinquished his
beneficiary rights or transferred it to Ms. Gisela R.C. Acfalle; however, he came back to the
Trust to revoke that relinquishment and requested to the Deputy, Mr. Camacho and in turn he
disapproved that request and on November 17, 2016, a staff report from Mr. Gumataotao
requesting the Commission to override Deputy Director Camacho’s disapproval regarding his
request to revoke his August 19, 2016 letter of relinquishment to Ms. Gisela Acfalle however,
the Board did not hear this case due to Mr. Aguon not being present at the Board.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Wow okay. So, Ms. Rosita passes away, her beneficiary was Mr.
Aguon…but in 2016, he said, I don’t want the beneficiary rights, give it to Gisela. Do you know
what is the relation is?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: From… I believe Mr. Gumataotao is more verse in this case so Mr.
Gumataotao can further clarify.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: She was the care taker for Scotty. Scotty was… at the time
when I was entertaining him, he had some personal medical issues and so at the time he had
Ms. Aguon as his care taker.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so he wanted it to go to her but then came back… so August
19th, he relinquished it but then… a month… August 19th 2016 he relinquished it to Gisela but
then October 21st 2016 he said, never mind give it back.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: He wrote down something indicating through his medical
situation.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: So, it could be one of those cases…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh… oh my gosh okay I see it… it’s a very sad letter. Oh my gosh.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Yeah… and… (inaudible) maybe the past two years, I’ve been
unsuccessful in trying to get in touch with him.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: She’s occupying.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is she occupying it?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: They have a makeshift structure.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh. This is a very sad affidavit for Mr. Aguon. You haven’t been
able to get a hold of Mr. Aguon?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: No, the last known address I have on him was…I think down
south, Umatac and that person I think he was staying with no longer deals with him, I guess.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: How about…Gisela Acfalle?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: I haven’t…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: You haven’t reached out to her?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Yeah, no… only because it’s Scotty Aguon that initiated the….
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And is there anybody here… for this case, Gisela R.C. Acfalle or
Scott…?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I don’t think we were able to get in contact with Ms. Acfalle.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Nobody… okay.
Legal Counsel Toft: You might want to wait until we’re able to contact her.
2. MARIA DOLORES CAMACHO-GACGACAO
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, let’s continue to try to contact both parties. Alright so…well
that didn’t go as I was expecting. That’s okay. Alright so the next staff report that we have is a
Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Gacgacao
Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao: Gacgacao
Chairwoman Pika Ferjeran: Gacgacao, Thank you. Hi Hafa Adai thank you for your patience.
If you could state your name for the record.
Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao: Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hafa Adai. Okay so it looks like you are… the original applicant is a
Juan A. Jr. Camacho, December 9th 1995 applicant…let’s see…so Mr. Camacho is your father?
Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao: Yes. He passed away.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: He’s passed?
Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao: Yes, three years ago in 2016.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. So, your father, he had a… oh no, it was a… so your father
passed away and then who was the beneficiary? Original named beneficiary is Violeta
Camacho?
Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao: That’s my mom
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: That’s your mom. Okay…she has a lease with the Trust already so
she wants… was it her that requested…?
Land Agent Supervisor Matt Leon Guerrero: I’m sure it was her father.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Before his passing?
Land Agent Supervisor Matt Leon Guerrero: Yeah. Her father came in and he passed not long
after he requested to transfer to her.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, I see. Did they… he did not… he never submitted though…
okay so at that time it was practiced that he could transfer the application to her?
Land Agent Supervisor Matt Leon Guerrero: … Inaudible
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay rather than just putting her as a beneficiary, right? Okay so
her mother is still the beneficiary? Or was the beneficiary?
Land Agent Supervisor Matt Leon Guerrero: Yeah until we transferred it to her because she
ended up getting a lease; her own lease.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: In file though, there was an attempt to leave Maria as a
benefactor however, it wasn’t approved, so there was the intention to leave her.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ah okay. Okay. But then her father ends up passing away before
that could be approved?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: He put in a request to transfer his application rights to her, in
turn.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay but because none of that went through, it’s still a… his file
still lists her mother as the benefactor?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes, the original named benefactor was Ms. Violeta Camacho.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and then since the Commission cannot recognize that
transfer of application rights then she, it was never transferred to her basically so it would just
go to the original benefactor which is Violeta? And then has Violeta submitted anything
requesting that Maria assumed the application?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: There was only a written request from Mr. Juan Camacho…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: …to transfer his application rights to Maria.
Land Agent Supervisor Matt Guerrero: Madam Chair
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes.
Land Agent Supervisor Matt Leon Guerrero: Her mother works downstairs; she’s been up to
the office a few times and she verbally indicated that… (inaudible) she wanted to ensure that it
stayed with her daughter.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay it looks like at the time the transfer was approved, right? In
2015 and then the lease was issued in 2017… okay and then we had the Attorney General’s
opinion. So, am I interpreting this right, since the father passed away it would go to the
original benefactor, Violeta? And Violeta can request that we designate Ms. Maria as the new
benefactor?
Legal Counsel Toft: Right. So, it would be a new lease based of that reversion in the…
(inaudible) Commission to choose the successor.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay I think I guess it was a verbal thing…but we should probably
get an affidavit from her just so we can put it in the file. Okay. I don’t have any questions. Are
you currently occupying the property?
Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao: No because I’m still waiting for the surveyor to survey.
The last time I checked, they said he wasn’t able to because everything was put on hold…
(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay. So, you’re waiting on us to move forward, hopefully,
right? And then you’ll reengage with the surveyor and get that going, okay. So if the
Commission wanted to resolve this, what would our… the first step would be to… pending the
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receipt of the affidavit approved designating Ms. Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao as the
benefactor for Mr. Juan A Junior Camacho’s application and then the second motion would be
to issue a lease to Ms. Maria based on that inherited application.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay, so the first would be designate Maria as the
benefactor for her father’s application upon receipt of an affidavit from her mother or is
conditional upon receipt?
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Would the second motion also require be conditional upon receipt of
that affidavit?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: … Inaudible
Commissioner Duenas: Yes?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: … Inaudible
Commissioner Duenas: Ms. Maria I’m going to do my best to not mispronounce your last
name.
Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao: Don’t worry.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve Ms. Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao as the
benefactor of Juan A. Camacho Jr. pending, I’m sorry, condition upon receipt of the affidavit
from Ms. Violeta Camacho
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay a motion has been made.
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Okay. So as soon as we get that affidavit from your
mom relinquishing her beneficiary rights to you then you will assume your father’s December
9th 1995 application rights. Okay.
Maria Dolores Camachao-Gacgacao: Is that when I guess like start with the survey and
everything?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Almost, almost. We need one more motion.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Ms. Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao
pending via signed affidavit from her mother relinquishing her rights to Maria
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion made and seconded.
Legal Counsel Toft: You might want to name the lot.
Commissioner Duenas: Oh, I’m sorry, Lot 5382N-21 BA
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is that Barrigada?
Commissioner Duenas: Barrigada.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion made and seconded already right? Okay further
discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay the ayes have it. Okay so as soon as we get that affidavit
those two motions will be finalized and they’ll prepare your lease and once that lease is
prepared and signed and recorded then you can move forward with the surveyor.
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Maria Dolores Camacho-Gacgacao: Thank you.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you Maria thank you for coming.
ALL: Clapping
3. JUAN DIAZ MUNA
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright so the next is a Juan Diaz Muna. Hafa Adai, Sir thank you
for your patience. If you can state your name for the record sir.
Juan Diaz Muna: Juan Diaz Muna.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, okay the original applicant was a Moses Diaz Muna. What is
the relation?
Juan Diaz Muna: My dad.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, that’s your father, okay. Okay and it looks like he was a preoccupier in Agat under Land Use Permit No. 26. Moises? Is it Moises?
Juan Diaz Muna: Yes Moises.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well it looks like your father… as a pre-occupier; Legal
Counsel, his father is a pre-occupier the CLTC has to issue a lease to him as long as he qualifies
under the act, I believe that’s the law.
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. So that section applies to those who qualify under the Act,
but then I’m looking at the report; it says, the father was found not to qualify based on
submitted documents, Juan Diaz…who worked on his staff report?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I did.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay can you just walk us through? I’m trying…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: So…the original applicant is Mr. Moises Diaz Muna based on the
submitted documents, he does not qualify; therefore, we qualified Mr. Juan under his mother.
So, we have the submitted documents in file and a letter of relinquishment was submitted July
26, 2012, from Mr. Moises to his son Mr. Juan Muna and approved by Deputy Director July 30
2012.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, thank you. Is your father still with us?
Juan Diaz Muna: No, he passed away six years ago.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay he’s passed away.
Legal Counsel Toft: So, in that case, the Board can approve the transfer of application rights
under 5.8.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay but if the original applicant is not qualified, does that mean
he still has a place in line?
Legal Counsel Toft: I believe it does, one of the ambiguities in the original rules says that was
something… (inaudible) by the legislature at the time.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And I think also the fact that his father did have a Land Use Permit
and was…
Legal Counsel Toft: Right and 5.8; (2) talks about allowing unqualified spouses to designate
qualified children to succeed to the application… (inaudible) it was something they vaguely
considered but didn’t fully flesh out all the possibilities on…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well I think um since…Mr. Muna has passed away and like
Legal Counsel said, we can apply 5.8.
Legal Counsel Toft: 5.8a (1)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
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Legal Counsel Toft: In combination with the pre-occupier status as well. In theory it can be
done with either one of those.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Got it. Oh, Ms. Pat is your wife?
Juan Diaz Muna: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh hi, nice to meet you. I know your son. John, right? John
Galo…
Juan Diaz Muna: Yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Mr. Juan Diaz Muna for L480-71 in Agat
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion made and seconded. This is an approval of the lease
or is it… do we approve him as a beneficiary to the application and then we approve the lease?
Kind of a two-step motion, right?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes, that would be a better way to do it.
Commissioner Duenas: Okay let me correct my motion then. Motion to approve Mr. Juan
Diaz Muna as the benefactor of the application of Mr. Moises Diaz Muna
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Mr. Juan Diaz Muna for L480-71 in Agat
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it. Okay Mr. Muna, thank you for patience with
us.
ALL: Clapping
4. MAVREEN JEAN MUNA
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright. Next is Mavreen Jean Muna, do we have anyone for Ms.
Muna here today? Mavreen or is it Maureen? It’s Mavreen okay. Is she also in this category
that we’re going through?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes. So in Ms. Mavreen’s case, it was the original applicant Mr.
Juan SA Mendiola and the takeover applicant is Ms. Mavreen Jean Muna, however, in January
15, 2003, the grandchildren were named benefactors to the Agriculture Lease to include
Mavreen Muna, Lawrence Muna, Melinda Taitano and Brandon Mendiola, therefore the other
benefactors relinquished their beneficiary rights to Ms. Mavreen Jean Muna and a written
letter was submitted by the other benefactors approved by Mr. Camacho in 2013.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so…again at the passing of the original applicant, Juan SA
Mendiola that’s when the benefactors came forward and relinquished it.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes. All the grandchildren were named and then…
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Pursuant to Lawrence and then he relinquished to
Mavreen?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: And they are occupying on the property.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And this is an Agricultural Lease at Lot 10125-11-39 in Dededo?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes, the Swamp Road area.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Mr. Mendiola’s date and time was September 23rd 1997.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: They were pre-occupier status.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I see… pre-occupiers, which is why we are outside of 1995.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So again, this looks like one of those that got roped in with the
switch and transfers because the relinquishment of beneficiary rights, the approval should
have been done here at the Commission level but they were done at the Administrative level
so now it’s our chance to kind of…formally approve those beneficiary relinquishments to
designate Mavreen Jean Muna as the beneficiary to Juan SA Mendiola and then we would
issue a new lease.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Ma’am if I may.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Since the initial lease was recorded, we would need
to terminate the initial lease because when the abstract is done on the Land Management side
it’s going to pick up so there’s going to be two leases on the same…
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So… I don’t think we need that in our motion. Do we need that in
our motion to terminate?
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible)
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. So, the first would be the beneficiary approval and then the
approval of the lease and termination of the lease instrument no. 859496.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: I think the termination should come first, then the
designation of the beneficiary then the issuance of the lease.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Got it. Termination of existing lease, designate beneficiary and
then the lease, thank you.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to terminate lease under L10125-11-39 in Dededo, Instrument
No. 859496.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion made.
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve Ms. Mavreen Jean Muna as beneficiary to Juan SA
Mendiola.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made.
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Mavreen Jean Muna on L10125-11-39 in
Dededo
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion made.
Commissioner Santos: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Motion carries. Alright, thank you. Okay, next.
5. JOHN CHRISTOPHER UNPINGCO, MARK ANDREW UNPINGCO, and MEG-ANNE
CECILIA UNPINGCO
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Do we have any representatives with us here today? Okay.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: We weren’t able to get in contact.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: No able to contact? Okay. So, can you walk us through this?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: So, the original applicant here is Mr. Pedro Guerrero Sablan and
he is a… based on pre-occupier status with the application date and time of August 14, 2001 at
10:12AM, here the takeover applicants are John, Mark and Meg-Anne Unpingco, here we have
Mr. John Joseph Atoigue Sablan designating benefactor of Pedro Guerrero Sablan. In 2006 the
original benefactor designated that his son and then changed it to his nephew John Sablan
Unpingco.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Sorry, hold on…back up… so the…who’s John Joseph Atoigue
Sablan?
Unknown: The son
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: The son
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, okay sorry so Pedro is the applicant and John Joseph is the son
that was the designated beneficiary?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay sorry, continue.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: And then in turn he designated his nephew; he made a change of
beneficiary to name John Sablan Unpingco, his nephew.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, did Mr. Pedro Guerrero Sablan pass away in that time.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Ah no…if the applicant is still alive, they can make changes to
their beneficiary so he made a change to his original beneficiary.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so it wasn’t the benefactor changing it, it was the applicant.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Okay so from there, Mr. John Sablan Unpingco addressed the
letter indicating that he would like to designate his children as the beneficiaries, instead of
himself.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay… so he didn’t want to be the benefactor in that time Mr.
Sablan had passed away?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, okay so Mr. Sablan passed away his nephew, John Sablan
Unpingco was going to inherit the application…
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Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Submitted the death certificate and everything and…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And then he said, I don’t want it because I already have
something, give it to my children.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes, and he went through the Director at that time, getting the
approval from him; so, he named his three children as the benefactors.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, and when was the lease issued?
Legal Counsel Toft: 2002
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I believe 2002 and it was recorded for one acre.
Legal Counsel Toft: … (inaudible) Who is the lease issued to?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: The lease is under all three.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh… I know we were doing that before. What do we do with that
now, do we just leave it?
Legal Counsel Toft: Wait in 2002 the lease is to all three?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
Legal Counsel Toft: It doesn’t look like they were in consideration.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: No in 2008.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: 2008
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so when was the original lease issued?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: 2002
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, 2002 the original lease was issued…
Legal Counsel Toft: To Pedro, right?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: To Pedro
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Pedro Guerrero Sablan recorded under 767021 and then
requested in 2007 for a takeover of the three children to the lease.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Because Mr. Pedro Sablan had passed away?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes so Mr. Sablan passed away designating Mr. Unpingco as his
benefactor, Mr. Unpingco then designated his three children to take over.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, I also see the three individuals that were identified in taking
over the lease; they don’t have an application in file.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes…there are some files that we have seen where a takeover
happens but there was no application that was you know… basically drawn in so this is one of
those cases where the three children never filled out an application but take over. So…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay. Have we determined that they’re qualified?
Legal Counsel Toft: That’s what I was about to ask.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah… because I know that we use the application as the method
to confirm the qualification.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I believe their qualifying documents are in file but it’s just that
there is no application for them and you know in the event the Commission does decide to
move forward with them being designated as the benefactors then in turn we’ll have them fill
out the application… so that you know it can be in the file for record.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. Okay I think it’s our practice now to only put one name on
the lease, right?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I believe that was a decision by the previous legal counsel,
however, in our law it doesn’t specify that only one name because we do have quite a few still
in our inventory with husband and wife or we had one in previous meeting with mother and
daughter….
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And I don’t think we ever issued new leases with multiple names
it’s always been one name. I recognized that there’s passed leases that are current and
existing with multiple names, right? Is there…can we get some clarification on that?
Legal Counsel Toft: I mean the rules use the work individual a lot. There’s… it’s not
exclusively spelled out anywhere that there can only be one person on the lease so I’m
guessing that’s why it was (inaudible) but yeah, it was kind of an unofficial policy where the
last few years… (inaudible) individuals so that we don’t have any issues of problems with
succession.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I agree. Okay, well…
Legal Counsel Toft: I mean we could, if the Board wants to could make a motion to request
the three individuals to decide among themselves as to who would succeed.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, I think I would be more comfortable because we would have
to issue a new lease in this case anyway.
Legal Counsel Toft: Right
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Rectify it. One of the individuals take on the lease or volunteer to
take the lease.
Legal Counsel Toft: And file an application
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And file and application and then it can be represented to us again.
Legal Counsel Toft: That would be my suggestion.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Should we make a motion approving the benefactors… all three of
the beneficiaries? No because even the beneficiaries… (inaudible)
Legal Counsel Toft: I think not at this time. I would say wait until they make a decision.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. What do you think is the… do we just wait and have the
staff contact them?
Commissioner Duenas: Are all three of them being contacted to submit an application? Or…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I believe we were going through the father as the person who
was… (inaudible) contact but you know we could go ahead and engage again and possibly
contact the father… (inaudible)
Commissioner Duenas: Okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so for this case, we would.
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible) for the staff to contact the three names successors
to have them decide amongst each other submit documentation as to which one of them
wants to succeed at… I don’t think we need to make a motion on it yet… until the staff.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay…alright. Did you catch that? Alright thank you…
That’s the last one. So that’s it for our Switch and Transfer List, but I know that… (inaudible)
but can we look again at these categories to determine what cases can be presented to us for
resolution. So, the first category was leases that were issued after transfer of application
rights to a beneficiary who then in turn transferred those rights to another. I think we can
resolve those. I see a Natasha Nicole Duenas Cruz listed here; can we have that presented at
the next meeting? Christopher James Fejeran okay that is my brother in law, full disclosure. I
need a form. We already heard Gisela Acfalle; we just need to contact… (inaudible) right?
Okay and next is Benny Unsiog Guzman, we can hear that one next time. Allan Michael Jose
Mateo would be the next one in that category. So, the next category is leases that were issued
after transfer of application rights to an ineligible beneficiary. Oh, so that’s if somebody’s
beneficiary was named but they were ineligible and then they said okay, I can’t get it so give it
to somebody else; is that what those are? Can we have….
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Land Administrator Margarita Borja: No what it is, is the person that was named or issued a
lease is not eligible under the 5.8., 5.8 (2).
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Qualified as Native CHamoru.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Right. No not necessarily that, it’s certain individual that
can be named as beneficiaries, your nieces, your nephews, your… so the individuals that were
named…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: That were outside of those relations? Okay so I think the
Commission may have the power to designate that person as the beneficiary, right?
Yeah…right?
Acting Administrative Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: In the law it identifies who should be the
beneficiary… (inaudible) named someone outside of those… (inaudible)
Legal Counsel Toft: … (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think we can. Outside of those certain relations rights?
Legal Counsel Toft: Let me look at that while we go through the agenda because that’s been
a reoccurring issue that we’ve had… we’ve been talking about. Because there’s like a
discrepancy… (inaudible)
Acting Adminsitrative Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: And also, in the Chapter 75… (inaudible)
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah and also in the Chapter 75.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ah okay so more research, right?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay leases that were issued after transfer of application rights in
which a beneficiary was not designated; what are those? There’s one, Ronald James
Remotigue.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I believe the mom was the beneficiary and then transferred it to
him and the father does not qualify under the Trust.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay can we have this one… (inaudible) to see if it is within our
purview and then the next one is leases that were issued after transfer of application rights in
which the original applicant did not qualify under the CHamoru Land Trust Act. I see one,
Tomas Cruz Reyes Jr. I know the Aldan was the one that we did, right?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Can we look at that one too? And then leases that were issued
after transfer of lease prior to the seven years without approval. I think we can look at those
too because there have been like emergency circumstances, right that we could decide on? So
that’s Mark Anthony Perez Cruz, Josephine Pangelinan Aguon… that’s it… And then transfers in
accordance with the law. Why are they here? Okay so perhaps those present… (inaudible)
right? We might be able to just ratify it, right? Rather than just issuing a new lease.
Legal Counsel Toft: Well that’s some movement.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay any other questions for the staff. Yes, one more?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Can we also just look at Fred Quintanilla? He’s actually
a red mark. He was red marked on that list, so he did come and… (inaudible) transfer, he is the
original applicant, I’m not sure… in the file it indicated that he switched his lot so it’s just a
switch of lot not a switch of… so that’s how he fell on the list…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ah I see.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: So, do we need to make a motion to remove him or
do…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: No.
Legal Counsel Toft: No. …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well remove him from the list and then present it, request…
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Multiple Conversation
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well present it, yeah. Remove him from the list and then present
it. No just remove him or keep it how it is and then in the notes say, yeah…so just leave it as is
but then please present it if he’s not on our ratified list.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Oh okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Did… Jho you still have one more? Okay. We’re running a little bit
behind.
GUAM RACEWAY
Legal Counsel Toft: If you want to skip to the Raceway, really quick and I can talk about that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, let’s do that. Thank you. Okay we’ll move on to the
Raceway until Ms. Jhoana comes back.
Legal Counsel Toft: So, the original bill for the Raceway at the time… (inaudible) could
proceed with a long-term lease authorization… (inaudible) under Public Law 34-142 that was
not accomplished within the time… (inaudible) so the question was, where do we go from
here? And talking with the Administrative Director and the past Administrative Director the
thought was that, we’re basically back to working within the existing Commercial Rules and
Regs… (inaudible) currently, we are in a month to month situation and I think what we should
do is contact Mr. Simpson on this and tell him what we can work within the existing rules and
regs and for a lease not to exceed five years or he can go back to the Legislature and try and
get another bill passed. The benefit that it may have for him to work with the five year lease
on this is that it wouldn’t be subject to those same restrictions as the legislature placed on it as
far as the extraction and things like that that are kind of deal breakers for him and when they
get… basically impossible for him to financially sustain on that… again the downside is that it’s
only up to five years because of the existing cap on the commercial leases.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so does the bill…does the bill knowing that we passed
deadline…
Legal Counsel Toft: It’s basically expired.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah right but because of the bill it allows us to… because I know
with our Commercial Rules and Regs. in order for a property to be leased (inaudible)
commercial property we have to go through various steps.
Legal Counsel Toft: Right we would have to go back to…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, we would have to go through all of that, designate it as
commercial, have a public hearing… okay.
Legal Counsel Toft: So, present those options to Henry Simpson and say here’s where we’re
at which one do you want to try to go with and then… (inaudible) the next move is then…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So basically, our only channel here is to follow the Commercial
Rules and Regs that now apply?
Legal Counsel Toft: Right, unless there is another public law passed to…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right that he will pursuit. Okay. Okay and because the
Commercial Rules and Regs. apply, we have to follow all of that but it’s also open to RFP so it’s
not just him anymore?
Legal Counsel Toft: Correct.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay got it.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Madam Chair if I may, if we at least… can we at
least consider we send him our proposed draft so we can receive his decline, a response from
him so can just document it, documentation, we haven’t sent him our proposed draft….
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I don’t think we can.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, at this point no because the time frame has passed.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. Yeah…because it would seem like…
Legal Counsel Toft: Like that’s another offer
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right, like another offer but we are not allowed to offer it to him.
Okay so if I could just have the Director get in touch with Mr. Simpson and just tell him, you
know, I passed.
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible)
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Should we send him a letter formally or just discuss
it with him first.
Legal Counsel Toft: I would say prepare a letter and… (inaudible) so that we’re not…
Commissioner Duenas: …(inaudible)
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, make sure we’re not making any offers that we can’t unnecessarily
follow up on.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, I know the last…
Legal Counsel Toft: And CC the Chairwoman on it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And I know the last time Mr. Simpson was here he was talking
about a new bill anyway, right? Or trying to pursue it.
Legal Counsel Toft: Right so that maybe the direction he wants to go and if he gets that great
and if not, we can go back to the commercial lease.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. I mean my only hesitation is that it’s a very huge property
to be designated commercial which might…
Legal Counsel Toft: Affects the existing… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah…affects our whole inventory so… okay, thanks for that
update. Just to confirm, Mr. Simpson has been granted a Right of Entry for the… or is a month
to month? He’s still on a month to month?
Legal Counsel Toft: A month to month hold over tenancy.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay hold over tenancy, is there a…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Is there a six-month cap?
Legal Counsel Toft: Nope, I think we had… we had made a motion, I forget which year it was
as far as how long we were going to extend the month to month; so, we may want to check on
that make sure it’s…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah and let’s mention that to Mr. Simpson in the letter too. Just
make sure that he’s up to date with all of his lease payments and….
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Already Mr. Simpson has a… (inaudible) he has a
credit of a thousand ($1000.)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, good on him.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: But we’re still trying to substantiate his admission
fees.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: …(inaudible) that because of proper
documentation.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Doesn’t he need to give a report?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: He’s supposed to but unfortunately, we haven’t
received but we’ll go through all of that in the letter.
6. Maltilde Castro Mercado
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes please. Okay thanks for the update. Okay so the next… so
what are these? Oh, this is just one last one? Matilde Castro Mercado. Oh yes hello.
She is on our 102?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes, number 64
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: 64? Thank you. Buenas hafa adai.
Matilde’s Family: Buenas Hafa Adai.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hi nice to see you again, thank you for coming. Okay let’s see…
okay the original applicant is a Lola Wusstig Agero?
Matilde’s Family: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: She requested to relinquish application rights to Ms. Matilde
Castro Mercado?
Unknown: Right
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay is there somebody on the team that can speak to the case?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Jessica
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Jessica, Ms. Dayday. Okay so because of the Attorney General’s
opinion right we have to treat all of these transfer of application rights when the original
applicant is still living, we have to put you both back in line right. Okay Jessica.
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: Okay so with this one the requesting if we can transfer to or
revert the application back to Ms. Wusstig and she also can designate Ms. Mercado as the
beneficiary which is her niece. Ms. Mercado is her niece.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so I don’t think that we need a motion to revert back the
application back to Ms. Aguero.
Legal Counsel Toft: It automatically does. The only thing that (inaudible) is the lease itself.
Terminate the lease and then issue that lot to Ms. Aguero.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so first we terminate the lease of Ms. Mercado and then
issue new lease to Ms. Wusstig Aguero and then once that’s done the beneficiary designated
can be approved administratively?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so thank you for coming you can state your name for the
record if you have some comments or questions for us.
Matilde Mercado: My name is Matilde Mercado… Castro Mercado
Isauro Mercado: I’m Isauro Castro Mercado
John Castro Mercado: And I’m John Castro Mercado
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Buenas thank you for coming.
Isauro Mercado: Okay the question is we had recently notarized the relinquishment
paperwork for… (inaudible) makes my mom the beneficiary… (inaudible) the fact that Auntie
Lola’s… (inaudible) days I mean at the hospital now so we were able to get that done just avert
any legalities should they come up. …What kind of time line are we looking at as far as I guess
what I’m getting at here is the common phrase I’ve been hearing here is most of the
benefactors are literally just sad, they are the ones that are living or enjoying the privilege of
taking this land… some but not a whole lot from what I’m hearing from the recent meetings
are the original land applicants. So, I was hoping you can speed it up so my mom can be
amongst those that originally applied and can actually enjoy in her lifetime and not ours, we’ll
pick up from there when it’s her time.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay thank you. I think what the first step would be right…since
they’re both back in line where they originally applied would be to terminated the lease found
to be null and void… (inaudible) that’s just a… we just have to do that in a motion right.
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Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah so… (inaudible) terminate the original lease approve a lease to the
original applicant although (inaudible) and then if necessary, she’ll be up to… (inaudible) we
could consider an emergency transfer of lease under 7.5 as well.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Yeah.
Legal Counsel Toft: … (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Do we need any?
Legal Counsel Toft: But I would wait on that third one until the lease is signed and issued.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay got it.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, for now two different motions, one terminating the original lease
and the second one to issue the lease in the name of Lola Wusstig Aguero make sure that the
Administrative Director approves the change of beneficiary form and then you can transfer
after that.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: …(inaudible) All the terminations are going to be
fair? Just wanted to ask. So just the Chairwoman would be sufficient to sign at the end…
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to terminate lease for L10122-R6 in Dededo Instrument No.
889546
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Legal Counsel Toft: I think it’s a different instrument no.
Commissioner Duenas: Oh, is it? Oh interesting. I’m sorry Instrument Number…
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah that’s the map.
Commissioner Duenas: Instrument no. 900608
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made and corrected
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Ms. Lola Wusstig Aguero for Lot 1012256 Dededo
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None okay. All those in favor?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion carries. Okay so a new lease will be prepared in
your aunt, Auntie Lola’s name and then I do see there’s a paperwork here ready to be
approved by the Director once that lease is issued then Ms. Mercado will be the benefactor
and then if you’d like, you can come before us again once all of that is… (inaudible) and
then…we can make a determination to issue the lease to her as an emergency transfer. What
would we need from Ms. Aguero?
Legal Counsel Toft: I would say just a letter from… (inaudible)
Isauro Mercado: What kind of letter? Like I said earlier we just recently notarized that she
concurred as to what took place, you know, what kind of letter?
Legal Counsel Toft: That might… (inaudible) if it’s notarized.
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Isauro Mercado: It’s notarized by your people.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is it this one?
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: He’s talking about the beneficiary designation form but there
was well the relinquishment was one prior to the application.
Isauro Mercado: Which you have in file.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Just have her prepare another relinquishment letter
like she did initially to state… (inaudible)
Legal Counsel Toft: Well request to transfer.
Multiple conversations
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Request for transfer and then state the reason so
they’re aware of… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And then we can make it as an emergency.
Isauro Mercado: Well in my previous statement, I don’t want to take away that you guys are
doing are a tremendous job, okay? We applaud not just the recipients but also all your hard
work.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you too.
ALL: Clapping
Matilde Mercado: Speaking the CHamoru: Un dankulu na si yu’us ma’ase para todus hamyu
(A big thank you to all of you).
Commissioner Santos: Enjoy
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Alright…we already talked about the Raceway… UOG
Hatchery. Is that you Joe…Joey?
UOG HATCHERY
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We have no updates regarding the… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I have been… I have a meeting with Therese Terlaje, Senator
Terlaje’s staff member about this, the bill is currently in committee and she was requesting
feedback, I wanted to ask the Commission…our last go at this with the Hatchery you know
was, you gotta pay us and all of that and I believe that UOG is open to doing some in kind
services for the property but I did want to ask the Commission to…it was actually made clear
to me that the property down where they’re encroaching on, it actually goes back further and
it’s cliff line and if we give them that property we really have no access or use for the rest… it’s
almost like a triangle because it’s at the bottom of the cliff that’s only accessible for their
property. So, I wanted to see if the Commission would be amendable to actually transferring
that entire property to the UOG Hatchery because it would be otherwise unusable for our
purposes. Can we pull it up on the…?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: So, we had the Survey Division prepare a map for you
guys. What it is, is the whole lot contain…5412 basic lot contains ninety-eight point seven
acres (98.7) acres; the transfer to the CHamoru Land Trust was only sixty-one point seven
(61.7) so um, we had the Survey Division identify where exactly the 61.7 acres would be, so
this is a design that we came up with, we don’t know whether or not you wanted the line to
include the Hatchery area or not include; this is just a scheme, we just tried to identify where is
the 61.7.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: It’s floating?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yeah, so…
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Sorry…because we… (inaudible) from Mr. Borja at that meeting so
this Lot 5412 is actually… what’s the total acreage?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: 98.7
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: The total acreage is 98.7 acres but then when you follow the land
documents for the land that was transferred into the Trust inventory only 61.7 acres was
transferred but it never said which part of this huge lot, so it’s almost like floating. So, what’s
your proposal?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: So we recognized, we recognized Public Law 22-18
where agencies came in to reserve certain acreage in the area, so we recognized 17 acres from
GWA, GPA and then the 2 acres that was requested by Guam Energy; so we took those out and
we came in to whatever the remainder was and we carved out the 61.7 to include the
parceling that we did here because these are ours.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think what I’d like to see which would be more applicable is
based on the contours of it.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Because I think that line would just be… (inaudible)
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: On what’s usable.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah… yeah… I think if we would know what’s usable based on
the…
Multiple Conversations
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Did you take that into consideration?
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: No.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: When you did this?
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: No.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: So just looking at this, are you able to say that majority
of this down here is not usable?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Here I have… (inaudible)
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: So, I’m not sure whether you want…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I mean I don’t really want to see that all because I’m… (inaudible)
as CHamoru Land Trust Property. But my proposal is… so if you look here right, this is the
hatchery and this is the part they want… that we’re like, okay, we’ll give it to you if you give us
in kind services but if you look here, this is a huge cliff that goes all the way pretty much to the
water; so I was thinking you know what let’s just give that whole piece to them… we would
never be able to access it or use it anyway… and that way all of this really actually just this up
here is property that would be usable by the Trust, okay? What do you think? My concern is
that I just want to make sure that when property is taken outside of the Trust it’s not just
taken and we’re left with nothing that we have some kind of compensation and I believe that
UOG and their extension services can provide us a whole wealth of resources and man power
to help us to achieve with some of the goals we have. You know one of the things that they
can do and they’ve offered is a farmer’s program, which I think can be helpful but I also think
that they probably have resources that could actually help the Trust better than just providing
farmers training for some people. But I think I feel comfortable, it sounds like that understand
that there will be some kind of exchange here, maybe not money exchange for the land but inkind services that we can actually sit down with then and discuss. What does the… yeah, I just
want to know, does the Commission comfortable with this or I guess what would happen is
that the bill will be revised and then represented.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
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Commissioner Duenas: They’re asking for that, the rest of that?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: They… I think they had asked. I think that they only asked for this
because… (inaudible) but better understanding of the site that’s… (inaudible) you know
inaccessible anyway.
Commissioner Duenas: If we let them use that one, would they actually do something with it
or are they only going do what they have to do with it that would… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think they’re just using that one. But them, transferring it all of it
to them would be mean that they can fully and completely control that whole area.
Legal Counsel Toft: Their concern was contamination (inaudible) area because it’s delicate…
(inaudible) operation as far as…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, sensitive. I’m sure that they would be very happy that
would have full… full control of the property that’s behind them. Okay so should we…I mean I
can present that to Therese and then they can revise the bill and then represent it to the
Commission.
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah, that would be… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay alright. Mr. Cruz can you maybe remind me or something?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Should we request the survey guys to prepare a
drawing that would… (inaudible)?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah let’s do that.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: So, for my understanding it’s from this point down
to… (inaudible)
OLD BUSINESS: LAND FOR THE LANDLESS
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, I think you can look at the contour map, because yeah, I
guess that corner is basically on the cliff anyway. Okay sorry, I just want to finish up with this
Old Business. … (inaudible) number three…it looks like there was so much work done and
there was a lot of property that was assessed for leasing for the Land for the Landless, I think
this is, I don’t… yeah, I love this, I like the summary page, it tells us how many developable lots
that we have, how much is undevelopable, how many have no access so on and so forth… this
is definitely going help us moving forward but I would like to get a little more time to kind of
look at this and… when you say developable does that mean utilities, access and utilities?
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: In certain, in Tract in Talofofo and in Merizo, there’s
already paved road and there are existing houses so yes there is.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, there’s road and…
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: And it’s also in the beginning of the check list, just got to
go back to the check list.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah so if you can give it to us. So, what would qualify it as
developable?
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: Nice and flat…you know, to me, anything can be
developed but it depends on but… we put undevelopable for the ones that were ridiculously
sloped or… (inaudible) or swamped or whatever.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay great. So, if we can some more information for those
identified as developable whether there’s infrastructure and access and part of this endeavor
also would include the standard operating procedures, right? I didn’t see anything yet, so I
assume that you guys are still working on that. Okay. What I’d like to see for the SOP, I know
that there’s a lot of details and weeds that you can get into right based on like what an actual
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land agent has to do to complete it. But what I’d like to see first is a big picture view okay
before getting down to the nitty gritty.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Broad… (inaudible) detail.
OLD BUSINESS: INADAHEN I LINA’LA KOTTURAN CHAMORU
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, so that can be presented at another meeting, I’m hoping. I
really want to get moved forward and start the process to start leasing these properties. Okay
and finally Inadahen I Linala I kotturan I CHamoru, do we have a representative here today?
From Inadahen I Linala? Okay…I saw a lease in here but I think I spoke with Mr. Cruz about it
was obviously based of our Commercial Rules and Regs and I wanted to…just ask that you
revisit the case to see what type of community, facility community center lease can be drafted
because we cannot… because we can’t ask them to pay the ten percent (10%) of the Fair
Market Value because they are a nonprofit, right? So, we’ll revisit this at a later date. Okay
and we are passed our public comment period but if I could just ask for a five-minute recess.
Thank you everybody, we’ll resume in five minutes.
FIVE MINUTE RECESS
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay I’d like to call this CHamoru Land Trust Meeting back to
order. Okay thank you everybody for your patience, we’ve completed our old business agenda
item but we’re pretty much behind so I’d like to jump down on under New Business, number
three, Constituent Matters, which what I assume is what everybody is here for…since you’re
still here so I’d like to get to this. So…first person is Francisco Leon Guerrero Castro, is that
right? Mr. Castro?
NEW BUSINESS: CONSITUENT MATTERS
1. Frank L.G. Castro
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hafa Adai Sir, hi if you could both state your name for the record.
Unknown: My karaoke days are over.
Marvin Aguilar: Hello everybody, my name is Marvin Aguilar to my left is Mr. Frank LG Castro
if you folks don’t know who he is, he is one of the Island’s few registered land surveyors, he
comes before the Commission to request the opportunity to apply for a building permit; at this
time Mr. Castro has a lease, an existing lease for Lot 7055-6 if I’m not mistaken. Alright it’s
been a while for me for us, in Yigo and what he proposes to do is to construct a single
bedroom, single story… (inaudible) structure on the property. So we’re… (inaudible) so my
understanding, the policy of the Commission is that you do have to go before the Commission
but I think in this case we were or he received approval to apply for a clearing and grading
permit at one time and I’m not sure if he received an approval to apply for utilities, water
power and sewer. So basically, this is what the request, whatever procedures or paperwork is
necessary to build this. … (inaudible) I’m his representative at this point only because his
actual representative is off island… (inaudible) there was a letter that was submitted on July
15th 2019 so…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Madam Chair, I think the constituent would just
need an approval for building permit authorization because he’s already been issued a clearing
and grading, utilities…he’s just pending a building permit.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and in order for DPW for the building permit, they would
require and an approval, an authorization from the Commission?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Yes ma’am.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay thank you for coming Mr. Castro and thank you Mr. Aguilar
for presenting for him. You know I was looking at, there’s some photos of you in file…your lot
is very well maintained, you have many fruit trees…quite beautiful. Thank you for your work
on the property and using it for its intended purpose.
Frank Castro: I had problems initially. When I got the lease, I immediately planted over three
hundred (300) banana trees and over three hundred (300) coconut trees because I thought I
found a way to try and get around to the coconut beetle, unfortunately, just before… I mean
right after I planted it they weren’t really two and half feet high, the pigs are so aggressive,
they wiped me out and only a few evidence and the breadfruit trees that I planted seven years
ago are all bearing of course I haven’t picked on it yet because the other owner or the other
lessee has been coming over and I’m giving it. Again, but really that’s beside the point, I don’t
want to fence it in so that (inaudible) build a one-bedroom house and being alone and if I
move to the place and fence it in to keep the pigs out, I think that’s the solution to my
problem. I also wanted to plant Japanese grass or seedlings to whoever wants it can come and
get it, I think that would work too.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well… you know he does have a lease that was ratified last year so
everything in his file looks great and I would say that this is a I’m sorry a residential lease? Oh,
and Agriculture lease, so…for agricultural leases, the lessee is authorized or is allowed to build
one structure so that would be the one-bedroom home that he would like to build. I think that
this is right in line with our land trust mission so I have no further questions or concerns.
Commissioner Duenas: So just (inaudible) we’re doing the authorization for the building
permit.
Multiple responses
Commissioner Duenas: Alright. Motion to approve a building permit authorization for
Francisco Leon Guerrero Castro on Lot 7066-5 in Yigo
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay a motion made and second it. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it. Alright Mr. Castro
ALL: Clapping
Francisco LG Castro: Si yu’us Ma’ase’. Thank you very much.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you too. Thank you for your patience today.
Commissioner Santos: Plant more coconuts and the bananas.
2. Valerie Tenorio
Chairwoman Pika Fejera: Yeah… Okay next, staff report we have is for Valerie Tenorio
Guerrero. Hafa Adai. Is there somebody that can present her case? Hi Ms. Valerie, welcome
back.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: We have Ms. Valerie Tenorio Guerrero on March 21st 2019, the
motion was made to approve a residential lease for Lot 5-2, Block 9, Tract 15213 Mangilao on
May 14th 2019, Ms. Guerrero in a meeting requested for a relocation to Lot 18, Block 9, Tract
15213, Mangilao due to the lot having close proximity to utilities. Ms. Guerrero is a December
7 1995 applicant, in here upon the review the applicant’s request to relocate and the
assessment of both lots was conducted and our findings on Lot 18, Block 9, Tract 15213
Mangilao is vacant and is accessible to utilities within 100 feet.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Wow, how was that property identified?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: So, through the Master Plan there were names that were put on
these lots, however, on Lot 18, we discovered that the person that was placed there is actually
on a different lot within the same tract area so therefore that lot became available.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, if I remember correctly, is this near your grandfather?
Valerie T. Guerrero: Yes.
Inaudible responses
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: The one she wants to move out of? Or the one she wants to move
into?
Inaudible response
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Where she wants to move out of? So, she’s currently at Lot 5-1?
Okay, so currently she’s at 5-1?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yeah 5-1 and she’s requesting to be relocated to Lot 18.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, oh okay.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Her father is currently on 5402-R5A-26 Lorette Guerrero
was given Lot 19 and now Val is requesting to… (inaudible) to 18.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay…I’m glad that there was a property identified that you found
from there that you could use. You know my concern of this is when… you know we have such
limited resources right and I remember we visited your case like several times and it was part
of a larger discussion for this whole area um and you accepted the lease up there, right. And
then now we’re having to revisit your case because although you accepted the lease now you
want to move to another location and it’s…
Valerie T. Guerrero: Only because that 18 wasn’t identified at the time of… (inaudible) until
we did research and no one was actually on 18.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay my only concern and thoughts with this is…with the limited
resources we have to be continuously servicing one of our applicants and moving around and
you know there’s so many people waiting that don’t even have a property yet. That’s my
concern. I just needed to get that off my chest. But because what if you get that property and
then two months you come back and say, you know I changed my mind move me over here…
you know where it’s like we’re…we move forward a step thinking okay we’re great she’s set
and then we have to move back a step. And then everybody else is still out there waiting…but
if we were to issue this property to you, are you ready to build on it?
Valerie T. Guerrero: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Have you talked to…Guam Housing to get qualified for a loan?
Valerie T. Guerrero: No, because I’m waiting on all this.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay but you’re prepared to move forward and really use
the property.
Valerie T. Guerrero: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so would this be a decline then? Be considered a decline of
the lease?
Acting Administrative Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Initial lot yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and then…a…
Acting Administrative Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: An issuance on this location, relocation
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Issuance on a different lot? Okay. You guys have any questions?
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve relocation of Ms. Valerie Tenorio Guerrero to Lot
18, Block 9, Tract 15213, Mangilao from Lot 5-1, Block 9, Tract 15213
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay a motion has been made
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Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made and seconded. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes. Okay motion carries. Okay. Okay so the first lease would be
terminated and…you’ll have new lease for this property. Okay thank you. You know I’m sorry
that Ms. Guerrero had to be the subject of my concerns, right because it’s concern that I have
for the whole program and it’s a concern that was brought up last year you know like, one of
the huge issues was like; you guys told me that this was the only property available so I took it
and then two months later, I find out that you’re leasing Barrigada. You know, someone could
say, what if somebody had come to us a month ago or when we approve Ms. Guerrero at that
first location when we didn’t know Lot 18 was available and they came to us and said, hey I
want to go to Mangilao and oh, it’s like there’s nothing available but then fast-forward and we
did the research and found out there is a lot available. You know, we’re giving it to her when
someone else might have asked for the same thing. So, my question and my concern and I’m
going put it on this Acting Admin. Director Cruz. Director, you know to work with the staff, you
know to put that on our SOPs, so that we have a very clear idea of when properties come
available for leasing because you know…I know that chronologically it makes sense to us but
anybody from the outside can say; hey, we’re being shady here when really the truth is we’re
not it’s just things happen so…. Thank you.
Commissioner Duenas: Can you also verify that no one else currently interested in the area as
well besides… (inaudible) location?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right like have like a… that could be a…almost like a waiting list or
something… like you know…
Commissioner Duenas: Just to make sure we don’t have another person come in and say that
they were actually interested in the property…. Just to avoid any conflict especially if the lease
was already… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah…
Legal Counsel Toft: I think that we can… (inaudible) under the additional rules
that…(inaudible) create a new policy on that and just… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. You know at my restaurant, we have a reservation, and
when they get full we start a waiting list, right… so maybe if someone is like no, I want to be in
Mangilao, but at the time that they asked for it and there’s nothing available in Mangilao we
put them on a waiting list so that if something is in Mangilao, we make sure we start at the top
of the list on who wanted Mangilao first… maybe something like that.
Unknown Individual: A lot of waiting list.
All: Laughing
3. Albert Jesus Lizama
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Bula waiting list. Okay thank you so next is Albert Jesus Lizama.
Hi, a Jessica…? Hafa Adai.
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: So, Mr. Albert Jesus Lizama um is deceased he has been
deceased since 2000…he had named his spouse, his legal spouse as beneficiary however she
was unqualified he was issued a lease and at that time when her… I’m sorry…at the time Mr.
Lizama had passed away his spouse had submitted the death certificate, requested from
Chamoru Land Trust to have her be named as trustee over her kids at that time were minors.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, okay.
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: She was aware that she was unqualified or she was unqualified
at the time but there was no action then… at that time.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: To have her be the trustee or guardian of the children?
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: Yes. And so now, today, this…Mr. Lizama’s daughter.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hello can you state your name for the record?
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so…Ms. Cepeda… okay so now that Ms. Cepeda is over 18
and adult now…now she can assume the lease? Is that what the question is?
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: Yes…well we’re here to request for her to be designated…
successor or beneficiary to her dad.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and this is for the application or the lease?
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: The lease.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: There is an actual lease?
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: There is an actual lease.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And I see that there are three other children?
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay. I think the usual way we do that is we get affidavits from
all the children, right? Designating a single beneficiary.
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: But it’s hard to get… from my brother.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: He hasn’t been here for 19 years after my dad passed
away and he’s in Washington under parole so I don’t have contact with him.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay… okay…how would we do this? That’s your one bother
and is then is there another…
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: Yes, the other one is in the Philippines, that’s my
biological brother and then the other one is here but we barely talk so it’s hard to get in
contact with my half-brother on my dad’s side.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, I see.
Commissioner Duenas: Has any of them ever voiced any interest in this property at…
(inaudible)
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: My dad got that when my mom and dad were together.
But the first… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, there’s children from the first marriage?
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: Yes, and we mentioned it to them but they never… cared.
Legal Counsel Toft: We could… under 5.8; a (2); the Commission can allow the unqualified
spouse to designate a qualified child to succeed in the deceased application rights.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, okay which she has?
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: Yes, there is a relinquishment letter.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: There’s a lease?
Legal Counsel Toft: There is a lease.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay yeah, the lease was from ’97.
Legal Counsel Toft: But under 9.2 that the Commission can select a successor provided that…
(inaudible) the fact… (inaudible) if we want to move forward with designation as presented or
if we want to do more investigation.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Well I can imagine the predicament she’s in trying to get
ahold of half siblings or other siblings that don’t even live here in Guam. Okay so you
mentioned Patrick, that’s your…
Legal Counsel Toft: Maybe just a simple affidavit stating the reason why it would be…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah… and then if anyone comes forward at a later date then we
can look at it at that point.
Legal Counsel Toft: Right.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ms. Cepeda, if you’re granted beneficiary rights to the lease and
you take over the lease, does that mean that you’re ready to use the property?
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah? But what would you do? You’d built a home on it?
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay Christopher Lizama is?
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and, where is he?
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: He’s in prison.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, he’s the one… (inaudible) okay…would you be able to get a…
get a… something in writing from him?
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. Okay I think if we can get an affidavit ‘because I’m looking
at…a letter from your mother and she lists just the two of you and so as for the spouse of the
lessee, she named the two of you so if you can get something from your brother,
Christopher…Okay.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Madam Chair, if I may, on item F, I’m reading that
there’s an SBA, do you know if your father had an SBA loan?
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: I’m not too sure.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Okay. Only because if the decision is to decide to
transfer to have her be the beneficiary and if she assumes the lease, she is also going to
assume the indebtedness of loan… just so you know. So, we need to verify whether your dad
has an SBA loan.
Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda: I can, as my mom.
Acting Admin Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We have records, we can verify.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Just so it’s disclosed and that’s what it entails also.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so it wouldn’t just be the lease that she’d be receiving?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Also, the debt, if there’s a loan. …(inaudible) has to
make payments and stuff like that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Thanks for pointing that out. So, I guess…pending submittal
of the affidavit from her brother. Should we wait for the affidavit or could we do like a
conditional approval?
Legal Counsel Toft: Conditional approval.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Conditional approval okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve Christy-Lynn Nicole Lizama Cepeda as the
beneficiary to the lease of Mr. Albert Jesus Lizama, Lot 10, Block 13, Tract 9210, Phase I in Yigo
Conditional that we receive the affidavit from the other sibling mentioned for beneficiary
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion made and seconded. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None. All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion carries. Okay so get that affidavit from your brother
come and then we’ll have your lease put on your name and at the same time they’ll also be
looking to see if your dad owes anything for the SBA loan of which you would have to take.
Okay. Any questions? No, okay thank you.
ALL: Clapping
Inaudible discussion
4. Sanonie Salas Melia – Not present
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Alright. Moving on next Constituent Matters, Sanonie Salas
Melia.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I’m sorry Chairwoman we were not able to contact her.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Did you want us to… or do we...?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Table
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Table it? Okay so we’ll table Ms. Melia so she can be here…
(inaudible)
Commissioner Santos: She’s not here today?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Not here. Does she need to be here? She wants to be here?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yeah. They were the family that was here with… the young
gentleman that was speaking CHamoru, do you recall?
5. Chrissy Jean Quinata
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh yes, I remember. …(inaudible) Alright. Okay Ms. Chrissy Jean
Quinata is our next.
Chrissy Jean Quinata: Yay, finally.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright… welcome! Thank you for your patience.
Chrissy Jean Quinata: I’ve been very patient.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright, Ms. Jhoana can you walk us through.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Okay, here we have Ms. Chrissy Jean Quinata…she’s here to do a
request of change of application type also a survey retracement and an issuance of residential
lease. She came before the Board in February 7th of 2019 and to do a request as beneficiary
transfer from her grandmother who was the original benefactor to Mr. Antonio Aguon
Quinata. So based on our findings, we have found Ms. Quinata a lot within Tract 2831, Block 9,
Lot 1 in Talofofo so from there, we are requesting for a survey retracement and a lease
issuance and also a change of application type from agriculture to residential as this area is a
residential subdivision.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Thank you. I see the original applicant’s date and time is
June 8, 1998.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Ah yes, Mr. Quinata was actually occupying on an unregistered
as a pre-occupier therefore we did do an advisement that based on the fact that it’s
unregistered if they were to move forward with a map, they wouldn’t be approved so it was a
decision to move Ms. Quinata to a registered property.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Alright…for the approval for the application type from
agricultural to residential, I know that was always done administratively and that’s not one of
those… approvals that we have granted the Director authority, right? Which is why it’s being
presented here?
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Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you. And then the Survey Retracement?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: The area is actually already surveyed so…because one of the
older subdivisions that were surveyed if… you know for Ms. Chrissy to know her markers then
she would need to hire a surveyor to show her where the correct markers are.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. I think at one of our last one…maybe the last one, we gave
approval for this retracement…but that was only if there was a lease… (inaudible)
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Only for the Ratified.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, which is why you’re asking us. Okay.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Did you also consider and… (inaudible)
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Actually, yes if we… well the utilities would be at the
Director’s approval. There are utilities within the area as there are already houses built.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay. So…Ms. Quinata, I’m glad that the property was
identified for you and you plan to build a home?
Chrissy Jean Quinata: Yes. Right away.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: …(inaudible) building permit just so that…
(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All at once?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Yeah because I don’t think there’s an expiration on
that. She said she’s ready to build a home so she’s going to need something.
Chrissy Jean Quinata: Yes, ready in like two years not like tomorrow ready.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: I think in the past meetings you requested first for like a building
plan before the building… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah and the last one that we gave authorization for is for
agricultural and it was the one story home… so yeah I think maybe when you’re ready…and
you have building plans, you may even need us to guarantee a loan from Guam Housing
because Guam Housing can provide you a home loan… you have to come back to us anyway
and… (inaudible) Okay so there’s two…three approvals here that we’re considering.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to change application type for Ms. Chrissy Jean Quinata from
Agricultural to Residential.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion carries.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to grant survey retracement for Tract 2831, Block 9, Lot 1 in
Talolofofo for Ms. Chrissy Jean Quinata
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay ayes have it. Motion carries.
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Commissioner Duenas: Motion to approve lease for Ms. Chrissy Jean Quinata upon
completion of survey retracement for Tract 2831, Block 9, Lot 1 in Talofofo
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion carries.
Chrissy Jean Quinata: Thank you
All: Clapping
6. Christine Diane Roberto
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you Ms. Quinata. Okay next… Christine Diane Roberto.
Anyone for Ms. Roberto?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: She was contacted…I don’t know.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Let’s see, request for takeover, lot reduction, change of application
type, survey authorization, addendum request.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Well she’s actually been coming into our office, she’s occupying
on a portion of Lot 10154-R5, Dededo which has been registered…within the last recent year
or two years. So here, there was already a… well there’s a couple of requests, well number
one; is a request for takeover, number two; request for lot reduction, number three; request
for change of application type, number four; request for survey authorization and number five;
an addendum request. So the original applicant is Mr. Jesus C. Peredo who is deceased, he is
the pre-occupier in the Agafa Gumas Area under December 2, 1995 application date and
time… in April of 1997 the staff interviewed Mr. Peredo and named four beneficiaries to
include Ms. Christine D. Roberto, in November 12, 2014, the request of relinquishment from
the other beneficiaries to transfer to Christine D. Roberto, all documents were submitted and
it was approved by Deputy Director David Camacho in 2015.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so…because that was done at the administrative level, it’s
being brought to us now for Commission approval.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And the requesting of the lot reduction, why?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: He has a lease for one acre; however, I believe she just decided
that it would be best for the half acre as she’s clearing half of it… so that’s why there’s a
request for the lot reduction, from one acre to a half acre.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner Santos: Is this residential?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: This is an agriculture, that’s why she is requesting to transfer to
residential as a residential applicant as she has the intention to finish building or completing
what they currently have on the property and we did advise her that she can go through with
Guam Housing if she were to go ahead and build a concrete home if you know… for future.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Do we have Ms. Roberto’s file?
Commissioner Duenas: Were you able to contact her though?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes. She came in about a couple of weeks ago, we did advise her
that it will be best if she did come in and she did advise that she was going to be here… but I
don’t know, maybe an emergency.
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Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Did she submit a letter to request for a decrease…
(inaudible)?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: She did request for it, verbally request… I could advise her to go
ahead and submit that.
Acting Administrative Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Just so that there’s something documented
because any… (inaudible) reduction would require if there… (inaudible)
Commissioner Duenas: Madam Chair, would you know how long (inaudible) as much as I
want us to get to this one, I think we should we table until… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. Can we get the letter from her requesting the lot reduction
and until we get that documentation, then it can be presented?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Okay.
7. Annie L.G. Santos
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thanks. Okay… who’s next? Annie L.G. Santos. Do we have a
representative? Hafa Adai. Okay so Ms. Santos is deceased, she was the original applicant,
December 2nd 1995 she was identified as a pre-occupier with a Land Use Permit… so it looks
like Mr. Patrick James Santos… is that you, Sir?
Patrick James Santos: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Has been identified as the successor to your mother’s
application rights, right? Okay… there’s no lease so it’s an application but it is, they are preoccupiers so we would have to find an appropriate property for them? So, the request right
now… and you are one of six children?
Patrick James Santos: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and all your siblings said…
Patrick James Santos: I submitted the documents that was required by me, all the notarized
documents, the death certificates of my mother and father and also informed the Commission
or the agency that in the beginning, my grandfather originally opened up that area in the ‘50s
and we’ve been occupying that property up to current… so…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is his lot 439-1?
Patrick James Santos: Yes ma’am.
Commissioner Santos: Arriendo?
Patrick James Santos: Yes ma’am. In regards to my mother and my father, we just wanted to
maintain occupancy.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Right okay. But from the notes here, it looks like the property…
Patrick James Santos: Water storage
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is it water storage?
Patrick James Santos: That’s what I was told…and a portion of it was deeded to… (inaudible)
the neighbor.
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: Who is also a pre-occupier?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Who deeded it to him?
Patrick James Santos: I really don’t know ma’am…I did a research with the Land Management
Records Division, and their maps are very vague… it’s just two big squares on a big lot that’s
marked 439R1 and I’m not a scholar of Land Management or survey but looking at the map
there, it looks like Ms… (inaudible) three-quarters of her house is on the property, was built on
CHamoru Land Trust property… and I’m just inquiring because even if my parents were
contacted and the phone didn’t work, why wasn’t there any other sort of communication
made to them… through a letter or something. I had a hard time trying to apply of this, I went
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through a lot of labor to get documents, notarized documents then all of a sudden Ms. Diras’
own is a part of it… and we’ve been there over sixty (60) some years.
Commissioner Santos: Where’s this place?
Patrick James Santos: On Felix Roberto or Felix C. Babauta St. off of Cross Island Road in Santa
Rita. My grandfather actually was the first one to open that area because of his family
relationship of the Chargualaf’s and Mama Sandy family.
Commissioner Santos: Is Annie your mom?
Patrick James Santos: Yes ma’am, Chaka from Toto…
Commissioner Santos: I got the same name.
Patrick James Santos: I know that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: This is in Agat, right?
Land Agent I Lorraine Nededog: Santa Rita
Patrick James Santos: Did I make a mistake or does that map show that Diras’ house is built
on the property?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I’m not sure what I’m looking at up there. Can you…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: I think that rectangle… the small rectangle is the
subject lot so it does look like there’s a…
Patrick James Santos: It’s like three-fourths of their house is built on the CHamoru Land Trust
Commission property and if I had hard time trying to get my siblings to notarize documents,
how is it that all of a sudden without any notification from my parents she was an applicant
and got granted?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well that wouldn’t come from the Trust.
Patrick James Santos: I understand, I’m just raising questions here that I want answered…
and even if you gave me a ten by ten as long as I get there with my family and…(inaudible),
that’s all I’m asking. I’m not trying to get an acre or anything bigger than that… you know,
we’ve been there for sixty some years… ten by ten for me and my kids is good. I’m not asking
for anything else.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, do we have property there or is all GWA?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: It’s been… there is a map… (inaudible)
Patrick James Santos: GWA put on an acre where the pole side right there…in the front
side…Ms. Fejeran the front is an acre that was the property deeded to my parents, it was a
surveyed but come to find out that that area was given to GWA… there was actually three or
two other properties in the back that were surveyed, there’s markers there in existence and
even if it’s in the back, I don’t care as long as we’re there, that’s all I’m asking.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Go ahead John.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: I believe this area right here, the former… (inaudible)
refinery… this property actually used to belong to my great grandfather’s family, the
Limtiaco’s…
Patrick James Santos: And my grandfather is a Limtiaco from Asan also.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: So, this property is designated under the Land Registration
as deemed Government of Guam… anyways so there’s some questions regarding the return of
federal lands to my ancestors, the Limtiaco’s and this question of the areas is still
questionable.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So that big chunk of area… the big one right, you see where that
small rectangle is cut out, that’s the one that is owned by his neighbor?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: The Diras’
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So that’s private property?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: No, that’s CHamoru Land Trust
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: That’s CHamoru Land Trust? So, there’s a lease?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: And it’s pending survey. So, she is one of the ones that had a
lease… ratified. She’s a ratified lessee.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, so, she has a sound lease there…the property outside of her
box; that is also CHamoru Land Trust Property?
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: Yes. But GWA has also come in and the adjacent right beside it
where I believe… (inaudible) the family is claiming area GWA came into survey an acre of it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so if it’s still CHamoru Land Trust Property; how could GWA
come in and claim it?
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: Because it’s a part of the Grant Deed.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: There’s a Grant Deed for Government of Guam
properties and was through public law when they became an autonomous agency,
Government of Guam came in and deeded them parcels and it deeded the whole property.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, the whole outside of that lease?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yes, and it indicated in there that… it was indicated in
the deed that after… they would have first rights to it to determine the area that they need
once the survey is completed, the remainder gets…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is available… it gets reverted back to the Land Trust.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and so you said, they came in they surveyed a certain area.
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: They submitted the map for approval but it’s not
approved yet.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so they just want that acre and they understand that outside
of that acre the property is coming back to the Trust.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Oh yeah… yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: But it just so happens that the part that they surveyed is the part
that he wants to occupy or does it… or can we possibly place you…
Patrick James Santos: You can place me in the back. It doesn’t matter ma’am as long as
we’re there. We actually have trees that we planted there over 20 years ago. All the bearing
fruit trees. You know just to be in the area is good enough, that’s why I’m not asking for
anything big. I understand the frustration that the committee is going through but I’m begging
you, ten by ten is all I ask. I don’t care, you know. That’s all I ask and my family is really
rooting for me on this and I’m trying my best but I see and hear the frustrations that
everybody is going through I don’t want to be a burden to your committee but if you can
consider and let me know I’m fine.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I appreciate that. I’m glad that you are here…
Patrick James Santos: And you know, if I can just occupy it until GWA says get out of here
then you know, I’ll do that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well first, I think what was wrong was that your family had been
occupying but then the land was deeded to GWA and so you know…
Patrick James Santos: That’s what we were discussing nai… I feel like we’ve been railroaded.
My mom and dad missed two calls because of a disconnected phone but there’s no other
means of a transmittal to them… then all of a sudden after our mourning and everything else,
we’re told different regulations that we were not aware about. I’m sorry, I apologize I wasn’t
the applicant and we’re only learning this through the steps that I’m going through right now.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well I think the first thing that the Commission has in its
power today, is to designate you as the successor for your mother’s application.
Patrick James Santos: Thank you very much ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so that would be a motion that’s needed.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to designate Patrick James Santos a successor to Annie LG
Santos… (inaudible) application rights
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made and seconded. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: None okay all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion carries. Okay so now you’ve taken over your
mother’s application rights and it seems like we’re not at the point yet where we can say, okay
let’s put you there and let’s get you a lease issued right away; it sounds like first we have to…
we have to scheme it.
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: We’ll inspect it first.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: What is it?
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: We’ll inspect it just to make sure it’s….
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay, we’ll do a site inspection.
Patrick James Santos: I’m willing to pay for a surveyor to come out there map out the place.
My only interest right now is just to be in that area, that’s it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so it sounds like staff’s next steps is they’re going come out,
they’re going do a site visit um figure out where to place you and they’re going come back and
map it out but um if the property is still owned by GWA...like what… how do we get it back
under CLTC?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: I know what they’re doing, they haven’t done it but
they’ve already completed maybe like… how many maps?
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: Gosh…
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Maybe like about 30 to 40 maps and according to them
as the maps get recorded, they were supposed to deed the portions that were not…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Not…(inaudible)
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yeah so, I think now they’re working on it and they’re
going to include all the maps that were completed and just do one deed and transfer it all
back.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay can we inform them of Mr. Santos’ predicament that he was
pre-occupying and we’re waiting for them to issue back to us so we can issue him a lease.
So maybe they can pull that one out if it’s done already and not wait for everything else.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: I think that’s one of the recent maps that came in,
already right?
Engineer Technician II Pierce Castro: Yes.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: So, it’s still going through the process so I’m not sure
where it’s at right now, if it’s in the final stages or but it’s still going through that process. But
they’re already working on the deed.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: Yeah because there was a concern on another lot and
that’s what prompted them to pursue the deed because we needed it. So, we’ll go ahead and
let them know to pull it.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so as GWA and our staff work together to get the property
under CLTC, are you currently occupying there?
Patrick James Santos: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: You are, okay. Okay so they’ll do a site inspection and hopefully
everything from there…kind of follows up really quickly…but our intent is to allow you to stay
where your family has stayed for a long time…
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: Okay so when I conducted the site inspection, the areas that
were…that had farm activity is the Diras’. They’re the ones that are… that’s the only farm
activity so I’m not quite sure from that is Mr. Santos’ own or Ms. Diras’.
Patrick James Santos: I forwarded you a photo right Ms. Lorraine?
Land Agent I Lorraine Nededog: That’s the same photo that she has.
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: The photos are in the file of what I took and at the time when I
went there, Mr. Diras was farming as well. He was there… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well…I think in either case…
Land Agent I Jessica Dayday: Just see which one, which area?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah yeah yeah.
Patrick James Santos: You know prior to all of this confusion, when I went back to the ranch
to do a side survey I never knew and I was never told by Mr. Diras that he applied and he got
awarded right so I actually felt stupid because he put several abandon vehicles on the property
where the ranch is at and I told him to remove it. So, if he’s planting anything, it’s metal. You
know you have to understand and I’m not trying to get him in trouble I actually asked him to
remove it and had it removed by the people who remove junk but I sort of felt stupid after
knowing all of this and I apologize but ma’am like I said, my only concern is even if you give me
a ten by ten where I can park myself with my kids, I’m cool. You know, I’m not asking for much.
I don’t want to build anything on it, I just want to continue farming and I don’t want to own it
I’ll just rent it or whatever.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah yeah well, it’s a lease…
Patrick James Santos: I’m not going ask… if somebody needs it more than me, please God,
give it to them. But for now, I just want to occupy it and tell my grandchildren, this is the tree
the Papa planted, this is the tree that that I planted you know… nothing more.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well, this is a good first step for you now that you have taken
over the application.
Patrick James Santos: Thank you very much ma’am. Thank you everbody.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay alright. Thank you, Mr. Santos.
Patrick James Santos: You guys have a good day and be safe.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you, you too.
ALL: Clapping
8. Elizabeth Ann Unchangco
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Next Elizabeth Ann Unchangco formerly Elizabeth Ann Cruz,
is there somebody here to represent? Okay, Ms. Unchangco you are a December 2nd 1995
applicant. In 2003 a lease was signed by the director but not signed by you… okay so there
was a lease… last year you asked to terminate your application with us and now you’re asking
to have the board terminate your lease and that you won’t be assessed any taxes is that right?
Request for tax reversion? Okay… could you state your name for the record?
Elizabeth Ann Unchango: Elizabeth Ann Unchango
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so have you ever occupied the property?
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Elizabeth Ann Unchango: No.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh no…
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: I don’t even know where the place is at.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Wow so you’re asking today if we can terminate the lease and
then…
Commissioner Santos: If she never occupied it, they won’t give you… charge her tax… what’s
the deal?
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: They won’t even tell me where the place is at.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah and you never signed the lease either so it’s pretty much a
not executed, right?
Commissioner Santos: We don’t agree on that, you don’t occupy the place.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner Santos: That’s ridiculous.
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: It is.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay, was there anything else John?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Yeah and also the way that… I don’t know if you want...
(inaudible) but we gave Revenue and Tax a list of leases and that’s how they were able to
access the tax against the CHamoru Land Trust. Unfortunately, she was a part of that list when
she shouldn’t have been but…moving forward, we need to try and correct it so… you know,
she going request that the Board I guess make a motion to terminate the lease because it does
exist and issue a kind of like a memorandum to Revenue and Tax to request an abatement of
tax that’s to zero out the tax. But I’m not sure if Ms. Uncangco wants to pursue a lease in the
future.
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: I don’t know Sir. I… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Okay so you’d like us to terminate the lease and your
application?
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: … Inaudible
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, you will be removed from our waiting list, okay. And then
you’re also, finally you’re asking for… a request from the CLTC to DRT for tax abatement. Any
taxes that were levied in relation to this leased property.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: It’s unfortunate that… you know the law doesn’t allow for
Ms. Unchangco to transfer her application, right? Because basically she’ll lose that privilege of
leasing government land but if they had a law that allowed for her to transfer that
application…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, you’re sure you want to terminate your application?
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner Santos: How much are they charging you for tax?
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: …(inaudible)
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Like in the thousands.
Commissioners: (inaudible discussion)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah… do we need to terminate the lease? For all intents and
purposes, it’s not executed, it’s an unexecuted lease. So maybe just deny the lease?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Well maybe for formality because it is unsigned but in record
somewhere in the Government of Guam it’s…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: It says that it’s hers.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Correct yeah so maybe just to…
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: We’ll just terminate it… terminate it but then in the letter to
Revenue and Tax we’ll explain to them what happened, right?
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Yeah. Real Property has the authority to abate or amend the
tax roll.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: How did you…was your name as someone that was due taxes or
something?
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh man, that must have been scary. Like what? Oh my gosh,
okay. Well… oh wait let me just look at this… yeah lease and application.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Unless, the Board wants to give her some hope for the future
that we’re going request for the law to be amended to do the application transfers.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, I think so. I mean you would be giving up your place in line
but that’s your right to but if in the future if that is allowed keeping your place in line would
allow you to pass it to your children…
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: I have them… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Not interested, okay.
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: No, I have my own land so I can transfer it to them…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh okay, well thank you for stepping out of line to let those
behind you.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to terminate the lease and application of Ms. Elizabeth Ann
Unchangco and provide a tax abatement letter to DRT
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded it by Tan Amanda. All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ayes have it. Motion carries. Okay.
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: Thank you.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you too.
Elizabeth Ann Unchangco: Can I get the letter?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: They’ll prepare it and they’ll give you a copy and then DRT should
act on it, right?
ALL: Clapping
9. Felix Muna and Tomasa Aguon
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Next and final Constituent Matter is Felix S. Muna. Mr. Muna and
Ms. Tomasa Aguon. Okay last time that we visited this case it got a little heated in here; can I
please ask that we remain respectful no talking out from the audience when it’s… when you’re
called to speak, that’s your turn to speak, okay? Hafa Adai.
Tomasa Aguon: Hafa Adai, good afternoon Madam Chair and Board members. I’m here again
to request that the Commission reconsider my request to be prioritized to return to my land
in… I don’t know the lot number off hand because it was changed when it was transferred to
Land Trust. Whether or not I left Guam I still did not authorize; I did give special power of
attorney to my brother at the time and I did not authorize any of his kids to move in there but
unfortunately the minute I left Guam they flocked… I found out when I returned in March of
‘96 that there were two structures already that sprouted and my nephew Gregory has an
interest right now to that portion of land. He came in a school bus, okay? Number one, I did
not authorize anybody to move there, it was only supposed to be my brother. I gave my
bother special power of attorney to handle any and all transactions pertaining to the land.
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Unfortunately, he had an accident that left him partially paralyzed, he could not speak, no one
even found…(inaudible) I found out a year later that you know, he was sick and all that. So
now…and based on all the ongoing incidences of… (inaudible) disrespect to human life and
property; I am requesting the Commission to relocate my nephew Gregory Aguon and his
family out of Pagat and move them somewhere else. And I be considered to relocate back to
the land, the house that I built. I paid for a power pole, a power pole that is right in between
Robert Pangelinan and my sister, I laid all the water pipes, conduits, everything needed, I even
got a building permit for that house and that the application for Gregory Aguon be considered
null and void because he… I don’t know where I got all those pigs, picked up a house, went to
the Mangilao Mayor and he gave his house a number 312A just to get a Mayor’s Verification to
apply for that part of the land.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. Ms. Tomasa Aguon... you are speaking on behalf of your
husband, Felix S. Muna?
Tomasa Aguon: Yes. We’re both on that Land Use Permit that was then issued by Governor
Joseph Ada in February of ’97.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and your husband is the applicant?
Tomasa Aguon: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. I’m very familiar with your case. I know you and I have
spoken at length about it. My question, I’m going ask Legal Counsel, what is our interpretation
of a pre-occupier and how does it apply here?
Legal Counsel Toft: So, 6.4, the language of it says; the Commission shall not serve eviction
notices to individuals who presently reside and have continuously resided on CHamoru
homelands prior to July 12th 1995 and qualify under the act. So, this was passed in September
of 1995 under Public Law 23-38. So, it’s not really a mandate to grant leases to those people
who were pre-occupying; it’s that, the Commission did not have the power to evict those
people who happen to be on the land at the time this Bill was passed. So…
Commissioner Santos: What if their name is not on the application?
Legal Counsel Toft: For the?
Commissioner Santos: Farm, the land?
Legal Counsel Toft: If the pre-occupier’s name isn’t?
Commissioner Santos: In 1995, she applied, her name is on the list.
Legal Counsel Toft: No, so Gregory applied in 1995 and claimed he was the pre-occupier.
Tomasa Aguon: No, correction Sir. He just applied in 2016 and the recommendation of one
of the Land Agents here at Land Management who is related to Gregory Aguon’s daughter in
law.
Commissioner Santos: Who’s the one that died?
Tomasa Aguon: My brother died, unfortunately. But see, I gave him special power of
attorney to act on any and all affairs pertaining to that land use, the Arriendo program. I’ve
been paying every year for my land lease and Land Management has… (inaudible)
Commissioner Santos: Maybe you can relocate…
Tomasa Aguon: My other question, I’m sorry, Tan Amanda my other question was; when the
Land Trust Act was enacted in September of 1995, okay, there was no notification on my part
and I did not know or see or hear of any research done by Land Management to ascertain
whose the original land use permit holder, they just went in converted the Arriendo Program
into Land Trust property and my nephew and his siblings, they were not allowed, I did not
authorize them to move there; it was specifically for my brother his second wife and at the
time his second wife had little children. I considered them needing a place to stay because
they got evicted from some place that they were renting in Dededo so I always have a heart
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for everybody that needs help. And I had a heart all these years allowing my brother’s kids to
live there even if he passed away already, God bless his soul. And Madam Chair, I have my
niece Jocelyn Pangelinan here and if you can afford her to the opportunity to speak.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Do I need to say my name for the record?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes please.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: The lessee is my mom Julia A. Pangelinan she occupies the land adjacent
to Tomasa Aguon so in January of 2018 I had closed the side portion of my mom’s property.
So I’m pretty sure the Commission is aware of that, so entitled of that, we had been just
underlying just problematic problems from aggravated assault, terrorizing, family violence
that’s just to name of few and it’s (inaudible) where people are occupying whether or not they
have a lease or not but my main objective here is to try and find some sort of resolution
because we have been living nineteen months on a (inaudible) pressure. The law is not
helping, nine people had just jumped my common law husband on June 6, 2019, and one of
them that was arrested was Gregory Aguon’s son Randy Aguon out of nine people so in return
we were told that we have no business on the land. It made it seem like… I don’t know… it’s
just unruly I just don’t know how to describe it. So, on top of that, daily harassment… you
know it’s really something that my mom is really stressed out on… broken windows, my family
getting assaulted for no reason. GPD has failed… you know, nine months of terror.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And has this all been documented?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yes, I do. It’s going right now through a process where permanent stay
away order for one of their visitors. Even as far as when we’re having a gathering, they’re
allowing that specific visitor to torment, harass, assault to name a few… throw rocks and
whatever… and they’re allowing that to happen on Land Trust property, knowingly that that’s
their visitor in general.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay… I hear you and I’m so sorry that you’re going through this.
Have you submitted the documents to Land Trust?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: I’m going to Guam Legal Service right now, um we’re still in the process of
meeting with the prosecutor.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Do you have a police report that you can turn in?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yes… there is.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: If your mother is a lessee and if she’s and if there’s some activities
that are obviously what you’re describing, I think you need to turn it into to the Trust so that
we can determine…
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yes, this is why like I said, I’ve been here since 12:30 p.m. and I really
want… you know, my mom is fighting for her life right now. She has double pneumonia you
know and she’s slowly recovering but I do a have a durable power of attorney on hand so I’m
her representative but on top of that, I want to find out how can the Commission grant
whoever is going to be granted for that lot, regulation… (inaudible) in compliance because we
can’t live like this. And you know and there was a Facebook post and Ms. Anjolisha had posted
and somebody had sent it to me and it says, land will be taken it’s going go down dirty and so
my family has been tormented by just that posting… you know being assaulted. My husband
has four broken ribs, he has a metal object in his arm which he had to have an operation. He
has 24 screws inside his arm.
Commissioner Santos: Who did that?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Their visitor because of a road closing and I don’t know what to do.
Commissioner Santos: No police assistance?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: No GPD has you know… failed us but I’m not stopping here and this is
where the Commission needs to hear us. They’re not being compliant… we this you know… to
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be on the record. She is a legit lessee but to their knowledge, they’re saying that my mom is
trying to get that land which in return I… (inaudible) in 2004 that my mom’s name was placed
in that land… if I hadn’t come here to the CHamoru Land Trust and to see that on that map, my
mom would have known so she released all interest into that land which is what is supposedly
now you heard to begin with but her name was placed when CHamoru Land Trust and Land
Management consolidated when your surveyors came out, her name was placed there.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: On the back property?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yes, if I hadn’t come here in 2004, she wouldn’t have known so you know
in return, that’s what they need to know is that my momma has no interest in that land alone
but get our families subjected to just about every little thing and I… I…can actually bring
everything to you guys that you’re requiring because it’s really…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: It’s public record.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yeah. I’m already up to my wits already. I’m stressed out as it is… you
know… this is just the beginning of it but if you’re going allow Gregory Aguon, Bernice Aguon
and whoever is staying in that blue house to occupy it then you should allow everyone else…
(inaudible) and not be in compliant.
Commissioner Santos: We should evict them out.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yeah you just need to relocate them because they’re being very unruly.
Regardless if we call GPD you know… they could get it down on record come next week, next
month, next day, they’ll do the same thing over and over again. And every time we call GPD
they do not respond.
Commissioner Santos: Oh, my goodness.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: And I even met up with the Chief of Police and he knows me by heart,
and he promised to me… we’re going get that guy… we’re going get him…
Commissioner Santos: The Attorney General is listening so report it.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yes, one week, it was Monday morning when I called him; I said, and
now you’re going act on it when that perpetrator had broken my husband’s arm.
Commissioner Santos: Oh, my goodness.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: And now he’s left with everything you know… but he has no involvement
because of the fact that you know… like I said, we are involved by staying there.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: At your mom’s property?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yeah at my mom’s property.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And all of this is done on your mom’s property?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yes. It’s by their own visitor. And Mr. Glenn Eay, Mr. Matt Leon
Guerrero and everybody that… your CHamoru Land Trust has entity it’s already… you know…
they know what’s going on even as far as the road closed that individual has threatened your
employees.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Who is this?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Drake Fejeran. He has no interest on the land but he is a visitor of Mr.
Gregory Aguon, Bernice Aguon… Anjolisha… I don’t even know what’s her last name and…
(inaudible) allowing him to continuously harass, assault… and they’re not doing nothing about
it and they think they can allow it to you know to happen.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well you know…this is very serious.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yes, it is.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I mean the… Gregory Aguon behind you does not have a lease,
right? There’s no lease. It was one that was going to be contemplated, okay…but we do
recognize that they are occupying it and then Ms. Tomasa who is before us...asking to
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recognize her as the pre-occupier and there’s some technical things that we need to look at
but really, I want to ask Legal Counsel what do we do here?
Tomasa Aguon: Actually ma’am, I’m sorry, Gregory Aguon is a pre-occupier but he was not
authorized to be there in the first place so was Bernice and Joseph… Joseph left, Stephanie left
but every time the power bill comes out and they try to collect from the others, they become
physical over…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay I’m sorry… I need to… I hear you and I want to resolve this
but like everything we do, we have to make sure that we’re following the law and making sure
things are done right. Ah… Legal Counsel, what do we do here?
Legal Counsel Toft: So, the problem is because 6.4 (a) as far as what it says, if they resided
there and continue to reside prior to July 12, 1995 so it doesn’t even say that… (inaudible)
authorize there either. And we had issues… (inaudible) squatting there, we can even verify
whether or not they have authorization and all but they applied… you know… because we’re
not allowed to evict them off of it that we just grant the leases… (inaudible) be resolved.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Legal Counsel Toft: Again, we’re not bound to issue leases to them… (inaudible) 6.4
regardless but we cannot evict them just because… they’d probably need… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so what you’re saying is that based on 6.4 the law, because
they were presently residing and have continuously resided on that property on July 12, 1995,
even though they were not authorized to that, the law recognizes that they were there and
does not authorize the Commission to evict them.
Legal Counsel Toft: Right.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner Duenas: Madam Chair, if I can just inquire, I know I wasn’t at the previous
meetings but on April 18, Anjolisha Aguon had spoken on behalf of Gregory Aguon stating that
they’ll relocate.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: She withdrew that and said… she withdrew that. Okay so we
cannot evict them because they’re identified as a pre-occupier so does that mean Ms. Tomasa
Aguon cannot be identified as the pre-occupier as the original pre-occupier?
Legal Counsel Toft: As written yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: As written, that’s what it means?
Tomasa Aguon: He just said that whatever statue he’s citing, it cannot be recognized that
Gregory is… he cannot be evicted but he cannot be considered to be the pre-occupier. So,
which is it? Occupier or cannot be?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: He has to be recognized as a pre-occupier, therefore; he cannot
be evicted. Is that right?
Legal Counsel Toft: Yeah that’s what I’m saying.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah that’s what he is saying.
Tomasa Aguon: And to top it all of ma’am, the… I mentioned this before, I think after
Typhoon Paka, 1997… they approached me asking me authorization to allow them to claim for
FEMA, Red Cross because the house had damages since Omar and we didn’t patch it up good,
that was my… we didn’t do it good, it wasn’t really finished so another typhoon came it did
some damage… they were asking me for an authorization to apply for their FEMA or Red Cross
or whatever. I did not issue one, so they went to my sister who lived in the front, Jocelyn’s
mother requesting and my sister said, I have nothing to do with that land back there. So, I’m
thinking, they must have forged an authorization… signed my name so they could… they did
get assistance.
Commissioner Santos: FEMA
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Tomasa Aguon: FEMA, in ’97 or early ’98 after Typhoon Paka because I was already here in
Guam when that Typhoon.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, I don’t know that that has any bearing on what we’re
deciding or what we have today.
Tomasa Aguon: But it seems like they’re recognizing me as the original owner…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: It sound like they knew… yeah.
Tomasa Aguon: Because they’re asking me permission and even my nephew Gregory went
over to his mom one time and asked… (inaudible) Auntie Lang, I only want the land where my
house is at, where his bus stop…his school bus but my sister told him, she has no interest in
that because it was mine. And then I don’t know if he has any bearing on the case for the
Board’s information, I just received confirmation that Greogory Aguon and the common law
wife or girlfriend relocated to Saipan last week or something like that so that Ms. Cepeda can
qualify for some kind of assistance from the Saipan… (inaudible) they have to establish
residency so I don’t know if that has any bearing to this case but I just think if they up and left
to get more benefits from another place then that means that they’re just trying to get this
land because they think it’s theirs.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well I’m sorry Ms. Aguon… the Legal Counsel has advised
that we basically must recognized Gregory Aguon as the pre-occupier, is that right? And
cannot evict him based on his pre-occupier status but that has nothing to do with the situation
today with what’s happening on the property and the fact they’re having on the neighbors,
okay? That’s a completely separate thing, what the law is saying; is it was protecting those
people who was Gregory Aguon, your brother, right, who was there but living as a preoccupier, it protected them so that the Commission could not come in when the Act was
passed and evict them, okay?
Tomasa Aguon: I understand Madam Chair, but when the Land Trust was enacted in
September my brother was partially paralyzed, he could not speak the only thing that he was
able to do is walk a little bit, eat and cry. I started lecturing his kids that first day I visited that
place, March of 1996, they were not taking care of him and now after all this now they want to
benefit at the expense of me and my brother.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: It sounds awful.
Tomasa Aguon: It is unfortunate.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: It’s awful… but again, the Commission cannot arbitrarily decide
when to… we have to work within the law and the law tells us that we have to recognize him
as the pre-occupier. With that aside, I think the larger issue is…everything that was brought up
today.
Tomasa Aguon: The violence.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: The violence, I think it needs to be documented. This is the first
time I think I’ve heard that one of our own staff has been assaulted.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Yeah, I have one more thing to bring up Madam Chair. Since the road is
opening on the side, the easement, Bernice Aguon and people on the back had encroached on
my mom’s property zooming down the you know… tearing down the sakåte (sword grass)
without my mom’s knowledge even to access her property. So…in terms of that how can the
Board stress or even to go out to tell these unruly people to stop their nonsense already. This
is already one to many I mean even if I call GPD, they tell me all we can do is talk to them, all
we can do is this all we can do is that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well as the Commission and as the authority that manages the
properties, they don’t have a lease…but we have the power right and we’ve done it before
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where we’ve gone out and told people to cease and desist, you need to leave this property,
you’re not authorized to be here etc...etc.. we have those powers, right but again we need a
bit more documentation and presented it to us.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: If your officials come out even tomorrow…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: If what?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: If they come out and assess the situation, supposedly they need to get
them out. You’re going to see on the side of the road that they put a barrier and it’s a broken
gate, a broken tree and two tires that’s how unruly they are. They have no respect no respect
for anybody you know not even for the Commission, I tell you. And they’re just doing what
they want to do and they could care less if they hurt and they could care less if they’re going to
land in jail.
Commissioner Santos: Even if they arrest them?
Joecelyn Pangelinan: Yes. They don’t care. There is a house that used to exist on that
property that was burned down because of a beer incident. The Commission is not aware of
this but if you look into the PDN files, that area has been problematic and you know it’s sad
that nobody is you know… they cannot occupy that actual structure because they were arguing
over a can of beer. How sad is that? You know… and to top it off, there’s no running water,
there’s no running power, I don’t even know where they use the restroom now a days. I don’t
there’s a dump in back of their house. There’s a lot of junk cars you know…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. I’m sorry to cut you off, I hear you and I know that you are
pleading with us as Tomasa Aguon and I understand the situation that we are in but I don’t
believe the Commission is ready at this point to issue a decision in either way. And also, this
also just… I’ve only been able to afford you the opportunity to speak and not the other side so
at this point I’d like to ask if we can… looking at the time, it’s 5:30 p.m….we were supposed to
be completed at 5:00 p.m. but what I’d like, I’d like to ask you to please bare with us and I’m
going work closely with our Director and our Legal Counsel to see what kind of authority we
have to move forward what kind of documentation we need…but I’m sorry we can’t do
anything today for you. We hear you and we want this to be resovled and we don’t want to
issue leases to individuals that spoil the land and harass their neighbors. That is not what…
that is not what the CHamoru Land Trust is for… you know.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: I think the whole part of this is that they lost respect for just about
everybody. I mean, I’m not here to say, don’t give them or give them but you need to look at
the underline matters. I think that they’re affecting us as general. I mean… I don’t even
know…I’m just here today because you guys deserve to hear what’s going on and my mom is
the unfortunate because she is not here but I’m speaking on her behalf and like I said, I’m just
stressed out to the max.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I hear you and I understand its safety you know and I don’t want
to ask you to wait longer but unfortunately, I have to at this point. I don’t see anything
presented before us that we can use to act on but I think that it’s something….
Commissioner Santos: It sound like they’re using that place for boxing rign or whatever to
start creating trouble.
Tomasa Aguon: You know Ms. Fejeran I’ve been listening all these hours you know when you
grant people leases and the first question you ask them is; are they able to build? Are they
able to use the land? And I’m sorry to say, eleven years, that house, my house has had no
power, no water, no running water, there were babies born in that kind of environment so if
my nephew and his family and even my niece, Bernice who lives I think I heard she applied also
for the part where her structure is at. If those people, eleven years and they still haven’t done
anything to better their lives, at lease apply for running water. What makes the Commission
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sure that they’ll be able to, when they’re granted a lease? Are they able to build and maintain?
They’re piggy backing, that’s how they survived this far in life, they piggy back on people,
they’re getting power from the neighbor down the other side of the street. I guess just for fan
or plug their cell phone.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay Ms. Aguon…we need to do some work. I feel for you and I’m
sorry that all of the families that we’re talking about are in this situation. You know because if
they’re that angry they’re also suffering too.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: I believe that we need to come to a mediation.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: At least to get back to a norm… you know, because right now, we have all
the lights on because that’s how scared.
Commissioner Santos: How many people staying in that place? A hundred (100)?
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Where? No maybe twenty-seven people. No water no power. But you
know Madam Chair, come to some sort of resolution.
Chairowman Pika Fejeran: Yeah and we do to. We have to figure out a way to resolve this you
know but we also have to remember that we have to take care those that need the help and
support but if…
Tomasa Aguon: He still my nephew, my blood runs through his veins but I don’t think he
realizes that. You know.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: Like I said, we’re not here to displace anybody I just don’t want that.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well I think you both brought very valid issues and concerns that
the Commission will take under advisement and figure out a way forward for all involved.
Okay. Thank you.
Jocelyn Pangelinan and Tomasa Aguon: Thank you. Thank you very much.
Commissioner Santos: Stay away from there. Why are you staying with them?
Tomasa Aguon: We’re not staying. She lives next door.
Jocelyn Pangelinan: I have no choice, they’re my neighbor.
Commissioner Santos: Your husband has broken bones, get away from there.
Commissioner Duenas: We still have… (inaudible) on the agenda.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh, we still have public comment.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Ms. Anjolisha Aguon. We’re going to do public comment right
after. I’m sorry you’re the first on the agenda and now you’re the last.
Anjolisha Aguon: It’s alright.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you for your patience. I hope you understand we had to
allow them.
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah, it’s alright. It’ll be quick. Anyway, my father in law didn’t relocate to
Saipan, my mother in did. But they are not married so they didn’t relocate, she did.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Anjolisha Aguon: He is there though, right now but not relocated. So anyways, aside from
that visitor that terrorizes all our neighbors there, we tell him constantly don’t come… don’t
come but it’s hard to tell him not to come around. He will bash anyone; he will bash anyone’s
car even GPD he aint afraid of… he runs. So really even if we tell him don’t come, he will still
come, he will find his way through jungles, barefoot whatever.
Commissioner Santos: Oh, my goodness.
Anjolisha Aguon: But right now, we’re at little peace because he’s not out.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: He’s in jail right now?
Anjolisha Aguon: As soon as he does get out though, he’s back in it again. Doing the same
things. But other than accessing through…Pangelinan’s property, that was none of mine nor
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Gregory’s but it was people there though that live in the opposite side. Aside from that
though, I’m here today to see if my… you know my notarized document was uplifted or you
know…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: She came in to request to…
Commissioner Santos: You never apply for Land Trust?
Anjolisha Aguon: No, I’m here to speak… oh yes, I did apply, I applied separately.
Commissioners and Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: … (Inaudible discussion)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah supersede that, yeah, we’re aware.
Anjolisha Aguon: I did apply on my own but… (inaudible) you know, I just decided to help out
for now that that’s where we live and you know aside from all the problems there, it’s hard for
us to you know what can we do… we live right smacked in the middle. We’re literally locked in
like an animal. I mean, I know people around there act like animals and yes, they are drunkies,
they’re alchies they’re whatever….
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, there’s multiple dwellings on the property?
Anjolisha Aguon: What do you mean? Oh, you mean like problems?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Multiple… multiple…homes
Anjolisha Aguon: There’s two homes. There’s one… the blue house in the front
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: That’s the one… that Ms. Aguon built with her husband?
Anjolisha Aguon: That’s the main. Yes.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Anjolisha Aguon: And there’s one in the back is what my father in law and I guess his spouse
built. Then Bernice has her own place but that’s on a separate lot. That’ the red house.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is that...?
Anjolisha Aguon: That’s the red house
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Encroaching?
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: On another property?
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah that’s on the opposite side, that one right there.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: This has a Bernice, the one that she’s referring to. This is her
claim, she’s claiming that she’s…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, she doesn’t have a lease either?
Land Agent I Johna Gumataotao: No.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: She’s claiming a pre-occupier.
Anjolisha Aguon: She’s a pre-occupier also.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: And this is the main house and this is the back house.
Anjolisha Aguon: And yes there is cars there that I guess they brought in and apparently think
that they can mechanic on it and all that but as our road closed, we had no way of taking it out
as you know… when yes we did try to apply for water and power but we can’t because that’s
why I’m still here today also is for power and water.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And… is the the infrastructure there to apply for it or does…
Anjolisha Aguon: Everything needs to be… rerouted like you stated because…we have a new
road. That’ what you stated… so DPW opened that fifty-foot easement already we do have
our road there we could clear it ourselves with our own hand it’s just… (inaudible) fence is still
there. DPW is still working their way out to remove that fence.
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Madam Chair, DPW I’ll be working with them…very soon and they’re
ready to open up the access… (inaudible)
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah she’s been calling me and telling me that you know it’s hard for us and
you know we’re even lucky that mother nature puts water in our tanki’s (container drums) you
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know but… what can we do, there’s nothing else we can do we don’t get water from the
neigbors. We probably get some power yeah but other than doing illegal, anything illegal I go
by this.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: For the property that their… you know I’d like to look at everything
comprehensively.
Anjolisha Aguon: Yes, and there isn’t a dump back there… you know everyone here especially
Lorraine they came through the back road… they see… they saw the back side there’s not a
dump back there… there’s no trash build up there.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: It’s just junk cars.
Anjolisha Aguon: There is junk cars, yes and I do intend to drag all that out as soon as our
road is open. I do intend to be incompliance with whatever… other than the problems it’s
hard to keep him away… it’s hard to keep Drake away… doesn’t matter if you have a
restraining order… it doesn’t matter what kind of documents you have he thinks he’s stronger
than everyone. I’m telling you, he’s like…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Sounds like a scary individual.
Anjolisha Aguon: Yes.
Commissioner Duenas: What’s the relationship?
Anjolisha Aguon: There’s no relationship.
Commissioner Duenas: He just comes around?
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah he’s just a friend up the street and he just comes around… like they’ve
known eachother for so many years you know because they’be been living in that area so you
know he always comes down and he… you can tell he’s coming because all the dogs would
start barking… literally like from a distance like they can smell fear… that’s how crazy it is. And
he even tried to machete my husband but what can I do you know… if my husband tried to
machete him, he would get arrested too.
Commissoner Santos: Are you neighbors with Mr. Benavente?
Anjolisha Aguon: Yes.
(Inaudible discussion)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well so you know, if it’s your unwanted visitor that’s
harassing you it’s not your family?
Anjolisha Aguon: Sometimes yes. I mean you know with what Ms. Pangelinan was sharing
earlier some were true but Bernice Aguon does not live on our lot, Randy Aguon yes, he does,
he does live there but I don’t know what his intentions was… you know.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Causing trouble
Anjolisha Aguon: I have kid of my own, I stayed in my house when all the incidents were
going on, I have kids too you know, I fear for my life too. I have little kids so of course I’m not
going to bring them outside while all that is going on so I’m inside my house while all that is
going on.
Commissioner Santos: Do you have a vacant in a dollar home? Can we look in here?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I know.
Anjolisha Aguon: We don’t want to…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Like I told Ms. Aguon we need to figure out a resolution that takes
into account all of the fact. We can’t do that right now okay so thanks for coming.
Anjolisha Aguon: Okay so road is okay, right? We can still go through our road.
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Yeah, I made arragements already… the… (inaudible) but…
(inaudible) has to be there when they open the road.
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah yeah yeah that’s what they said. So, we can still go through that road
though?
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Land Agent II Glenn Eay: The fifty (50) foot easement.
Anjolisha Aguon: No, the flag lot
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: That’s where they’re going to open up the fence.
Anjolisha Aguon: But we can still go through?
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Actually, it’s not a road it’s part of your lot.
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah, it’s apart of the property I know. It’s apart of the property I know so
it’s okay we can go through it even if we’re walking through it?
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Yes.
Anjolisha Aguon: And we don’t need to have any type of document stating that we can walk
through it.
Land Agent II Glenn Eay: Once we open up the…
Anjolisha Aguon: Because we’re still getting harassed by Benavente saying that it’s private
property we need to stop walking through it and all that. That’s how we get like on the outside
you know.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah if you look the property, it’s not private property it’s
CHamoru Land Trust property.
Anjolisha Aguon: No, I know but he doesn’t understand that or even if he does understand
he just can’t accept it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well he…
Anjolisha Aguon: I mean I know he’s worried for his pigs but we’re worried for his pigs too
because it has a smell but we’re not complaining for that. He doesn’t like the fact that people
are going through it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay well unfortunately you don’t really have a choice because
that is the property… it’s CHamoru Land Trust property. Do you have a map?
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay I mean if he’s harassing you go, again I mean we already
went through the whole court system.
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah, I know with a restraining order.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: The restraining order, the cease and desist and um if we have to
do it again then we have to do it again. If he continues to give you problems.
Anjolisha Aguon: Yeah not constant… he just like…he’ll keep telling my husband, it’s private
property and he’ll walk away and my husband would be like, I don’t understand what you’re
saying you know like look at me and tell me so I understand what your saying but you know
my husband just wants to know if like we’re able to at least walk through with like water if we
need to get or…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes yeah. Have your map…
Anjolisha Aguon: Man, we have a lot of different colored maps with different roads that we
had there but thanks to you know the Trust they helped us find a way out.
Commissioner Santos: Oh, my goodness.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay thank you. Thank you, Ms. Anjolisha. Okay thank you
everybody, I know we are way late…but it looks like there are some individuals in the… for
public comment so if I call your name, please come forward. Patrick J. Santos
PUBLIC COMMENTS
1. Patrick J. Santos
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Land Agent I Lorraine Nededog: That’s done already.
2. Kenneth Guerrero
Kenneth Guerrero: Here.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay Sir I’m sorry you were the second one to sign in.
Kenneth Guerrero: My hats off to you guys… you guys are doing a great job. Carry on.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you.
Kenneth Guerrero: Good afternoon, good evening… ladies and gentleman of the Board I’m
here on behalf of my son, Gabriel Guerrero okay… located in Pagat, Lot 5402 and I see you
guys got a map here and I’m asking the Board’s leniency to get a lease on 5-R2 for my son
Gabriel Guerrero I have a legal documents giving me general power of attorney to speak for
my son and I’m that’s why I’m here to see if I can get things settled and moving on so I can get
the mahons (markers).
Commissioner Santos: Did he apply already?
Kenneth Guerrero: Yes ma’am. He’s currently off island seeking his major in physcology and
as so in the future he wants to come when he’s done soon he used to work in the Sanctuary
and how do you say it, instead of committing suicide he’s… (inaudible) so that’s what I’m here
for ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay have you met with any of our land agents?
Kenneth Guerrero: Yes ma’am. I talked to a lot of people. I talked to Lorraine, I talked to Mr.
Hattig just wanted to be here to talk to you guys you know… I talked to Margarita back there, I
just wanted to see an outcome because I’m getting older and my son… he’s not in great health
too, he has a bad heart but I’m trying to help him so less stress for him. He went an got all his
paperwork done to be a legal spokes person for him, everything is documentd ma’am I’ve
given everything.
Commissioner Santos: How old is he? How old is your son?
Kenneth Guerrero: He is 27 now… he was born in ’93 and he only build the house where
we’re occupying right now.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, are you a current lessee, Land Trust?
Kenneth Guerrero: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And you’re occupying it as your residence?
Kenneth Guerrero: Yeah… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: And your… your…
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: He has a lease for… a 9210. However, he is occupying here in
Mangilao and he came here as stated in ’96 so he met with us and Mr. Hattig and he did
explain to him that we can move his lease here but he would have to get rid of the lease in
9210 to decline 9210 to move here because this is his main residency.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh.
Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg: So, he’s coming requesting for his son however his son’s date
and time is not up…you know.
Kenneth Guerrero: Excuse I hate to interrupt…a lot of people I’ve noticed, and… (inaudible)
and I’m not going to bring up dirt from the past right, and you guys… (inaudible) good job… a
lot of people in the past got passed over from the ’95, 2006, 2008, and you’re going to go by
law and howcome those things still exist and if your saying it right now, that’s no longer
acceptable… good job, I appraise you for that, you know my son, I am a decendant of Tun Kiko
Feja, Francisco Feja… (inaudible) I am Feja, you know… my son is Feja I’ve picked pineapple on
that place when I was a little boy my son wants to live on that history of the family, Feja. I’m
Guerrero but my tata is Feja so that’s why I’m here, to speak for my boy strictly for my boy, I’m
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only here for my boy not for me, for my boy. I just want to make sure you understand because
some how some way it always gets mixed up, can’t have to two, I’m not talking to me… I’m
talking for Gabriel, Y lahihu (my son).
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so your son, is not a 1995 applicant we can’t… the
Commission cannot entertain his application and give him a lease.
Kenneth Guerrero: Even though he’s the one that helped me build the house ma’am? You
know?
Commissioner Santos: Where did he apply?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, what is your question? You want your son to have that lease?
Kenneth Guerrero: Well what I’m trying to basically say Madam Chairman is as simple as this;
I want to get the property surveyed which I’m planning and register it so we can do this right
you know…. My hat’s off to you guys where you have to deal with people for example, like me.
I was told from my auntie, Auntie… (inaudible) defunta (deceased) my tata has been there
since nineteen tinake as the granfather’s clause with me having Feja, I am entiled to that… to
go back home to the ranch, you know… I kottura umbre… un dalac I kottura’ta (our culture, we
follow our culture) eyigui bidata gi halom I korason ma’mi (that’s what we do in our hearts)
para un saga hami gi lanchon ma’mi ni hagas ha ma poksai (we stay at our ranch where we
were raised) ti’un saki ginen o’ tru taotao (we don’t steal from what belongs to others) ginen
hita ha, I familiaku ha para hu sagua gi gua’tu’ (it has been our my family that’s been staying
there and we only want to stay on what is our families)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Is this… this is a main Feja place?
Kenneth Guerrero: All my family is all over it, me, Lorette even Valerie
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay the one that Valerie just evicted; left was 5-1
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Which is just this portion right here.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So…I know you’re saying; I’m not here for me, I’m here for my
son… but you are living here?
Kenneth Guerrero: Yes, but the place that they gave me up in Yigo that’s since Gutierrez’s
time, there’s no water and you know what all the Governor’s had told me ma’am and straight
up, they don’t have money. I have seven poles to go to get water, I have to luffan ha I hanom
(I have to carry / bring the water in) you know but if… ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, you don’t have a lease for this?
Kenneth Guerrero: No ma’am.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so that’s the first thing we need to do, since you’re
occupying…you would have to decline the lease that was given to you ‘because you can’t have
two leases, right? Decline the lease up there, so we can legitimize your occupancy here.
Kenneth Guerrero: Eventhough my son is over 18 he can claim that property as a CHamoru…
You understand what I’m saying?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Not… no I don’t think so… because you can list him as your
beneficiary.
Commissioner Santos: Yes, you can name your son the beneficiary.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah you can name him as a beneficiary.
Kenneth Guerrero: I just wan to get the mahons down (survey markers) and get the land
back… (inaudible) and the lease issue I’ve been paying since… I got that property up there…
(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran, Land Agent II Jhoana Bragg & Land Administrator Margarita Borja
(inaudible discussion)
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: We already determined pre-occupier status, right? Is there
anyone on 5-2?
Land Administrator Margarita Borja: We already issued to Michael Bukikosa Arriola who is
the brother in law of Valerie…(inaudible) went out and did an inspection and found out that
the brother who is sitting in the back, he’s coming in he was occupying that so now we’re
looking at transferring Michael to the front… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I see.
Commissioner Santos: Pika, so there’s another public comment.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah, we have more public comments okay… she’s…
Kenneth Guerrero: I just want you to know what’s my status… I had a stroke a couple of years
ago, my body is not doing well, my son wants to come home soon and he’s going to do good
for Guam, he’s going to be a great counselor.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Madam Chair, maybe you can afford us to review
and package a staff report so we can get all the documents together just so at least…
(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. I agree. So Mr. Guerrero so I appreciate you came today to
talk to us and let us know your concerns and your issues but what we’re going have to do is
we’re going to instruct the Director and the staff to look into your case and your son’s file and
put together a staff report and we can put you on the agenda so we can actually spend some
good time, have your folder here and work it out.
Kenneth Guerrero: …(inaudible) This is all I want.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so the staff will call you…their going work on a staff report
and whenever you make it on to the agena, they’ll give you a couple days notice if you can
reappear before us.
Kenneth Guerrero: I gave them my house number, my cell number, my work number and…
(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay thank you Mr. Guerrero.
Kenneth Guerrero: Thank you Madam Chair, everybody… keep up the good work I salute you
again I appreciate it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay August Guerrero alright… Mr. Guerrero.
Kenneth Guerrero: Hagu next partner.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Hafa Adai Sir.
August Guerrero: Hi Hafa Adai! Madam Chair, Commissioners thank you for… (inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Could you state your name for the record?
August Guerrero: Ah my name is August C. Guerrero and I have something… (inaudible) so I
thought I’d keep it straight and get the point I want across. So, my name is August Guerrero
I’m a CHamoru Land Trust applicant I have been designated by the CHamoru Land Trust
department and I’m a previous occupant…
Commissioner Santos: Did you apply?
August Guerrero: Look at that map on 5-2…alright I had permission to stay there, I have
permissions from previous Directors Joseph Borja, Jesse Garcia, …(inaudible) I’m sure they
have it. And to hook up water and power and all that stuff…so I also have been working with
John Gumataotao and Margarita Borja very closely and I come here before you today to
request a lease on the property that I am currently on… to allow me to hook up the water
because they really need a lease in order for us to give them Three Thousand Dollars
($3,000.00) that… (inaudible), right? So that’s why I’m here, I talked to John yesterday, I told
him I’m a very bad public speaker so at any time you can jump in… just want to fill you guys in
on what I want to do.
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: You’re doing great, I hear you.
August Guerrero: Don’t make me cry.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Being that you’re in that same subject area that um Mr. Kenneth
Guerrero, is your brother?
August Guerrero: I’m Feja too.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: So, you’re a relative, a very close relative also neighbor…what
we’ll do is the staff will put staff reports together so we could look at it as a whole for an
upcoming meeting.
August Guerrero: So, you guys are aware of the history of the land, right?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Oh yeah, we had a very long meeting here with…
August Guerrero: Is that the one on March 21st?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think so.
August Guerrero: See the thing is the family told me about it but I thought it was the issue of
the land swap then all of a sudden that just came out out of no where… not the land swap but
the swapping of the lines… and then that thing just moved and then maybe a couple of days
later that’s when I was knocking on John Gumataotao’s door and I was like, I’m here.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: We told them at the meeting too, like hey, there’s gotta be more
Feja’s out there… they’re going… (inaudible) you know.
August Guerrero: We’re first cousins… we’re all first cousins.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Well you guys are here, you appeared before us well we’ll be sure
to get to you on an upcoming meeting where we have the information we need to move
forward.
August Guerrero: So, I’ll be on the agenda? I don’t want to be on public comment.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes, you’ll be on the agenda…
August Guerrero: Okay thank you very much. I appreciate your hard work.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Aww, thank you Mr. Guerrero.
August Guerrero: I’m looking forward to… let me know whenever you want, I’ll be there.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think the practices is like they’ll probably give you like two- or
three-days notice before the meeting.
August Guerrero: Thank you for your help John. Thank you for your help Margarita.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay…Patricia J. Santos. It’s already okay… Is there someone here
to provide public comment here today?
Commissioner Santos: Si Shiroma
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay come forward.
Elizabeth Camacho: Hafa Adai my name is Elizabeth Camacho and I am here requesting that I
have an application that I applied in 1996 but apparently, they could not find my receipt so I’m
on the unpaid list. I’m requesting that I’m willing to pay that fifty dollars ($50.00) and so my
application can be entertained.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay I think we can allow that, right?
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible)
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah sure so go ahead and pay that submit your receipt and then
we’ll be sure to get you in line where you belong.
Elizabeth Camacho: Oh, okay thank you.
Legal Counsel Toft: We should do a motion.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: A motion, we need a motion.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to accept her payment? What is the name… Elizabeth?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Elizabeth Camacho
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Elizabeth Camacho: Elizabeth Manibusan Camacho
Commissioner Duenas: You applied in 1996?
Elizabeth Camacho: Yes. When will that… will I still be on a waiting list or something?
For how long?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. As soon as we can.
Elizabeth Camacho: Oh.
Land Agent I John Gumataotao: Just to clarify, you’re not pre-occupying on government land,
right? Are you currently living on government land?
Elizabeth Camacho: No.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: How did you research whether you paid or not?
Elizabeth Camacho: I went to DOA.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Treasurer of Guam?
Elizabeth Camacho: They couldn’t find anything they were just looking at all these receipts
but they’re not going research the whole ’95 to ’96. So, I said that’s okay, I’m willing to pay I
have another fifty dollars ($50.00) to get back on the list and anyways they’re not even calling
yet… so. I have another question, if I have a cousin that was awarded their land but is not on
the land because she like relocated…so she has her brother, she’s willing to transfer…is that
allowable?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: If she’s had the lease for seven years.
Elizabeth Camacho: She could okay. Okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: As long as whoever she transfers to is qualified under the Act and
as an applicant… (inaudible)
Elizabeth Camacho: Okay great.
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to accept payment for Elizabeth Camacho’s 1996 application
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Motion made
Commissioner Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Seconded it by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay motion carries. Okay than you for coming Ms. Camacho.
Elizabeth Camacho: Thank you so much. Have a good evening.
Chairwomam Pika Fejeran: Okay thank you. And finally, Mr. Shiroma. Thank you for your
patience…your utmost patience.
Ivan Shiroma: My name is Ivan Shiroma for the Hals Angels representing the Hals Angels
verses rugby. Basically, I was told at the last meeting to not do anything and just… while we
serve them the cease and desist letter. Apparently, they got nothing that’s why I’m… the
access from the otherside, they’re still going through my property. Am I able to start my
development on the second field? These people just keep coming in again then (inaudible) in
the area when I open the gate for my people to come in, they’re people come right behind us
and take advantage. (inaudible) let the Board know that I’m doing my best to refrain from
taking any action and that’s what I was advised at the last meeting so I want to know what’s
the status and if I can just go ahead and do what I have to do?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay thank you Mr. Shiroma.
Ivan Shiroma: …(inaudible) on the Board and do I handle this thing.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. I appreciate your patience and restraint taking anything into
your own hands as work our end of it… so.
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Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We initially sent the first letter to Mr. I forget his
name but… (inaudible) the letter was returned because the address was not valid. So, what
had happened was, we went out on a site visit… I forget what day it was but we went after
5pm to try to serve the notice but unfortunately we were unsuccessful again and then that
one of the foot ball practices, Jessica Dayday was able speak to somebody which in turn…
(inaudible) which they came in so we served them a second notice with… (inaudible) the first
notice… Mr. Ross Morrison had provided a document that was signed by Mr. Mafnas, former
Director, Monte Mafnas and I don’t recall the document title but I have it upstairs because I’m
researching the whole Guam Rugby… so we’re starting from day one and the request from
Guam Rugby when we met with Mr. Hattig was will the Hal’s Angels be open to at least
allowing them access for the remainder of the season, that’s what they were requesting for.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay.
Ivan Shiroma: Mike Borja was still the Administrator.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: We solved that, didn’t we? We solved it, we ruled on it. Did you
find it in the minutes?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We cited the minutes that you gave him up until
the end of 2018, we did all… (inaudible) we were just advised that Mr. Morrison had provided
us with a document from Mr. Monte Mafnas, but in that meeting Mr. Morrison and the group
had asked him, Hal’s Angels to consider to allow them the access for the remainder of the
season. If Mr. Shiroma disagrees then you know, we’ll inform them that we spoke with Mr.
Shiroma and as of today that he stands firm and he’ll just won’t allow them to access. But we
had informed them that their access is on the other side through Lada Avenue and that the
easement from Santa Monica has been deleted, we showed them the map, we did everything
that…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah okay. Well I think that the paper that he was showing you
was the one that was presented to the Commission and the Commission decided that that was
a illegal like how that was done right like the amended your lease for them without your
knowledge I think that’s what it was.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: I don’t remember off hand.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: But aside from that I believe the Commission has already decided
the course of action but they were asking if…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: If you would consider to allow them to use it for the
remainder of the season.
Ivan Shiroma: We reached out to them so many times already and I’m just tired I can’t do
anything lost so many oppertunites to develop that field. We have all these people that want
to help they want to see something… and then it’s hold on because the Commission says
something and then they go away and I lose that opportunity to develop and then aside from
the 8 months from Mike Borja there’s three months again, from January to the present. With
no effort to do… And then another thing, when Jessica was there, they totally ignored her
again like no respect. These people are something else.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: So, you’re not going to allow them access?
Ivan Shiroma: No no no.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: No yeah.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Okay just need to clarify… just so I can prepare the
third notice tomorrow, that’s it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay okay so after the third notice, what happens? And when that
goes out what happens?
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Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: It’s up to Mr. Shiroma how he secures his gate,
whether he padlocks it that will be on him.
Ivan Shiroma: And then they’ll probably cut it and… (inaudible) like the last time and then the
waterline they’re supposed to remove and they’re not even acknowledging that. …(Inaudible)
I’m trying to be patient with these people.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We already…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: All the points that they have to comply with.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Yes, because that’s on the second notice to cease
and desist. We’ll just reiterate again, we’ll serve them… (inaudible) because I just found out
that Mr. Ross Morrison works at Morrico so I know where his office is at. And we’ll also give
you a copy so you can have it for your file, so… (inaudible) you secure your entrance that was…
(inaudible) you have a document from us.
Ivan Shiroma: The last thing Mike Borja said he was supposed… Mr. Morrison whoever is in
charge of rugby supposed to let the people know which is all the schools using that, they’re
supposed to access from the other side. He hasn’t done anything because every body is still
coming in and you know these are like kids, middle school so I just let it go. I keep on and I
have to come to a decision where something has to be done. I don’t want to come here with a
problem, my solution is this I’m not the Board but I would revoke their license because your…
(inaudible) given a five-year renewal and they’re playing this game like they always want to
slow down the progress. Send them a message.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah. Like if two cease and desist has already gone out and
they’re not complying, the third one goes out then what? What is our remedy? If they don’t
comply with the cease and desist, then that’s enough for us to say okay, well we revoke your
license.
Legal Counsel Toft: We’d have to look at the terms as far as…
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: I think we need to have some teeth with the cease and desist.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: I don’t recall off hand exactly but we’ll cite
something in the lease about not following some term or the provision of the lease.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and does the cease and desist have a deadline date?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr. We’ll do it immediately. This is the third one, I
believe that… (inaudible) We’ll get the letter out tomorrow, first thing in the morning we’ll
have it. Can I get your contact number Sir so I can call you when… (inaudible)?
Ivan Shiroma: 888-4301
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Thank you Mr. Shiroma. Okay well there were several items on
our agenda that we did not get to. Is there anything abolutly pressing at this time or can we
visit it at our next upcoming meeting?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Are we still on for the special meeting?
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yes, so…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Okay just need to consult with Nic about the
executive session part.
Legal Counsel Toft: …(inaudible) yeah, the Determination of Need
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: And then we just need to find a court reporter and
then we need to consult with DOA because the timing of it, we don’t have an open P.O. to…
(inaudible) a court reporter but they may allow us to use a direct payment with it because it
doesn’t happen all the time, it’s very rare. We’ll do our best to… (inaudible)
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Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay. How soon can we do that, so just for the Commission’s
knowledge, I’m calling a Special Meeting as soon as possible and in that meeting we’re going
have a bunch of agenda items but we’ll also be going into executive session to talk about the
ongoig litigation with Department of Justice and the Trust. But with calling the executive
session, there’s a lot of administrative things that need to happen and we also like Joey
mentioned, we have to hire a court reporter so do you know how soon you can get back to me
so I can let our Attorney know.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Maybe tomorrow.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay okay.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: We just need to find out whether the court reporter
will be available that day, he or she is on island so we’ll try to get all that together by the
afternoon.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay so the soonest would be Tuesday, the 29th right that was the
day.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: July 30.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: July 30 that would be a Tuesday but again it depends on the
noticing the notice would have to go out next Tuesday, we might not have enough time so
we’re looking at the…
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: I think we’ll be okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Do you think we can do it?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Just as long as we can secure a court reporter and
the payment process, we can do it.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Okay and we’ll put everything that we tabled under new business,
financial report…we’ll move that to the upcoming meeting, Special Meeting. Oh my gosh.
You guys are rock stars. Thank you so much. Commissioner comments?
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: So, everything that was tabled, we go over it at the
next meeting? Just to clarify.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Yeah.
Acting Admin. Director Joseph B. Cruz Jr.: Okay.
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Can I get a motion to adjourn?
Commissioner Duenas: Motion to adjourn
Chairwoman Pika Fejeran: Alright we’re adjourned. Thank you, guys.
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CHamoru Land Trust Commission
(Kumision Inangokkon Tano’ CHamoru)

P.O. Box 2950 Hagåtña, Guåhan 96932

COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
Department of Land Management Conference Room
3rd. Floor, ITC Building, Tamuning

Lourdes A. Leon Guerrero
Governor

Thursday, August 15, 2019, 1:04PM Public Notice: The Guam Daily Post on August 8, 2019 and August 11, 2019

Joshua F. Tenorio
Lieutenant Governor

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chairwoman P. Fejeran called the CHamoru Land Trust Meeting to order at
1:04PM

II.

ROLL CALL
Notation of Attendance
Present were: Chairwoman P. Fejeran, Commissioner A. Santos, Commissioner A.
Duenas, Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft, Administrative Director Jack Hattig

Commission Members
G. Pika Fejeran
Chairwoman
Amanda L.G. Santos
Commissioner
Austin J. Duenas
Commissioner
Arlene Bordallo
Commissioner

Phone: 649-5263 Ext. 400 Fax: 649-5383

Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I’d like to call this CHamoru Land Trust Commission Meeting to order.
The day is Thursday, August 15th, public notice for this meeting was provided in the Guam
Daily Post on August 8th and on August 11th. Before we begin, I would like us to rise and cite
the inifresi.
All: Reciting the Inifresi

(Vacant)
Commissioner
Jack E. Hattig III
Administrative Director

Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Alright, thank you everybody. Roll call, I’m present. Commissioner
Amanda Santos.
Commissioner A. Santos: Here
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Commissioner Austin Duenas.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Here
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Here
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And Administrative Director Jack Hattig, III.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: (responds in CHamoru) here.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you, so, we do have quorum today. First item, next item on
our agenda is approval of minutes. We have our May 2nd, meeting minutes, has everybody
had a chance to review? Did we need a little bit more time? This was a very lengthy meeting,
it’s about sixty-nine pages of a meeting.

Rev. 10/21/2019

Commissioner A. Duenas: I’m not ready to approve the minutes.
PUBLIC COMMENT:
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. So, lets table the approval of these minutes to the next
meeting, please. Alright, next item on the agenda is public comments. Has everybody that
wanted to provide public comment, signed up here? Yes? Okay. Okay, we’ll start with Mr.
Johnson. Hafa Adai, you could state your name for the record.
Mr. Johnson: Good afternoon, I’m Jere Johnson. I’m President of Hawaiian Rock Products.
You probably recall that I came before you on April 4th, to present a win, win opportunity for
the Trust and its beneficiaries regarding Lot 5412 in Mangilao. Hawaiian Rock has been
working with previous commissions on proposals for this lot since 2006. We have made
considerable progress of archeological and environmental studies on this property as well as
alternate grading plans to prepare the property for a future use as homestead lots or other
commercial activities as the commission may determine. At your meeting it was determined
that Lot 5412, must first be designated not to exceed, not part of, not to exceed of 90% of the
commission’s inventory of land, it does not required leases for CHamorus to lease for
subsistence and Agricultural Commercial leasing. After this designation, CLTC must seek
specific approval for mineral extraction on a portion of lot 5412, were grass, mass grating
would occur. Then the commission would partake for the mass grating, resulting in
homestead lots, and the revenues gained from the mineral extraction. Note that after mass
grating, the property would immediately revert to the commission, in the form of homestead
lots or remain for commercial leasing to others. The first step is to designate lot 5412, as
within the 90% of the Trust land inventory that is not required for homesteads, or subsistence
farming and agriculture. Today, I respectfully ask again, as you may recall Public Law 33-95
establishes, strict and specific requirements that could lead to commercial leases and
significant revenues for the Trust. For your information, Hawaiian Rock Products has given
CHamoru Land Trust one million, six hundred and seventy-seven thousand dollars in royalties
for mineral extracted from the Guam Raceway since 2004. Guam would experience a
tremendous demand for coral products in the next six years. Now is the time to start with this
property to include the needs of the Trust and much needed income to Trust. Thank you.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you Mr. Johnson. I do appreciate you coming in for this subject
lot. The Commission has not moved forward in any direction. I think at our last meeting, we
discussed that this is a very, I guess an important opportunity, that the Trust may want to have
a little more time to consider. I know that’s not the only property has been proposed for mass
grating and mineral extraction. But we understand it’s definitely a valuable resource that the
Trust holds and I appreciate your interest.
Mr. Johnson: Our only concern is that, you know, it takes a long to get the, do all the proper
permitting in archeological and environmental studies and these projects that I’m talking
about they’re starting now and so, you know the Trust if it takes years to do this, they miss this
opportunity. Also, we are looking for private land and once we obtain that, we’d probably use
all our energy on that. **inaudible** We are very interested in that property. The time that
we spent on it and the money we put into it and to do what the Commission asks us to do,
previously, and it made immediately adjacent to us and it won’t impact the Trust going out on
the road, and everything, so. Yes, we are interested in other properties in the Trust’s
inventory, but those are kind of long-range properties, so. That’s why I would hope that in the
interest of time that you would work on this for us, soon, ok. Thank you.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Next individual for public comment is a Mr. Joseph Tedtaotao. Hafa
Adai sir.
Mr. Tedtaotao: Hi, good afternoon.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Hafa Adai.
Mr. Tedtaotao: Well my question here today is basically is there any proper procedures for a
Land Trust holder that has gone, passed on and the siblings do not want any part of the
property? Now, me as an applicant, is there any way I could switch off for that particular lot?
What are the proper routes for me?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. Sir, just for the record, your name is Joseph Tedtaotao?
Mr. Tedtaotao: Yes ma’am
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, so, you are asking what are the process. Are you related to this
individual?
Mr. Tedtaotao: I’m…no.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Process and they currently have a lease? With Land Trust?
Mr. Tedtaotao: I believe so.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, I know that there are definitely process for lessee’s that passed
away. We first need to check if they designated a beneficiary. We would check in their file,
have you been to the office to speak to one of the Land Agents?
Mr. Tedtaotao: No.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: No, okay. I think that would be your best bet, come on in, sit down
with one of the Land Agents. If the children of the deceased lessee, if they don’t want the
property, maybe one of them were listed as the beneficiary, they may be able to relinquish it.
Relinquish their beneficiary…
Mr. Tedtaotao: They are going to relocate off-island they are not going to stay here.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Mr. Tedtaotao: So, do I have to update the lot number?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: No, I think just their name. Do the children know if one of them was
designated beneficiary?
Mr. Tedtaotao: I believe so.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. So, whoever was designated the beneficiary, they would
probably have to come in with you, right, just for the privacy stuff. So, they would have to
come in with you or…
Commissioner A. Santos: Get power of attorney.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah, go ahead Director.
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Administrative Director J. Hattig: If I may. Have you made any contact with the family
members of the individual on your own?
Mr. Tedtaotao: I…yes, the deceased, the brother is with my cousin.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Oh.
Mr. Tedtaotao: The lots are right across each other.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Okay, so maybe, ok…
Mr. Tedtaotao: Yeah, they just brought it to my attention, like, you know, hey, my sister
passed on. Her daughters don’t want anything, they live in the states, so.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: The Chairwoman is right, come in and in your schedule you
can come in or you can make an appointment to come in and see one of our land agents and
we’ll sit down and take the information down, we have to reach out to the obviously to the
other side, the other lessee to confirm what their decision or desire is and then we can go
from there.
Mr. Tedtaotao: Alright, that’s it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Sir you are an applicant?
Mr. Tedtaotao: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. Alright, thank you sir.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Thank you.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, is there anybody else that wanted to provide public comment
today? No, okay, thank you. Hi, please come forward and state your name for the record.
Ms. Muna: Thank you. I thought I was on the listed, my name is Jesusa S. Muna. I thought I
was on the listed, I thought I made an appointment to come in today for building permit and
for surveying, but I’m not on the list. I don’t know why. It’s about a month and half ago.
Anyway, I am here because I was given authorization for power and water from CHamoru Land
Trust I got, I was given CHamoru Land Trust for half an acre, back road, Pågat, Mangilao. I’ve
been applying and I got the application for power, but water is giving me a hard time, I did not
get my property surveyed. Lack of funds, of course, but I was told from the previous
administration that I might be able to get it through them, but it’s not happening. They told
me also it might take a length of time for, but I need to, I need help. That’s why I’m here, I
need help.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Ms. Muna: I’m not looking for a free hand out I get a property, but I just need a little boost for
water, it’s more important for me than anything. But I got the power application and they told
me they were going to charge seven thousand for a power pole, and I need six. Where am I
going to get that? Right. They said it’s a process, I can pay as I go along. I’d be dead by then.
Commissioner A. Santos: Power pole.
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Ms. Muna: **responds in CHamoru** Yes, and the water is six hundred and I will be putting in
the meter. So, help please. Yes.
Commissioner A. Santos: Maybe the Legislature could.
Ms. Muna: And, everywhere I go people make comments, they go…why is CHamoru Land
Trust giving you this when they should provide infrastructure. I have no idea. I don’t know. I
don’t know that answer to that. Before, they did. I was told before they did. I don’t know
where they got that. Before they did. (speaks in Chamoru) Yes.
Commissioner A. Santos: Agriculture.
Ms. Muna: I did go to the Agriculture.
Commissioner A. Santos: Legislature.
Ms. Muna: Yes, and they told me if they help me with the water, I cannot use it for my own
consumption. I have to use it for my plants. But I have to plant fifty coconut trees and twenty
bitternut trees. You know what they gave me? Or what CHamoru Land Trust gave me. Tons
of corals…rocks. I can’t plant, I have planted and they all died. You know, so, I need help, I
need help. It’s half an acre, I can’t get my water in, I can’t, if it’s a three acre and I’m going to
farm, maybe, get better response, but, half an acre, an old lady.
Commissioner A. Santos: You think they can give her another lot? Where she could…
Ms. Muna: Oh my God, I have put so much, me and my kids a lot of sweat, sweat in my
property. I have a temporary structure there right now. Sorry.
Commissioner A. Santos: Do you have Agriculture or is it Residential?
Ms. Muna: Agriculture.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And when was your lease issued?
Ms. Muna: I got it right here. Well I applied ninety-five and I got Agriculture lease two
thousand seventeen. (Chamoru) I was given a lease because they checked on those who died.
I’m just saying, sorry.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: No, I’m sorry that you’re in this position.
Ms. Muna: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: You know there’s a lot of pressure, on the Commission in the past to
just issue out leases, without really regard to, or with the understanding there’s no utilities in
the area. It’s probably in your lease where is says that, that you understand there is no utilities
within a hundred of feet.
Ms. Muna: Yes ma’am, I understand but why do I have to spend an arm and a leg.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I understand.
Ms. Muna: The whole body to get it. Is that what it is to just give it. (Chamoru) it’s on you
now. You know you can’t. We’re asking for help.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I understand. You know the Commission has asked the Director and
the staff to put together a, what is that, a, I guess a spending plan for our survey and
infrastructure fund. We are going to have money that is sitting in there that is not used. So, I
think if you could, sit down with a land agent to, I mean you definitely put in record here, so
that our land agents can really pin point exactly where you’re located, see who else is in that
area where we could invest infrastructure.
Ms. Muna: A lot of people gave up, it was two people that they’re still there but, there’s quite
a few of us, but a lot of them gave up because…(CHamoru) Ai Sue, ten thousand, seven
thousand. Where are we going to get that? Where? We are not as fortunate as some people
and we’re just seeking a little, a little help. Not a bit, you know, give me water. I’ll keep still,
I’ll get a generator and live there, you know. But I just need water. I’m hauling water there
now; I’m hauling water back and forth from my daughter’s place and it’s not fun.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: The agenda.
Ms. Muna: Yeah, Ms. Dayday said she was going to put me on today.
Commissioner A. Santos: The sign in? The Agenda?
Ms. Muna: I signed in with the public comment because Mr. Eay said go ahead. But thank you
for the opportunity that you gave me.
Commissioner A. Santos: Find another place for her.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Well it sounds like she’s not interested in a move, she’s actually
invested a lot in there, she’s asking for help.
Commissioner A. Santos: You don’t want to move to another place where you could…
Ms. Muna: (CHamoru) What and start over again. It’s a half acre but my family put a lot, but
they gave me a place where the trees are as tall as a three-story high, you know. (Chamoru)
it’s hard, sister. Give me a house, I’d be happy with it, but see I wanted to plant a little bit. I
still do in, but I can’t plant on that. Yeah, I have a mango tree there, it’s been there for ten
years and I’m still wondering if it’s going to fruit. (CHamoru) Nothing. I have sour sap that’s
baring fruit but now maybe the roots are hitting the rocks, because it’s dying out, dead fruit,
you know. So, I just, it’s, I don’t know, if you can put me in a place where it’s, and I can you
know, I don’t want Dededo. They tried to give me a property up there, Nevermind Road, and a
boy the name suits it. Nevermind. It was like five miles in and to get to the property they
were going to give me. I was like…
Commissioner A. Santos: Nevermind.
Ms. Muna: I’m a lady. What are you doing pastoring me over there, because there were
cows? Maybe that’s why they put me out there, but ma’am I’m not here to be disrespectful
and really here for just a little bit of help. If you can provide me another property that would
be great. They are telling me six power poles, seven grand each. The power line, regardless
they said. You need five thousand, I don’t have to pay all of these at one time, but. By the
time I get around to it, I’m not going to be around, what about my kids, you know.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, well Ms. Muna thank you for your comments. It has been duly
noted and if you would like to explore the, if there is any place you would like to transfer to
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that has the infrastructure in place, please come in and sit down with one of the land agents.
But we also noted your case and as we are putting together the survey and infrastructure plan,
we’ll be sure to keep you and neighbors in mind.
Ms. Muna: Thank you, I appreciate that.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I’m sorry we couldn’t do more today.
Ms. Muna: Well you know, it doesn’t happen overnight. I appreciate that I’m being heard
today, it’s taking forever for everything. Everybody says no to me and I’ve been going
everywhere. I even set up a meeting with…and he explained to me what’s going on and you
know, can’t do everything at once. You know, procedures have to be followed. That’s why I’m
here. Help me with your procedure, please, thank you.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yes, we did discuss a relocation the last time we met. Maybe
we can sit down and discuss this time.
Ms. Muna: Maybe and maybe next to a power pole. That would be great, yes. Seven grand is
a lot of money for a person that pretty much has not much. Well next to a power pole I’d be
pretty happy. Thank you.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Thank you.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Is there anyone for public comment that we missed? Alright, thank
you. Oh, I’m sorry, come on up. Hi, you could state your name for the record.
Mr. Atalig: Justin Atalig.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Hello. Justin Atalig?
Mr. Atalig: Yeah. Atalig.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Hi Mr. Atalig, how can we help you?
Mr. Atalig: Recently I just applied, for, through my grandma’s land. In back road Pågat. I was
told, you know, by one of you guys’ agents, speed it up or you know a little bit faster, to come
to the board. Back then, I just want to get a land also for kids for also, them. The land is kind
of like a memory. I don’t want it to go to somebody else.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, ok. Is one of our land agents familiar? John? So, your
grandmother has a Land Trust property?
Land Agent J. Gumataotao: Well, no, she, grandmother had a, pre-occupier. So, I just
informed him he needed to get a verification from the Mayor. It’s only because he just
recently applied and…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Right, so we have to make sure we have all the documentation in
place to really declare you as a…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Pre-occupier.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Pre occupier status, yeah.
Land Agent J. Gumataotao: Well currently his application is going through the process.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, for…
Land Agent J. Gumataotao: He just paid the…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: He is going to the qualification process, right.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, okay. Alright, so, what John was saying was your application is
being processed right now, just to determine your qualification under the program. But as
soon as that is done, and your qualified, I guess the next thing from you would be the Mayor’s
verification that it’s you and your family.
Land Agent J. Bragg: That you stay there.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: That you stay there. Do you stay there now? Occupy there now? No.
Ok, but your father or grandmother?
Mr. Atalig: Yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Stayed there. Okay.
Mr. Atalig: Already I gave from the Mayor of Mangilao, the document that she was staying
there.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh okay.
Land Agent J. Gumataotao: Once he gets processed for his application then, we’ll take a look
at the additional documents.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I’m concerned, the, I’m just concerned if the, your
grandmother wasn’t a Land Trust lessee, or nobody from your family was a Land Trust lessee
or applicant at least.
Mr. Atalig: Not that I’m aware.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: So, who’s currently occupying the property?
Mr. Atalig: Nobody right now.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Nobody? Okay. We will have to research ma’am on the
property itself, just to make sure it’s within, you know like what John said, the LUP or
whatever the circumstance because, you know. Not sure right now, this is public comment so
we’ll research it then. Once your qualifications done, that’s really what I wanted to do is
qualify you first and then we can start talking about you know, the land and
Mr. Atalig: So, it’s just on the process right now.
Commissioner A. Santos: She’s occupying the land right now?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Not right now, no.
Mr. Atalig: Not right now, no.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: His family did one time.
Mr. Atalig: So, my grandmother died long time ago then, my mother moved up to Dededo.
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Administrative Director J. Hattig: So, your mom was the last occupier up there before she
moved? No?
Mr. Atalig: It was actually my grandma and right before she died it was my mom.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Oh.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, it sounds like you’re, like your just making sure you qualified
and then, the Director and the staff will work with you if we need any additional
documentation, if we have to research the property, also to make sure, you know, it hasn’t
already been leased to somebody else and all that, that stuff.
Mr. Atalig: Will I be given another place or…?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: We’ll deal with that when we get there.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Usually your date and time has to come up and when it
comes up, we talk about it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, thank you.
Mr. Atalig: Thank you.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you for coming. Okay, was there anybody else for public
comment today? Public Comment? No?
Audience member: I didn’t sign up for public comment, I was just told to come here.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Please come up.
Commissioner A. Santos: Come and state your…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Sorry, can I have your…I think you’re on our agenda. We’ll get to your
case.
Audience member: Okay, my name is Michael B. Salas.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yes, he’s here.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh yes, we have you here, I’m sorry, Mr. Salas.
Mr. Celestial: Chairwoman, I’m here to see what the status is on my lease? Last time I was
here it was said that they couldn’t do because you have to send it to the Legislature. However,
I have seen that they have approved switched leases. I was just wondering what the status is
for my wife and I?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Well I thank you Mr. Celestial. You know unfortunately we have not
been unable to resolve your case and many others like your case. The resolved, we were able
to work within the bounds of the current law. But you are still on our list and we are doing a
lot of research, outside of the Commission meeting to see how we can work within the current
law to address and keep you where you are, you know, since the beginning its been the
Commission’s goal, mission to not kick you out.
Mr. Celestial: Well I appreciate that because, for the record last time I didn’t make any
statements I just listened to Mr. Nick here, give his opinion so, for the record I want to say that
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I’ve been for nine years, the Barrigada incident happened last year. Nothing, nobody, what
you call that, nobody was sent to jail. You know for that incident and, which is good but, my
concern is that, what exactly can happen? What can happen to me today?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: What was your question?
Mr. Celestial: What can happen in my case to…because the letter that I got, that I received,
last time the attorney, Mr. Nick explains that it was my cousin that stood in line in nineteen
ninety-five, she stood in line. We didn’t cut, and then, all we did was through Joe Borja, he
was the Director at the time, he approved our switch from my two thousand one to her
nineteen ninety-five. So, for the record she stood in line, all we did was switch dates and then
according to the official rules and regulations, we can’t do that. But, to my understanding is
that my cousin beneficiary was her god…, her grandchildren. In accordance to rules and
regulations, it can’t be done. So, what I’m asking for is to look into it, since there’s no
provisions, for that, the board has the authority to go ahead and approve my lease. In
accordance to that since there’s no beneficiary now and her original intent, was to give me her
slot because at that time, she wasn’t ready and I was. My wife and I were, and I hope you take
that into consideration because there is an avenue to approve my lease. You have the
authority to do that and I don’t see a delay that should further in my case, that is why I am
here today, I just hope and pray that, to approve this guy’s lease and *inaudible. I invite you
all to my ranch, really do, come up to my ranch see what my wife and I, my kids have done for
the past nine years. You know we really improved it, I’ve got a, we got ducks and chickens, it’s
just beautiful I really maintained the area. And, and sometimes when I’m out picking my
lemons or something, I says man, it still back in my head it’s like I hope they approve this thing
because it still a factor, the stress factor is there, so I hope you find it in your hearts to try and
alleviate this… I won’t say pain, but stress my wife and I have. My wife and I are over sixty
years old and still don’t need this kind of pressure. I really, I know you guys are working hard
trying to satisfy every lease and the people here on Guam, so I’d really appreciate it and just
give us a piece of mind for my wife and I and my kids. Thank you.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you.
Mr. Celestial: That is all…alright.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I appreciate you coming and going on the record to really talk about
what you’ve been going through and how much you’ve invested in the land. I know that, I
know that Director Hattig has been to the property, yeah, and really what you’ve done to the
property is what we hoped all our lessees’ can do. Make it a place, yeah.
Mr. Celestial: And just let you know, it wasn’t easy. It was really difficult. You know I
understand the pain these guys go through just to get water, power, it’s very difficult. Me and
my wife are both retired and we have to wait every month on a fixed income and buy material,
then to find out, wow it’s done then told, oh I am sorry your lease has been voided. It’s more
than heartbreaking. I know you guys are doing the right thing and that’s all I wanted to say
here today and for the record, please we are still and we appreciate you guys and you’re
always invited to come out to the ranch, maybe I’ll cook a couple of ducks or something.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Mr. Celestial I want to assure you that we have not forgotten about
you and we’re working outside of these meetings so that we can resolve it as quickly as we
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can. I’m sure you would know and appreciate whatever we are doing we have to make sure
we follow everything…
Mr. Celestial: I’m thankful for that, Chairwoman, because you would do the right thing and
come five, ten years and say oh excuse me and…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yes, I do too.
Mr. Celestial: Years later, and…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Right!
Mr. Celestial: Hopefully I’d still be alive. Okay, **speaks in CHamoru** Thank you for very
much.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: **responds in CHamoru** You too.
Commissioner A. Santos: **responds in CHamoru** You’re welcome.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I know the switch and transfer was supposed to be on this month’s
agenda but because of the executive session we have to post pone it, so can you just make
sure we are ready for September.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yes ma’am, we’ll put it on.
NEW BUSINESS: COMMERICIAL LEASING – GLOBAL RECYCLING, INC.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Ok, anybody else for Public Comment today, that I missed? No? Ok.
Alright, moving on to new business, we have commercial leasing, first is Global Recycling. So,
in the new business packets we have a staff report. So, the subject property is Lot number
10122-15 in the municipality of Dededo. It’s almost Fifty-three thousand square meters.
What is that, like ten acres?
Land Agent J. Casem: What is that?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Fifty-two, about fifty-three thousand square meters. Ok, Director do
you want to present this case.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yes. So, I did an inspection, and we did some research, Mr.
Joey Cruz and I. We found in June 2006 an authorization to occupy and proceed with
permitting development operation and maintenance of recycling facilities. This was just a
memo that was issued by then Director Tom Elliot. In 2011, another document authorizing
Global Recycling. To continue to use this lot was made by Director Monte Mafnas at the time
and then again on January 6 of 2015, an authorization to occupy memo was issued by then
Director Michael Borja. So, in our research there’s no commercial lease and license that allows
Global Recycling to continue its activities there. So, what we propose, our recommendation
issue a sixty or ninety day cease and desist letter to Global Recycling and declare this lot and
its associated activity for commercial leasing and licensing pursuant to Public Law 33-95, open
it up to competitive process. So, that’s our recommendation at this time. We’re really not
making any money from this property, and we really could be making a lot more than what
was agreed upon on these past memos.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, sorry. Are they currently occupying and in operation?
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Administrative Director J. Hattig: As I, understand it, they are currently occupying, there’s a
business there and they are conducting operations.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, dating back to 2006, they were authorized to occupy and operate
with no formal agreement, no lease payments…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: No.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Nothing?
Commissioner A. Santos: Nothing.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Nothing.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Have you been in contact with the…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I did meet one time when I did a site inspection of the area.
I did meet one time with the owner of Global Recycling.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I didn’t issue anything yet pending the Board’s, you know,
we wanted to bring it up the Board’s attention and get some direction on how the Board
wishes to proceed with this particular property. We did, there are photos, we did take photos,
we can also forward those to the Commission of the activities that are located there, and you
have in the packet the memorandum that were issued by the previous director. Then you
have the map of the area, Chalan Batulo, in Dededo. It’s a right after, it’s after the
encompassing the entire, if I’m reading this correctly, right before the transfer station. The old
transfer station, that area there.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And how, how was this discovered, did it come up on our…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Well…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: How did they…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Joey, we first had it on our radar I think, I’ll verify with Mr.
Cruz with the historical data.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: My name is Joey Cruz. The reason why the Global Recycling
issue came about is because when we conducted the first initial audit for the Trust. We went
back and audited all the commercial files, and finding Global Recycling was…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Found what?
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: Didn’t have a lease when they were paying.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, alright. I’m seeing the most recently letter to Mr. Chu from the
Global Recycling Center Incorporated, January 6, 2018 from then Director, Michael Borja. Says
the authorization to occupy to proceed the operation of the facility and property shall be
deem temporarily and will be superseded by commercial lease agreement upon completion of
the commercial lease license rules and regulations. So, it sounds like the, back then we know
they didn’t have a commercial lease. But then when the rules were drafted, we were
supposed to go forward and follow the rules and regs, right.
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Program Coordinator II IJ. Cruz: That’s correct.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. I don’t see, I mean I’m looking at this Arial and the property
has been really developed. Right? I don’t even see anything in here that says, you know upon
termination to occupy they have to return the land back to its original form.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Right.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I’m concerned about that.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: **in audible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh. So, then the initial rules and regs I see that the recommendation
from the Director to issue a cease and desist letter. I just wanted to get his *inaudible* from
Legal Counsel. What is our, what are our options in light of Public Law 33-95?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Well, I agree with the recommendation that we should possibly do the
cease and desist to decide whether or not we want to have this enter the commercial portfolio
of the CLTC land for leasing or licensing. **in audible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Ok. Ok.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: The Board may have to decide what it wants to do with this property. It
could also be cleaned up eventually. It’s in a nice area, it just needs a lot of…cleaning. By the
overhead. I think by the fact it is a recycling center it makes things pretty messy right now.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah. Okay, well, does the Commission want to issue the, yeah,
cease and desist?
Commissioner A. Duenas: Do we know why they kept getting authorization? No lease.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: I’m not sure why.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Ok. Kind of strange.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: It is very…first it was the 2006, so, this was thirteen years using Land
Trust property. For nothing.
Commissioner A. Santos: For nothing.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: It’s, I think it’s time we put our foot down and say, no we got to do
this the right way. Can’t use our property.
Commissioner A. Santos: **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: But it looks like they, from the 2006 letter that the recycling came to
the Trust or came to the commission and asked for a commercial license and at the time said
we will just hand you this authority to operate until we get the commercial program up and
running, and then nothing ever happened in the next thirteen years.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: mmm…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Just slipped through the cracks. **inaudible**
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, again my concern is we offer them a cease and desist, and then
the Trust gets stuck cleaning.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I think either way, well there’s one way you look at it is if you go
through with it and have a provision in the bid that it is an as is condition and or we can put it
in the bid.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: It would require…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: It would require clean up. As part of the bid process.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Ok. Can we hold the Global Recycling responsible?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I don’t think so, but the fact that there’s no feasible license actually
**inaudible** contract here
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: That’s the reason why I didn’t want to act, not sure whether
it’s a financial liability.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: You know it’s again and again we have cases brought to the
Commission that are years and years ago when things were not done appropriately, and it just
causes way more problems cause now we’re sitting here with this property. Who is going to
clean it up? Never, they paid to make use for the land, but hey.
Commission A. Santos: We have to…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Almost Twelve…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thirteen acres?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Is there anything we can do to the interim, to you know
speak to Global Recycling, explain our concern about, you know that process and their
cooperation.
Commission A. Santos: We can put seven applicants.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: At least twenty-six?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I mean what does the Board want to do with this property. That should
be a decision.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Do they want to continue recycling operations in that area?
Is that something or if you want to cease that kind of operation.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Well I think the first would be to cease and desist for the current
occupant. If the Commission would make that motion, then, but then we would have to
explore if it’s commercial, how would it affect the commercial inventory limits. And then also
to declare it commercial. What are we foregoing terms of residential because they’ve got
utilities there?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Access.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Access. So.
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Administrative Director J. Hattig: Right next to the golf course.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah. Looks mostly graded, already.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Either way the step would be to issue a cease and desist letter.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yes, agreed.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Cause whether it’s negotiations approval whether it’s an eviction and
proceed with residential or stick to commercial or, **inaudible**
Administrative Director J. Hattig: We can provide you with an impact study or report.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Right.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Right.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: What exactly would be both sides of the isle, right?
Continue or discontinue? This would give the Board an opportunity to review that impact and
then…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I’d appreciate that.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Make a better decision.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah, thank you. I’d appreciate that. Be on the hook or cleaning it
up.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Okay.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Motion to issue a cease and desist sixty or ninety day…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Maybe ninety.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Issue a ninety day cease and desist letter to Global Recycling for Lot
number 10122-13 in the Municipality of Dededo.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Ok a motion has been made.
Commissioner A. Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Seconded it by Tan Amanda. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Ok, all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay the aye’s have it. Ok, the Commission will look forward to, I
guess what the Director calls like an impact study. Right? If we…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Impact report.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah and I look forward for the future use. I hope in your
consideration for residential you also give us how many residential lots we can create there.
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Administrative Director J. Hattig: Sure.
NEW BUSINESS: COMMERCIAL LEASEING – KWIKSPACE GUAM, INC.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Also, what, if this, if this facility is closed and never to reopen, what
impact would that have on Guam’s recycling efforts? Okay, alright, thank you. Next item on
the agenda is Kwikspace Guam.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I’ll have Mr. Cruz present.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: Kwikspace has been paying the Trust, two thousand, seven
hundred annually for some time already. The issue that we’re having with is that, because
they’re paying, they have no lease agreement or any type of document that we can use to
substantiate their paying the Trust. So, it’s been a, not an audit finding but **inaudible** so,
in the packet the aerial photo of the area they’re utilizing it’s a…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Can you pull up the lot? The Lot is 114A.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: 114B.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Oh B. 114B-2
Land Agent I T. Tainatongo: Can you just speak up a little louder? They can’t hear you.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: On May 14, 2008, GDEA submitted a letter to CLTC requesting
for approval from CLTC a grant of easement to Guam Ancestral Lands Commission. Kwikspace
is a lessee of the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission. So, the little portion of property that
they use, they use it to park their trucks. It’s, the easement would be for a sixty-foot-wide by a
one hundred sixty-five-foot-long piece of property at the **inaudible** which equals to one
hundred eighty-three dollars and ninety-four cents monthly. Or two thousand seven hundred
dollars and twenty-eight cents annually, which they have been paying the two thousand seven
hundred dollars and twenty-eight cents annually. On June 25, 2008, the Board then approved
the request from GEDA. A right of way easement was prepared but not finalized.
**inaudible** was never signed.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Do you need the lot number again?
Land Administrator M. Borja: 114-3
Administrative Director J. Hattig: 114-3 B-R
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Just south of that. South east corner.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: So, okay. Try your best to identify the area that we’re talking
about.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, where is Kwikspace?
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: To the left of that…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: That right there? Are they encroaching in our property? In the back?
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: No.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: The top?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Like that whole top there is encroaching. There’s the line
right there.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And that whole thing is Land Trust property?
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Infrastructure? In a residential area? There’s access, I’m sure those
have power, right there. Oh, the basketball court is right there? Okay.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Where the river is, a portion of this.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: It is encroaching. The right a way easement payment they’re making.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: Yes ma’am. Sixty-foot-wide by a hundred sixty-foot east of
our property.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I don’t see it; I mean it could be…
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: It could be more.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah. But if it’s, so for the easement that you have is here 999.7
square meters, you have twenty cents a meter. Which is about six cents a square foot, right?
Three feet to a meter. Where on this island you ever get that kind of rates for property?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Well it’s not a rental it’s a…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, what’s the difference? I don’t see a difference.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: We still have control and rights; they just allow the access. It’s different
from a licensing lease.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: And this is still thirty-three, ninety-five, right?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: But for all intent and purposes, basically a lease. Calling it a different
thing, right?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: A lease implied, exclusively, so, if they had a lease to it, they can
prevent from using it as well.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: But since it’s an easement…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: If it’s an easement, CLTC maintains control of it. They just have to allow
the Kwikspace to **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And the portion that I’m seeing on this map in the packet looks like
it’s all, it still, it’s not being used? I don’t know it’s a, please verify the encroachment. You
know I see in the Administrative Director but it’s a request from GEDA on behalf of Kwikspace.
They mentioned that Guam Public School System has property right by. Can you check that
out?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Just from the south, I think. Rios Middle School. It’s a…
Unknown: To the right used to be the old school.
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Legal Counsel N. Toft: That’s Jose Rios. It looks like based on 2008 a letter for the easement,
stated that Kwikspace stated that they wanted access from Marine Corps Drive using their
very, very large trucks because of the overhead power lines. So, the suggestion was, and I
think the reason is there’s a river there.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, there’s a bridge.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: It’s a decent river, it’s a small…
Land Agent II J. Bragg: It’s like dried up.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh yeah, I see. Awesome.
Land Administrator M. Borja: It’s the houses.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Is that GSA?
Land Administrator M. Borja: GSA is in the corner.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: GSA is in the lower left corner and that’s the fire house right there.
Land Administrator M. Borja: Then the warehouses.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: Send Ancestral a letter.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yeah.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: They would have to take a look at the property and see if any feasible
for the purpose. Make a decision on it and also address the encroachment issue.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah. I’d appreciate that and then I guess in your site visit you can
report to the Commission why they haven’t issued leases there and maybe there are property
that were issued leases. Kwikspace is current with their payments?
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, we’re taking their current payments to mean that they still want
to use it?
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Alright.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah, yeah.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: We’ll verify.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, so, the Commission has not made any decisions on it, we’re just
asking to, for you guys to do a site visit and report back.
Program Coordinator III J. Cruz: Yes ma’am
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: You know I understand it’s $2,700 a year, which is about six cents a
square meter, but it’s a tiny little drop in our revenue stream. Again, I think this one of those
cases where it came prior to this Commission and I don’t think that, I don’t think the mission of
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the Trust is, I don’t know. It’s a little frustrating but thank you for bringing it up to us and I
hope we can come to a resolution with more information. This has been signed in our audits.
Okay, okay, thank you.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: It might not be feasible for anything else. **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I think that’s the reason why we haven’t issued property in
that area because the river, the red line.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, I see.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: The “Y”, yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I see.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: It’s been a challenge the area is heavily populated, I mean
dense, vegetation is really dense, the river.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: **inaudible**
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yeah, the river.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Who keeps the property on top of Marine Drive so nice? The Mayor?
Land Agent I T. Tainatongo: The Mayor.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: The Mayor, like a…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: They’re doing some construction on it now, tore up the
entire place.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Next to the basketball court?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Oh yeah, they pushed the basketball court, they took it out
of the ground. So, I’m wondering why they
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I can’t remember if it’s there or not, but I know it’s **inaudible**
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yeah.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: It’s further up.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I’ll take a look when we do our site inspection.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Next to the basketball court.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Ok. I know I can’t see the church from the road.
NEW BUSINESS – COMMERCIAL LEASING: REQUEST FROM REMAX
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Alright, thank you. Umm…let’s see, next under new business is
request for easement from Remax. So, in our packet there’s a letter, Director will you be
presenting this?
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Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yes, so, we received a, I’m going to bring it on the google
earth, well there…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: It looks a lot clearer on google earth.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh yeah. It does look clear
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Yeah.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: You guys go ahead and pull up the subject lot for the Remax
request.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Block 4 Lot 3-3NEW Tract R2? I think the, Lot 7,2.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: So, the May letter request basically access through CHamoru
Land Trust Property to get to a private piece of property that is currently leased. Remax is
trying to negotiate sale. They met with Land Management and it would involve a lessee, Mrs.
McDonald, Remax did attempt to contact Mrs. McDonald and she indicated that she was Land
Trust lessee, and so, the request came forward to us if we can grant access to through them.
It’s a, I believe it’s supposed to be granted as an easement so that they can continue to bring
infrastructure in because they were going provide for this private property. Like a home
development.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Ok.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: So.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah, can you show us on the map where…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yeah, the…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: At the top, that lot just before **inaudible**
Administrative Director J. Hattig: The river is at.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Just before it hits the…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, sorry, which one is Land Trust?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: The one near the cursor. That one, right.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, that’s Land Trust property.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: And the little sliver, is identified to the north of it. That’s
supposed to be…right there. That, that’s supposed to be, yeah. What they’re asking for.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: That is Juan Rivera Road, is the one that comes over? So, that’s an
existing easement, the one that’s in red?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: No red’s the river.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, red’s the
Legal Counsel N. Toft: No, the…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Oh, the sliver? Yes.
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Legal Counsel N. Toft: The top of the red line that goes across.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: No, John there’s a green line that goes across. There, yeah,
that’s pretty much it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And then the property that Remax needs access, that’s asking access
to Lot 452, that bigger one?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Correct.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: That one right there.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: That one. So, the, that, red…easement, that’s an existing easement?
Is there a road there already? It’s not a road?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: No.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, so, there would be, they’re asking…Is there a road on the
bottom?
Land Administrator M. Borja: Yup, that’s why we were wondering why they can’t just go
through existing easement, that’s already there. John, highlight it.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Well it’s dedicated as an easement. But there’s no, it would,
you see why, they would have to build, they would have to connect further, they would have
to make it all the way from that point, come in from the road rather than have access that is at
bottom.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Can you show us?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: That’s the reason why they are asking, right.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: What’s that?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Instead of coming in down here, they would have to, you
know, they would have…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah, that one. That’s not developed either. Okay.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: So, they’re coming in around…Where’s Juan Rivera? Can you
show Juan Rivera? Cause they’re coming in, they said that they tried to come in there, but it
wasn’t feasible.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: It might be a private, the greens are all private.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yeah.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Except they’re coming in there coming in private, sorry.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I think Juan Rivera’s the one that comes in through the, near the south
end of the top east. Right there.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: So, they’re coming in there. That’s where, and they were
saying that the bottom there’s a GHURA, or I believe there’s a GHURA housing project it cut
off, they cut off and they get through there.
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Legal Counsel N. Toft: That’s a little further away.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, who, Mrs. McDonald.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Maria Yatar McDonald
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Maria Yatar McDonald? Where’s her lease? Okay, so she’s not the
one whole thing? Oh, it is the whole thing? Ok.
Land Administrator M. Borja: So, basically the same situation we did up in Inarajan,
remember. We went through Mercy’s property to give the private land owner access because
his original access what’s not **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah and in they’re letter… Do we have any representative from
Remax here?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Unfortunately, no.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Is the property that Mrs. McDonald on is registered?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: No, it’s not.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: No, it’s unregistered.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: So, the issue with registration. One it shouldn’t have been leased out,
but as far as easements go, it’s not necessarily a problem. Again, easements are not a
**inaudible** for reasons explained earlier. The thing is doing anything with an unregistered
government property is always hesitant to give, because it’s always certain and final, like
registered property is. The property owner comes in at some point and I found this whole
feed that “grandfather owns this land and I’m doing a case to put it under my family’s name. If
we try and fight it and we lose then maybe forced to **inaudible** on the lot during that time.
Or at least, then the landowner is the one that has to renegotiate the easement.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, if the Trust wanted to…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: It could, the Trust
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Create a lease there.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: The person should know that it’s unregistered and that there may be
potential consequences in result to that.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: So, they were saying the easement that it was cut off and
they built already. There you see where the…yeah. That’s what cut off his legal access to his
property. So, that’s why they’re seeking to come in at Juan Rivera. Off of Juan Rivera. It’s the
hundred foot by forty-foot-wide public easement.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: In their letter they just put that they reviewed all the available
easements and they explored all available easements and it was decided that the most feasible
would be…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Right.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Through our property. I want to ask them why not the other one
down there.
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Administrative Director J. Hattig: The person would have to build, it would be a further
distance in order to access his property rather than this one, that’s why they are going for the
one that’s…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I remember they said something about the number of bridges, each
bridge that they have to build. Being about a hundred fifty thousand dollars in cost. There’s a
better easement compared to the other one, there’s a lot of…it’s kind of a big drop down,
topography.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: On that part. On the north end it’s not, it’s kind of flat.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I believe we had a discussion as to whether we could or
could not issue a grant, yeah.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I think we have the legal ability to do so, but it’s the buyer that has the
more serious decision to make as to whether it’s comfortable it’s the governments of this
claim to the land.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, the, the, their request is that we give them that small portion
connecting the existing, over into his property.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Not to give it to him, no. Allow them to cross.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: One hundred feet by forty.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And in their letter they said…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: It to be deemed public access or utility easement.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And he’s going to pave and bring in utilities, all the way in there?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Is that private property? I heard you mention. So, is there Land Trust
property, that one.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Yes. The big lot to the right. That is the private lot, if you can see…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And to the left, is private also?
Land Administrator M. Borja: Possibly.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: What is it three, one? What’s the nearest after it? Four
seven two, Is CHamoru Land Trust property. Three one nine?
Land Administrator M. Borja: 319 is Pagåchao but…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Okay, I see it…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: To the right is vertical. Big river valleys.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I mean, isn’t this similar to the Kwikspace? Right of way easement.
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Legal Counsel N. Toft: Right. It would be almost, yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And are they willing to pay for it?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Presumably, I mean they are seeking to open the top side. Seeing
whether it’s feasible or not.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Would you like us to come up with…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Well I think we need to know, what are we looking at here, and also,
they say that Mrs. McDonald is okay with it, but I think we need to reach out to her as well to
how that would impact her. And then, sorry, see that connecting to the bottom of that one,
where does that go?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: There’s a road just left of that, comes off of route two, I think that’s the
one right about there, yeah and that right a way in between.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, the yellow down there, is that Land Trust?
Land Administrator M. Borja: Yeah.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Everything in yellow is ours?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Everything in yellow.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: There.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Hey, looks, but I guess cost effective wise they said the northern
easement is better. But the southern easement, if they got paving and utilities in there, they
would actually help benefit our lessees.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yeah.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I think there’s coming to, pass the Jehovah Witness Church and then
there, curls along there for a little way, so, they may have already had it. I’m not a hundred
percent sure, that’s something to take a look at.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I’ll schedule a site inspection in the area.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Yeah, see it’s paved up to that.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I see. Can you follow that up? Yeah, thanks.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: So, it does go into Mrs. McDonald.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, so that…what look like Mrs. McDonald.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Okay. Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Also, since she’s leasing unregistered property, I think we need to
address that as well.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I believe 472 wasn’t in our list, right?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I’m not too sure, we have a lot of unregistered properties
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Currently 472 wasn’t…
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: One of the priorities. Yeah, because it’s just the ones…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Maybe in 2020.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Impactable. Ok.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Okay, so, we’ll have information for the next meeting.
NEW BUSINESS: CONSTITUENT MATTERS
Christine Diane Roberto
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you. Alright, moving on our agenda, constituent matters. The
first in our packet is for Christine Diane Roberto. Do we have a Land Agent? Do we have a list
of who is here so we can jump to them?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Mr. Salas **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. Mr. Michael Beven Salas please. Okay, in our packets we have
a staff report. So, Mr. Salas location is at Tract 9210, Block 24, Lot 4 in Yigo. It is a residential
lease, surveyed, okay, so…hi, Hafa Adai sir.
Mr. Salas: Hafa Adai.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Hi, if you can state your name for the record.
Mr. Salas: Michael B. Salas.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Michael B. Salas, okay. Jhoana if you could just present.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes. We have Mr. Michael Beven Salas before you today, coming
before the Board. Mr. Salas did go into a lease agreement in 2003. However, he was unable to
sign the lease, he did survey the property, and that is done under the Duenas and Associates
with 196FY2003. So, he is here today requesting for a reprint of the residential lease so that
Mr. Salas can go ahead and move forward and sign on his part.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yeah, he was unable to sign it back then for whatever reason.
Mr. Salas: **Inaudible** while I was on extended leave, my family had to move me out of the
way. So, I had the original lease, it got lost when they packed me up. When I came back, Mr.
Quan gave me the lease I just didn’t have time to…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: To come in and execute it. So, so, it’s an unexecuted lease?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: He hadn’t signed it. The property has been surveyed at his expense.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, are you currently occupying? Or are you…
Mr. Salas: I don’t have access to it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh.
Mr. Salas: I know exactly where it’s at, I was there with the surveyor.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Survey, okay. Okay, so, I guess…we wouldn’t back date it, right? It
wouldn’t be a reprint; it would be issuing the new lease.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: For today’s date. Ok.
Mr. Salas: I also have a question.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Sure
Mr. Salas: What I was told, see where the corner, there’s supposed to be access there?
Through there **inaudible**
Administrative Director J. Hattig: What we’re doing sir, we are working on a case by case basis
with DPW to try and get these easements, there are environmental requirements for opening
of a new easement. That they have to…
Mr. Salas: Creating.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: We have to follow. We are really trying but we have taken
into consideration everything when we do issue a lease and start making the contacts now
DPW so they can start surveying the area, we’re looking at in at least to see what they can do.
To see if they can try to open it, so, and you have my commitment to working with DPW to this
respect.
Mr. Salas: There’s power and water there, it’s just…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Right
Mr. Salas: There’s no access.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Right.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: There’s power and water?
Mr. Salas: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Wow, that’s wonderful.
Commissioner A. Santos: Very fortunate.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Very fortunate.
Mr. Salas: Well on that road, that one road with that block on it, there’s power and water,
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah okay.
Mr. Salas: Just no access.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And the property that’s in the front, that’s already leased out?
Mr. Salas: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
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Mr. Salas: The property fronting going to my property, there, that was originally that was
mine. My other half’s property but she switched properties. So…I wasn’t in time to…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: To get that one.
Mr. Salas: Yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, that one has already been leased to somebody else?
Mr. Salas: Yes
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, do we have Mr. Salas’s folder? Thank you. That was Quan?
Quan our employee?
Mr. Salas: Yes, Alan Quan.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And you’re a nineteen ninety-five applicant?
Mr. Salas: I was 233
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: 296 actually.
Commissioner A. Santos: How come he didn’t sign the lease?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Because he had to go off-island. Was…I just want to see the lease
first. Okay, so the Director did sign at the time. Just wasn’t executed on your part. But you
did, invested in a survey.
Mr. Salas: I had both those properties.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, I see. And does that property still have Mr. Salas’s name on it? It
was basically reserved for him.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes.
Commissioner A. Santos: Is he ready to build?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Are you ready to build?
Mr. Salas: I will put something on it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. Any questions or…
Commissioner A. Duenas: He already invested in it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Do we know if anyone else has interest in this property?
Administrative Director J. Hattig: The subject property?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: No, I think it sounds like ever since 2003 he had…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Because it was already reserved for him.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: We didn’t make any other commitments, yeah on it.
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Commissioner A. Duenas: Ok.
Commissioner A. Santos: Six years, right.
Commissioner A. Duenas: So, we would be issuing a new lease?
Legal counsel N. Toft: Yeah.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Okay. A motion to issue a lease to Mr. Michael Bevin Salas for Tract
9210, block 24, lot 4, in Yigo for Residential property.
Commissioner A. Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: A motion made and seconded it. Just for clarification this is for a half
acre or less. Property, right?
Commissioner A. Santos: Hurry so he can start building.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, further discussion?
Commissioners: None.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, the aye’s have it. Motion passes, so…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Thank you Mr. Salas
Mr. Salas: Thank you.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yes, thank you for coming…
Mr. Salas: Thank you very much everybody.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you, you too.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Madam Chair, I just want to make some comments at this
time. If we are going to adjudicate the other two that are here, then, take a small break,
before the next portion.
John Taimanglo Palomo
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, this is for a residential lease. Lot 10141-1-1-2, Dededo. John
Taimanglo Palomo, December 7, 1995 applicant.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: So, Madam Chair, before you we have Ms. Maria Cruz Palomo, she is
coming in requesting to add her son to the current lease, due to there is currently a Guam
Housing loan on the property. They do have a house there and they have inquired with Guam
Housing, refinance of her home. Also, before proceeding to refinance with Guam Housing,
Guam Housing is requiring that the son be added to the residential lease. There is a letter in
here from the son, and Ms. Maria’s current situation, you know, that he be added so they will
go ahead and refinance their current Guam Housing loan.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, Hafa Adai Ms. Palomo can you state your name for the record.
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Ms. Palomo: Maria Cruz Palomo.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you for today, okay, I do see the affidavit from yourself and
your son. I know in past years the Commission was putting multiple names on leases, I know
like spouses, married couples’ names on one lease, but it’s been common practice to only have
one name on the lease, in recent, at least in my tenure here. Legal Counsel, can you talk us
through this?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Well the primary reason we were limiting it to one person is the
beneficiary take over issue. To have two people on a lease can be unclear. If one dies or both,
there are all sorts of potential complications. So, maybe if…
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Currently the Beneficiary is the son…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Is Ronald?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, it’s the same son?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Roland, I mean.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Roland, ok.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: So, it may be best to, if we are going to add him to the lease then to
have him also fill out a beneficiary form as well. So, that we clear up any potential problems in
case there are circumstances.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, since she already designated him as the beneficiary, and then he’s
added to the lease, he would designate his own beneficiary?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Right, because it, you know.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, I see. If he passes away, she’s still on lease, but…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Prior to, yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: He’s beneficiary will now be on the lease? Is that what you mean?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: that would be something we want to clarify with her at the time of his
passing if he dies before she does. They would want to contact her immediately and ask her if
she would want to designate a beneficiary or, you know this is…the problem is the matter as
far as the descendant’s rights, so, it would be dependent on CLTC to recognize when that
happens and act immediately to you know eliminate the loophole. That would occur in that
instance.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: We can provide a, the agency could provide what steps to
take in this situation when another lease is added to the SOP, to further mitigate what you’re
saying, so. But the agency can, because other than her coming forward how would we know
of any death, right? So, we can give them instructions ahead of time, you know, if it should
happen, we have it on record, that, you know, they should be contact.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: That would be fine.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: That would be fine? Okay, I know this would set precedence for
future lessees, want to add people.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I think it would be a case by case basis.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yeah. I believe with the Legal Counsel that we should do it
on a case by case basis.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I agree.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: There are reasons like they can’t get along, you know some sort of
*inaudible* circumstances out there.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay…Okay, so, as it sounds her son is the beneficiary to the lease
and she wants to add him to the lease so they can refinance her loan, home loan.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: They still have the follow-on action, they still have to bring
the financing to us for a guarantee that portion, so that’s something apart of the follow-on
action.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: They’re aware, they’re were here at the last Board meeting just to get a
feel of how things go, but they’re aware. Also go through Guam Housing get the proper, you
know, information, and they do know if they get approved then he would have to come do his
paper works and so forth.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Motion to add Ronald A. Cruz to…
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Roland.
Commissioner A. Duenas: I’m sorry Roland, Roland A. Cruz to the residential addendum lease
of Maria C. Palomo for Lot 10141-1-2.
Commissioner A. Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, motion made and seconded. Discussion, I just want to put
further that this is for the special circumstances for the purpose of Ms. Maria Cruz Palomo to
refinance. Okay, any further discussion?
Commissioners: No
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: None? Okay, all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Aye’s have it, so, motion passes.
Ms. Palomo: Thank you.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you Jhoana will work with to get him added to the lease and
then you can move forward with Guam Housing.
Ms. Palomo: Okay.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. Thank you for coming.
Ms. Palomo: Thank you.
Administrative Director: Madam Chair, we have one final request. A person that ‘s on the
lease but is unable to make but they have a **inaudible** he would appreciate it if you can
hear his case.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Donny J. Tainatongo
Administrative Director J. Hattig: It’s the matter of Donny J. Tainatongo
Land Agent II J. Bragg: So, the case of Mr. Donny J. Tainatongo, he was actually, or his wife
was pre-moratorium, but he just wants a reversion back to him.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Pre-moratorium or switch?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Well it was a pre-moratorium but because of the action itself we did
advise him that it had to be reverting because it was not an applicable you know; it was a
switch. So, before there was no issuance of lease
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, so…
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yeah. So, he’s now, he’s the actually original applicant.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: So, number one he is requesting he’s an original residential applicant;
however, he does own property, his request is to change from residential to agriculture and an
issuance of an agricultural lease. His property was surveyed, and he did a retracement. In the
back you will see the map that was done by Mr. Raymond A. Cruz for Lot 505 Merizo under
192FY2012 and has been recorded with Land Management under 843671. So, requesting for a
change of application type and agricultural lease, given that it does get approved.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, was he issued a survey authorization?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So…
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Prior to…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, so then he invested in the survey, got it done but that was
when it was under his wife, I guess.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes, because he owned residential, you know the, you know, the
transfer to the wife because he owns property. But because that action is actually not
applicable to the law, we advised him to switch back to become the original applicant so, it has
been reverted it was at the last meeting, the board approved the reversion to go back.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. But when we first identified this property it was for residential.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: There’s residential to an agricultural in the area.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Can we see?
Legal counsel N. Toft: ** Inaudible**
Land Agent II J. Bragg: It’s right there in the back, that one big lot, one single house, all the
way up north. To the left, left. Left, left. Right there! One big…next door.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: That one. Oh no, it’s at the corner. Yes. Okay, is Mr. Tainatongo a
farmer? Cause this is going to be an agriculture.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: No
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Does he have a farm plan?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: No not at time.
Commissioner A. Santos: He just switched.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: If he is able to retain a residential, because he is originally a residential
applicant, he did ask if that could be possible. So, I advised him that we will request from the
Board, but given that he does own a home, that’s the reason of being he is requesting to
switch over to agriculture.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah, for residential, he is priority two so, but it has been a work
around those whose date and time is up, they are priority two residential they can make a
request to switch to agriculture. When was this property…
Commissioner A. Santos: Recently.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I guess not surveyed but, was there a Notice of Intent to Award? That
said, hey we got a property for you.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: No, he was one of the December applicants that came in and we were
working with him for quite some time.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: To Identify a property?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yeah. So, there were other properties that were presented to him, but
I believe because he had a preference for the south, he is from the south, so this is one of the
properties that did find within our inventory.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. I see it’s a several years in the making. I mean we don’t, we
don’t have, it’s been a common practice to allow changes in application types, right? It’s not
disallowed by the law, right there’s…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: I don’t see anything.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Allow it.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Allows it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Well, what does the Commission want to do? I mean he has invested
in the property, you may, he’s a December 4th, 1995 applicant,
Commissioner A. Duenas: So, roughly we are just changing the applicant type?
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Do we approve the switch? We have to approve the switch by a
motion.
Legal Counsel N. Toft: I don’t think you have to approve the switch by motion if you just
approve the agricultural lease issuance.
Commissioner A. Santos: Go ahead and approve it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Do you want to make the motion, Tan Amanda?
Commissioner A. Santos: No, he mastered.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Motion to approve agriculture, agricultural lease for Mr. Donny J.
Tainatongo, for lot 505…
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Merizo.
Commissioner A. Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Motion made and seconded it to approve the agricultural lease.
Further discussion?
Commissioners: None.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: None.
Commissioner A. Duenas: **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: **inaudible**
Commissioner A. Duenas: Okay.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And are the utilities within a hundred feet?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes, the house right next, yeah is one of the subdivision areas that I
believe was one of the land for the landless area but some of the properties were returned
back then. Not part of this current one.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, so, the discussion is that we need to some real follow up in
compliance. Just a moment, so.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: We will go ahead and request for a farm plan prior to us issuing the
lease so that at least it is in the file. Farm plan, I’ll explain it to him.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, and also, we can put it on our radar that in a year, we go out
and do a site visit to make sure that he’s following terms of the lease.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Ma’am I do realize we are up, the time right now.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yes.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: We do have one additional person that did show up, so.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, yes please. I’d like to…
AUGUST CHRISTOPHER GUERRERO
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Mr. August Guerrero.
Land Agent I T. Tainatongo: I’m sorry, a motion hasn’t passed yet. You didn’t say all in…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I think we…
Administrative Director J. Hattig: Yes, yes, I wrote it down.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: The aye’s have it.
Administrative Director J. Hattig: The aye’s have it.
Land Agent I T. Tainatongo: Did you?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, I got it.
Land Agent I T. Tainatongo: I only got the discussion.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, August Christopher Guerrero. Hafa Adai, so…Okay we the case,
Mr. August Christopher Guerrero. This is tract 15213 Block 5 Lot 5-2-07 in Mangilao. Okay,
Hafa Adai hi Mr. Guerrero, I remember you did visit us this year?
Mr. Guerrero: Yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: For one of the, John, can you?
Land Agent I J. Gumataotao: So, I think he personally took place of previous occupant or
occupant, but they were granted Lot number 5-2 and 5-1 was granted to another part of the
Feha family, mainly Valerie and a Michael.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent I J. Gumataotao: Valerie was relocated from 5-1, and Mr. Guerrero is going to
assume or try and get a lease for 5-2, under the pre-occupancy status. And you take a look at
the staff report I included photos, GPS of Mr. Guerrero’s claim that he was preoccupying.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, 5-2 is currently not leased out?
Land Agent I J. Gumataotao: No.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And that’s the property that he is requesting?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Previously when the family came in, they were requesting for Valerie to
be on, so it would be Valerie on 5-1, and then there was a Michael Arriola on 5-2, and through
the findings after, we found that Mr. Guerrero was actually on 5-2. So, we would put Valerie
out, and put him on the 18, because that lot became available, and move Mr. Arriola up to 5-1.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: So, we didn’t see Mr. August there, so he was no where at the time and
after the fact that we went out we found that he was on 5-2. So, everyone kind of like moves
out where they were.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: And so those were the moving of Valerie and Michael already
approve to get a lease at the board level?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Just Valerie. Here we’re going to present the 5-2 under Mr. Guerrero
and Mr. Arriola on 5-1.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: **inaudible**
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes. The Michael Arriola **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, so we are looking at this at a one case.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Two parties involved, okay, and is Mr. Arriola here?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: We did call yesterday, but I don’t see him here.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Mr. Arriola agreed to be moved to the Lot 5-1?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Yes. He understands as well.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, and you don’t currently own property? Do you own any
property?
Mr. Guerrero: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Do you own property?
Mr. Guerrero: Yes, up in Yigo. I didn’t own.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: You’re living there right now.
Mr. Guerrero: Yes.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, so, Legal Counsel, I remember the Feha family, big family. Big
part of the…big property. And we found that the Fehas were pre-occupier status. So, his
application date and time is basically irreverent?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Also, his priority status as a landowner?
Legal Counsel N. Toft: Yes, because the pre-occupier part of the rules and regs doesn’t take
priority into account.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. So, if his status as a pre-occupier, has the place been surveyed
yet? And are you prepared to survey?
Mr. Guerrero: Once you say go.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner A. Santos: Is that under residential?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yes, and then Michael Arriola, he is married to a Feha descendant.
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Commissioner A. Duenas: Motion to relocate Mr. Michael Arriola from Lot 5-2 Block 9, tract
5213 Mangilao to lot 5-4, Block 9, Tract 5213 Mangilao.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Motion has been made…
Commissioner A. Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: and seconded it.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: And an issuance of a lease.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, for the relocation that would be an issuance of a new lease.
Sorry.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Is that for Mr. Arriola?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: So, it’s actually an issuance request. An issuance of a lease.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Okay.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, Mr. Arriola was never issued a lease for 5-2?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: No.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh okay, I see so it wouldn’t…
Land Agent II J. Bragg: **inaudible**
Commissioner A. Duenas: So, are we just relocating?
Land Agent II J. Bragg: Well, we are issuing the lease.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Okay.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: You like to…
Commissioner A. Duenas: Okay. Amend my motion?
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Withdraw. Just withdraw.
Commissioner A. Duenas: Yeah, I will withdraw my motion. So, motion to issue lease to Mr.
Michael Arriola for Lot 5-1 Block 9 Tract 5213 Mangilao.
Commissioner A. Santos: I second it.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, motion made and seconded it. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I just want to reiterate that we received verbal confirmation that Mr.
Arriola is okay with this new location.
Land Agent II J. Bragg: He has actually come in **inaudible** then he would be on the
Agenda.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Alright, further discussion?
Commissioners: None.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: All those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, motion passes.
Commissioner A. Duenas: And then motion to approve a lease to August C. Guerrero for,
sorry, Lot 5-2, Block 9, Tract 51213 Mangilao.
Commissioner A. Santos: I second
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Motion made and seconded it. Further discussion?
Commissioners: None.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, all those in favor?
Commissioners: Aye.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Motion passes. Okay, so, I hope this is the last of all the beautiful
intriguing Feha cases that we deal with.
Mr. Guerrero: **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Mr. Guerrero: **inaudible** Thank you very much.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent I J. Gumataotao: I have a question regarding the do you recall the brother Ken
Guerrero was listed here on public comment and he ask that he be put on the agenda and it is
for his son. Unfortunately, Ken wasn’t able to make it to today’s meeting but he was aware
and we were trying to the place the son Gabriel under lot number 5-3. Which…
Land Agent II J. Bragg: 5-R2.
Land Agent I J. Gumataotao: I’m sorry R2, which on the Aerial is actually a residence. There
are actually two homes and attached by roof and the claim would be for the left side of
August.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, we’ll bring it to the Commission when it’s ready. Okay, thank
you. I’m sorry we are a bit over I think I would like to table. And Tan Amanda just went to the
restroom. Yeah, can we take a five-minute recess?
Recess
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, I would like to call this Land Trust Commission meeting back to
order. Before we move on to the next item on the Agenda, I’d like to reopen our public
comment section for an individual that has made it here and I would like to afford him the
opportunity to address the Commission. Is that okay with my Commission?
PUBLIC COMMENT:
Commissioners: Yes.
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Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Thank you. Hi sir, please come forward. Hafa Adai sir. Welcome,
please state your name for the record.
Mr. Borja: My name is McCarthy J. Borja.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: McCarthy J. Borja. Hafa Adai and how can we help you, Mr. Borja.
Mr. Borja: I don’t know how your procedure goes but I was texted by my sister off-island, she
has my phone. I have been living here since 93, but my application is 03. I guess they, I’m in
the wrong lot.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh no.
Mr. Borja: Yeah, so, the field agents came and showed me where I’m at, so what I’m trying for
is like two acres I’m gonna **inaudible** residential will be fine. So, that’s what I’m applying
for. What held me back was **inaudible** which I have proof.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Mr. Borja: **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, and you been working with Mr. Glenn Eay?
Mr. Borja: Yes, just recently.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay. Glenn’s not here. Oh, there you are. Hi, can you just fill us in
on Mr. Borja’s case.
Land Agent II G. Eay: Well, basically, I went out there because there was somebody squatting,
within his, supposedly his property. So, that’s when I met him a couple of weeks ago. The first
time, I was just there.
Mr. Borja: I called him
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, you called him.
Land Agent II G. Eay: Yeah, he called me and so, when I initially went there, I saw his wooden
structures, newly built, he put a lot of money in it and all the frame work and sides the roofing
and sidings, and stuff like that. So, I waited for the individual to come in to see if I could talk to
them, so, I stayed about thirty minutes, then I left. An hour later the sister calls from back
there, so, I went and I asked them, I says, I identified myself and everything, and after they
says, the mother had a LUP, but they vacated in the early nineties, and, so, today she still
claims that’s the rightful place and her mom wrote a letter that is, she is giving her authority to
occupy the lot place where they were land use permit. But…
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, this is a third party.
Land Agent II G. Eay: So, I did my field work and my GPS and everything, now what Mr. Borja’s
claim is that he had two acres but that was back then and now it’s subdivided. So, everybody’s
properties have half acre property. So, that’s why he’s probably here today to ask two acres
before he may have had it but before there was issues regarding his.
Mr. Borja: No, I’m not asking two acres.
Land Agent II G. Eay: Not even agriculture
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Mr. Borja: Just residential.
Land Agent II G. Eay: Right.
Mr. Borja: **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: So, you don’t…Does he have a lease, currently?
Land Agent II G. Eay: No, he doesn’t.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay, but you are occupying.
Mr. Borja: Right.
Commissioner A. Santos: He’s a pre-occupier.
Land Agent II G. Eay: So, he’s here today, he told me he had proof that he qualified for the
property, so I said great, come down to our office and visit us and we can take a look at your
documents.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II G. Eay: Let’s qualify you.
Mr. Borja: I’m trying but it’s pretty hard to move **inaudible**
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Land Agent II G. Eay: So, this is why he’s here today, I guess.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Okay.
Commissioner A. Santos: He’s applying for a lease?
Land Agent II G. Eay: Yeah. That’s why I asked him to come down and see but I guess he
skipped all that to go before the Board. I said it’s fine, you know. Let’s do that.
Mr. Borja: I’m sorry for **inaudible**
Land Agent II G. Eay: No, no.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Not at all, we, I’m glad you’re here. I imagined it took a long effort to
get here and we want to afford you the opportunity to be heard. And I recommend that you
continue working with Glenn, you go through the process, so, we can resolve it and get you a
lease if it works out. If you’re unable to attend, yourself, there’s a way can, I guess give power
of attorney to a relative that you trust, that you come and pick up documents for you, or…
Mr. Borja: Yeah, I will that to my sister.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh, okay. Oh okay, *inaudible** is your sister?
Mr. Borja: Yeah.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yeah, so…
Land Agent II G. Eay: She called me about ten o’clock this morning, off-island, so, she just left
last week.
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Mr. Borja: Yes.
Land Agent II G. Eay: And she says my brother might be coming in, I said ok, one o’clock.
When she called me up, I said I’m not sure but…he’s here, I’m glad.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: I’m glad. You’re living on the property.
Mr. Borja: I have plants
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Plants.
Mr. Borja: I’m farming.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh okay.
Land Agent II G. Eay: He lived there over thirty years.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Oh wow, that’s great. We want to make sure we have all the right
documents in, so that we can reach that issuance of the lease.
Mr. Borja: Yes, thank you very much.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Yes, okay. Thank you, Mr. Borja. Thank you, sir. Alright, so, this, did
that conclude our regular meeting for August 15, yes. Can I have a motion to adjourn?
Commissioner A. Duenas: Motion to adjourn.
Chairwoman P. Fejeran: Motion to adjourn. This regular meeting is now adjourned.
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CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report

DONNY JAY TAINATONGO

1. FACTS
a. Location: Lot 505-15 Merizo
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: 1,244± square meters - Residential
c. Lease Instrument Number and Signing Date: N/A
d. Surveyed: Yes, Retracement Survey completed by PLS 73
e. Complaint/Issue: Request for 1) Change of Application Type from Residential to Agriculture and
2) Agricultural Lease Issuance
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Pre-occupier: No
b. Priority: 2
c. Applicant’s Date and Time: December 4, 1995 at 8:02AM
d. Application Number: 607
e. June 6, 2019 – Board approval to revert application rights back to Donny Jay Tainatongo
3. FINDINGS
 Lot 505-15 Merizo has been surveyed under 192FY2012, recorded under Map Doc. No. 843671
 Retracement Survey Sketch Plat for Lot 505-15 Merizo completed by Raymond Cruz, PLS 73
on May 21, 2018 and submitted to CLTC Office for file
4. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
 Contact applicant based on Board’s Decision
 Lease Issuance under Donny Jay Tainatongo for Lot 505-15 Merizo

CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JMB ∙ 07/23/2019
DONNY JAY TAINATONGO

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
AGENCY
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
The process from application to
administration of an Agricultural or
Residential Lease Agreement
SOP Number: 2020-001
Approval Date: 16 Jan 2020
Effective Date: 1 February 2020
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OVERVIEW
The governing authorities for this Standard Operating Procedure are: 1) P.L. 12-226, 2) P.L. 2338, and 3) Chapter 75 of the Guam Code Annotated. The primary responsibilities of The
CHamoru Land Trust Commission is to serve its eligible applicants and to manage its extensive
land inventory.
By introducing equitable and systematic due-process for CHamoru Land Trust applicants, the
following Operational Procedures are meant to define the standards with which due process is
to be strictly observed by the staff and management of the CHamoru Land Trust Commission.
(P.L. 23-38 Sec. 1.2)
These Standard Operating Procedures are adopted to standardize and set forth the
instructional resource that outlines the procedures with respect to eligibility, application,
award, and administration of a CHamoru Land Trust Residential or Agricultural Lease.

MANAGEMENT
The CHamoru Land Trust Commission has five members appointed by the Governor of Guam
and confirmed by the Guam Legislature for a three-year term. (21 GCA, Ch. 75, §75102a)
The CHamoru Land Trust Commission Agency has an Administrative Director who is appointed
by the Governor of Guam and confirmed by the CHamoru Land Trust Commission. (21 GCA, Ch.
75, §75102b)
The CHamoru Land Trust Commission Agency has three divisions: Administrative Services, Land
Administration, and Survey.
The Administrative Services Division comprises three sections: Finance, Human Resources, and
Procurement, Records Management, and Commercial Leasing.
The Land Administration Division comprises three sections: Agricultural, Residential, and
Compliance.
The Survey Division is embedded in the Department of Land Management’s Survey Division
because CLTC Engineer Technicians must be supervised by a Licensed Professional Surveyor.

PART ONE: APPLICATION
1.1 Application Form, Required Information, Interview, and Notary Requirements (P.L. 23-38
Secs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4)
A. Application forms may be obtained:
1. Online at the CLTC website: http://dlm.guam.gov/chamorro-land-trustcommission/
2. In person by visiting the CLTC office: ITC Building, Suite 222, 590 South Marine
Corps Drive Tamuning, Guam 96931
B. Required Information for submittal
1. An applicant must select the type of application; residential and/or agricultural;
2. An applicant may apply for both types of applications;
3. An applicant must provide, an original for review and one copy for submission,
the following information:
a. Driver’s License or U.S. Passport
b. Birth certificate, Official certification of birth, or Legal notice of name
change
c. Social Security Card
d. Marriage Certificate (if applicable).
e. Home and Mailing Addresses
f. Home, Work, and Cell phone numbers
g. Evidence of home ownership (if applicable).
C. Interview (Review Checklist) A list of all needed documents will be developed.
1. Upon completion and submission of the application document, a CLTC Land
Agent will conduct an interview with the applicant.
2. The interview document will become a part of the applicant’s case file after
qualification has been established.
Rationale: The main purposes of an interview at the onset of application
submission are to (1) assist the Agency in determining more about the applicant in
order to assist in other requirements that may be needed in advance such as
current home ownership to determine residential priority or beneficiary
designation in case the unfortunate happens, (2) to assist them with other
programs they may be in need of or qualify for such as income thresholds for Guam
Housing Corporation home construction loans or particular plants for farming
agricultural lots, and (3) as a helpful tool to find out if any changes have occurred
in the applicants’ intentions between the application and the qualification parts of
the process; often because much time may pass before all qualification documents
are submitted or application fee is paid.
1.2 Notary Requirements (P.L. 23-38 Sec 5.1)
A. Upon completion of the interview, the following is mandated and observed:
1. The applicant must sign in accordance with notary requirements.
2. Falsification of a material fact for the purpose of making the applicant qualified
on an application shall be grounds for removal of the applicant’s name from the

waiting list or cancellation of any lease awarded to the applicant.
3. The applicant may also be subject to liability for perjury. (re-written as below)
D. Notary Requirements (P.L. 23-38 Sec 5.1)
1. Upon completion of the interview, the following is mandated and observed:
a. The applicant must sign in accordance with notary requirements.
b. Falsification of a material fact for the purpose of making the applicant
qualified on an application shall be grounds for removal of the applicant’s
name from the waiting list or cancellation of any lease awarded to the
applicant.
c. The applicant may also be subject to liability for perjury.
NOTES:
(1) Time Stamp and Numerical Designation must be given when a completed and notarized
application has been submitted.
(2) Qualification shall occur after the Time Stamp and Numerical Designation is given.
(3) Payment of application fee should occur when the application is submitted.
(3) Suggestion: Creation of Processing Date instead of Received Date – Clarification requested
(4) Suggestion: Request for deposit – Clarification requested
(5) The Commission shall determine the policy for unqualified and unpaid applications.
1.2 Submission of Application (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.3a)
A. Upon completion of all necessary notary requirements, the application form will be
“Time Stamped” stamped “received”, dated, and accepted by a Land Agent.
B. Incomplete applications will NOT be accepted.
C. An application shall NOT be “time stamped” NOR shall it be given a “numerical
designation” until all qualification requirements have been established.
D. Additions, deletions, or corrections may only be made with the approval of the
applicant and the Administrative Director.
E. An employee having any familial relation to an applicant within the third degree of
consanguinity, shall declare such relation immediately on a declaration form and shall be
barred from any and all forms of processing for said applicant due to conflict of interest.
1.3 Placement of Numerical Designation (date and time) (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.6)
A. “Numerical designation” shall be assigned by the Administrative Services Division
when defined as the date and time the applicant application has been determined to be
qualified under the Act and shall have met the following criteria: given a time stamp of
official submission.
1. Submission of a completed application form;
2. Notification of qualification via letter from the Administrative Director; and
3. Full payment of the application processing fee.
B. The application and all qualifying documents shall be “time stamped” and filed in the
order of receipt and a case file for the applicant shall be created.
C. The applicant will be added to the respective island-wide agricultural or residential

waiting lists within the Agency database.
D. Residential applicants shall be issued the following priority which shall be factored into
the determination of numerical designation: (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.7, Sec. 6.2))
1. Priority One (1) – Landless
2. Priority Two (2) – One (1) acre or less owned
3. Priority Three (3) – More than one (1) acre owned
E. An applicant will be contacted by the Agency when his or her numerical designation
has been determined to be ready for lease issuance.
1.4 Payment of Application Fee
A. An applicant shall pay a one-time, non-refundable processing fee of fifty dollars ($50)
within thirty (30) days of official submission of application.
B. An applicant who fails to pay the processing fee within the specified period must reapply as a new applicant.
C. An applicant must make payment of the processing fee at the Treasurer of Guam and
provide the Agency with a copy of the receipt of payment.
D. In the best interest of the applicant, the Administrative Director may defer payment of
the processing fee until after the determination of qualification.
1.5 Information Updates, Changes, Beneficiary Designation, and Power-of-Attorney
A. An applicant will be asked to update all contact information whenever he or she visits
the Agency office.
B. An applicant must notify the Agency, in writing, of any change in address or other
information contained in the application within fifteen (15) calendar days of the
change(s). (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.10)
C. An applicant may request to change their application type.
D. An applicant must make a beneficiary designation at the time of application to protect
their interest. The applicant may change his or her beneficiary designation by providing
the required documentation.
E. In the case of the death of an applicant, surviving relatives, in the following order, may
request to be named as beneficiary to the application rights subject to the approval of the
Commission: (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.8)
1. qualified legal spouse;
2. natural born children, then qualified stepchildren or reared children;
3. natural born parent, then natural born grandparent, then qualified step-parent;
4. natural born siblings, then qualified step-siblings;
5. natural born relatives outside the first degree of consanguinity, then qualified
relatives via marriage.
F. If, after one calendar year of death of an applicant, a beneficiary has not been named,
the application shall be permanently cancelled and the applicant’s name shall be removed
from the respective island-wide waiting list with the approval of the Commission. (P.L. 2338 Sec. 5.8)
G. An applicant may designate another representative via Power-of-Attorney to protect
their interest and speak on his or her behalf by providing the required documentation.

PART TWO: PROCESSING AND QUALIFICATION
2.1 Qualifying Documentation (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.2)
A. The Agency will accept Certificates of Live Birth (birth certificates) or Certifications of
Birth (certification cards) because they are both official government documents.
Certificates of Live Birth are preferred because they contain genealogical information
which aid the qualifications process.
B. If a birth certification document is not on file with the Agency, the applicant must obtain
a “no-record certification” which informs the Agency that the Guam Office of Vital
Statistics does not have official birth certification records.
C. If an applicant’s present legal name differs from the name listed on his or her
certification of birth document, he or she must also submit a marriage certificate, divorce
decree, or other legal name change decree to account for the change.
D. An applicant may submit certification of birth documents for the following descendants
for qualification purposes:
1. Natural born father or mother;
2. Natural born grandfather or grandmother;
3. Natural born great-grandfather or great-grandmother.
2.2 Determination of Qualification (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.3b)
A. Within thirty (30) days of submission and determination based on documents provided,
the applicant will be notified of qualification through a letter from the Administrative
Director.
B. An applicant who disagree with any action taken shall have thirty (30) days from receipt
of written notice of such actions in which to petition the Commission for appearance
before the next regular meeting of the Commission concerning the action taken on the
application, at which time the Commission shall make an independent decision on the
matter.
1.7 Information Updates, Changes, Beneficiary Designation, and Power-of-Attorney
A. An applicant will be asked to update all contact information whenever he or she visits
the Agency office.
B. An applicant must notify the Agency, in writing, of any change in address or other
information contained in the application within fifteen (15) calendar days of the
change(s). (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.10)
C. An applicant may request to change their application type.
D. An applicant must make a beneficiary designation at the time of application to protect
their interest. The applicant may change his or her beneficiary designation by providing
the required documentation.
E. In the case of the death of an applicant, surviving relatives, in the following order, may
request to be named as beneficiary to the application rights subject to the approval of the
Commission: (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.8)
1. qualified legal spouse;

2. natural born children, then qualified stepchildren or reared children;
3. natural born parent, then natural born grandparent, then qualified step-parent;
4. natural born siblings, then qualified step-siblings;
5. natural born relatives outside the first degree of consanguinity, then qualified
relatives via marriage.
F. If, after one calendar year of death of an applicant, a beneficiary has not been named,
the application shall be permanently cancelled and the applicant’s name shall be removed
from the respective island-wide waiting list with the approval of the Commission. (P.L. 2338 Sec. 5.8)
G. An applicant may designate another representative via Power-of-Attorney to protect
their interest and speak on his or her behalf by providing the required documentation.
(re-written as section 1.5)

PART TWO: QUALIFICATION
2.1 Qualifying Documentation (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.2)
A. The Agency will accept Certificates of Live Birth (birth certificates) or Certifications of
Birth (certification cards) because they are both official government documents.
Certificates of Live Birth are preferred because they contain genealogical information
which aid the qualifications process.
B. If a birth certification document is not on file with the Agency, the applicant must
obtain a “no-record certification” which informs the Agency that the Guam Office of Vital
Statistics does not have official birth certification records.
C. If an applicant’s present legal name differs from the name listed on his or her
certification of birth document, he or she must also submit a marriage certificate, divorce
decree, or other legal name change decree to account for the change.
D. An applicant may submit certification of birth documents for the following descendants
for qualification purposes:
1. Natural born father or mother;
2. Natural born grandfather or grandmother;
3. Natural born great-grandfather or great-grandmother. (re-written as section
1.5)
2.2 Determination of Qualification (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.3b)
A. Within thirty (30) days of submission and determination based on documents provided,
the applicant will be notified of qualification through a letter from the Administrative
Director.
B. An applicant who disagree with any action taken shall have thirty (30) days from receipt
of written notice of such actions in which to petition the Commission for appearance
before the next regular meeting of the Commission concerning the action taken on the
application, at which time the Commission shall make an independent decision on the
matter. (re-written as section 1.6)
2.3 Payment of Application Fee

A. An applicant shall pay a one-time, non-refundable processing fee of fifty dollars ($50)
within thirty (30) days of official submission of application.
B. An applicant who fails to pay the processing fee within the specified period must reapply as a new applicant.
C. An applicant must make payment of the processing fee at the Treasurer of Guam and
provide the Agency with a copy of the receipt of payment.
D. In the best interest of the applicant, the Administrative Director may defer payment of
the processing fee until after the determination of qualification. (re-written as section
1.4)
2.4 Placement of Numerical Designation (date and time) (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.6)
A. “Numerical designation” shall be defined as the date and time the applicant has been
determined to be qualified under the Act and shall have met the following criteria:
1. Submission of a completed application form;
2. Notification of qualification via letter from the Administrative Director; and
3. Full payment of the application processing fee.
B. The application and all qualifying documents shall be “time stamped” and filed in the
order of receipt and a case file for the applicant shall be created.
C. The applicant will be added to the respective island-wide agricultural or residential
waiting lists within the Agency database.
D. Residential applicants shall be issued the following priority which shall be factored into
the determination of numerical designation: (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.7, Sec. 6.2))
1. Priority One (1) – Landless
2. Priority Two (2) – One (1) acre or less owned
3. Priority Three (3) – More than one (1) acre owned
E. An applicant will be contacted by the Agency when his or her numerical designation
has been determined to be ready for lease issuance. (re-written as section 1.3)

PART THREE: LOT RESERVATION AWARD
NOTES:
(1) Management of the Waiting Lists – When an applicant has been given a Time Stamp and
Numerical Designation his or her name is added to the respective Island wide Residential or
Agricultural Waiting List that is located on the Agency master database. The Time Stamp and
Numerical Designation is also updated on the Agency master database. The Waiting Lists have
restricted access and are managed by Administrative Services Division only to ensure integrity.
(2) Determination of Numerical Designation – Administrative Services personnel will determine
the next numerical designation by reviewing the master database to select the next applicant
according to the Time Stamp in the order in which the application was received and provides the
information to the Land Administration Division for processing.
(3) Refer back to P.L. 23-38 Contract for award priority sections 6.1 and 6.2 and identification of
available property
(4) Award should be based on available property instead of applicant request
(5) Suggestion: Quarterly announcement of available properties
(6) Suggestion: Look at approved subdivision master plans for existing tracts

3.1 Notice of Numerical Designation (date and time) (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 6.4)
A. When an applicant’s numerical designation has been determined to be ready for
lease issuance, the applicant shall be selected to begin the lot award process.
B. The Agency shall utilize the current contact information in an applicant’s case file to
inform the applicant of selection. Notification may be made via email, telephone,
written memorandum, or certified mail.
C. In the interest of other applicants on the island-wide waiting lists, the selected
applicant shall be given thirty (30) calendar days to respond to the notification after
which further processing shall be based on the availability of the applicant.
D. Several applicants who follow one another on the island-wide waiting lists may be
selected as part of a group or cohort to begin the issuance process together.
E. At the discretion of the Administrative Director, an applicant in a group or cohort may
be processed individually when he or she has met all requirements and submitted all
documentation so as not to impede his or her progress in the lease issuance process.
F. Persons who presently reside and have continuously resided on CHamoru homelands
prior to 12 July 1995 and who qualify under the CHamoru Land Trust Act, shall NOT be
evicted from said property.
3.2 Lot Declination and Acceptance
A. An applicant who responds to the notification of numerical designation shall meet
with a Land Agent to determine three (3) prospective properties for inspection and to
select the best lot for acceptance.
B. Once the three (3) prospective properties have been determined, the applicant may
decline up to two (2) of those properties. Upon a third declination the applicant shall be
placed at the end of the respective island-wide waiting list. All declinations must be
signed by the applicant and notarized.
C. When the applicant has determined which of the three (3) prospective properties to
select and accept, such acceptance must be signed by the applicant and notarized.
D. A Land Agent will utilize the most recently updated Land Inventory (GIS/LIS) and any
current Master Plan(s) available in the lot reservation process.
E. Land Agents will communicate with one another on the status of potential lots to be
reserved and must consider the following factors:
1. All Agricultural and Residential Parcels (Tract, Lot, Block, etc.)
2. All Agricultural and Residential Subdivisions
3. All unregistered properties (unleasable)
F. A Land Agent shall thoroughly research and disclose to the applicant the presence or
lack thereof utilities, infrastructure, and access to the prospective properties.
G. A Land Agent shall keep proper information on the legal technical lot description,
land area size, and Parcel Identification (PID) number for each prospective property.
3.3 Notice of Intent to Award
A. Upon acceptance of a prospective lot, the Administrative Director shall issue a Notice
of Intent to Award (NOIA) letter to the applicant explaining the next steps in the lot

reservation process.
B. The NOIA will also inform the applicant of the following processes:
1. Survey Authorization
2. Utilities Authorization
3. Clearing and Grading Authorization
4. Building permit Authorization
3.4 Survey Authorization (21 GCA, Ch. 75, §75124)
A. The Administrative Director shall issue a Survey Authorization letter together with the
NOIA explaining the survey process to the applicant.
B. The applicant shall have no more than two (2) 90-day survey authorizations issued to
him or her after a NOIA has been given. A list of all practicing licensed professional
surveyors shall be provided to the applicant.
C. Upon expiration of a Survey Authorization letter, an applicant may request issuance
of another from the Agency. Additional survey authorizations may be issued at the
discretion of the Administrative Director.
D. An applicant who fails to conduct a survey contract on the prospective property shall
forfeit lot reservation and shall be placed at the end of the respective island-wide
waiting list.
E. An applicant may communicate with the Agency Survey Division for requirements for
the processing of a survey map and status updates once proposed maps have been
submitted for Agency and Department of Land Management review and approval.
F. An applicant who conducts a survey of a reserved property shall be granted a seven
(7) year abatement of property taxes as a direct result.
G. An applicant may request government services for survey however if the survey is
conducted by the government, the applicant will become immediately liable for all
property taxes upon consummation of the lease agreement.
H. Requests for government services for survey must be approved by the Commission.

PART FOUR: LEASE ISSUANCE
4.1 Commission Approval
A. Once a completed survey map has been recorded and submitted to the Agency, a
Land Agent shall recommend and an applicant may request for lease authorization from
the Commission.
B. A Land Agent will complete a staff report on the request and place it on the agenda
for the next available regular meeting of the Commission for consideration. In the case
of a group or cohort, a Land Agent will prepare staff reports for all applicants and place
them on the agenda for consideration. (21 GCA, Ch. 75, §75107, 75108)
4.2 Beneficiary Designation
A. Prior to the consummation of any lease agreement, the applicant must make a
beneficiary designation to protect his or her interest by submitting the required
documentation. (21 GCA, Ch. 75, §75109)

4.3 Final Issuance
A. Once Commission approval has been granted, the Administrative Director shall be
authorized to issue a lease agreement document to the applicant and conduct a lease
signing to consummate the lease issuance process. In the case of a group or cohort, the
Agency may hold a joint lease signing event to consummate groups of lessees.
B. Upon consummation of the lease agreement, the lessee must immediately proceed to
have it recorded with the Department of Land Management Records Division and
submit a copy to the Agency to be included in the lessee’s case file.
4.4 Utility/Clearing and Grading Authorizations
A. A ratified lessee may request Utility Authorization or Clearing and Grading
Authorization at any time.
B. The Administrative Director is authorized to issue Utility Authorization letters and
Clearing and Grading Authorization letters to ratified lessees.

PART FIVE: LEASE ADMINISTRATION
5.1 Beneficiary Designation and Power-of-Attorney
A. A lessee may change his or her beneficiary designation by providing the required
documentation.
B. A lessee may designate another representative via Power-of-Attorney to protect their
interest and speak on his or her behalf by providing the required documentation.
5.2 Legal Transfer of Lease
A. A lessee must be a leaseholder for at least seven (7) years before he or she may
transfer the lease to another qualified individual under the Act.
B. A legal transfer of lease shall be for the remainder of the term of the original lease.
C. After the leasehold requirement has been fulfilled, a lessee may request for legal
transfer of lease which must be approved by the Commission.
D. If an emergency exists prior to the leasehold period requirement, a lessee may
request from the Commission, a legal transfer of lease subject to the emergency.
E. The following must be satisfied before any legal transfer of lease may be granted:
1. All lease payments must be paid up until the date of transfer;
2. All property taxes must be paid up until the date of transfer;
3. A survey must have been conducted and a recorded survey map submitted;
4. In the case of an active loan guarantee, the transferee must make notarized
acceptance of any such indebtedness;
5. If the case of any encumbrances, such as unpaid utility bills or liens, on the
property described in the lease, the transferee shall make notarized acceptance
of any such encumbrances;
5.3 Beneficiary Transfer of Lease
A. In the case of the death of a lessee, a beneficiary must request within one hundred
and eighty (180) days, to transfer the lease to his or her name which is subject to the
approval of the Administrative Director.

B. In the case of the death of a lessee after the one hundred and eighty (180) period,
surviving relatives, in the following order, may request to be named as beneficiary to the
application rights and to succeed the lease, subject to the approval of the Commission:
1. qualified legal spouse;
2. natural born children, then qualified stepchildren or reared children;
3. natural born parent, then natural born grandparent, then qualified step-parent;
4. natural born siblings, then qualified step-siblings;
5. natural born relatives outside the first degree of consanguinity, then qualified
relatives via marriage
C. In the case of a request for transfer from a lessee to a beneficiary after the leasehold
requirement has been fulfilled, the lessee may request for legal transfer of lease with
the Agency which must be approved by the Commission.
D. If, after one calendar year of death of a lessee and a beneficiary has not been named,
the lease shall be permanently declared null and void with the approval of the
Commission.
5.4 Additional Considerations
A. The Commission may require approval and/or submission of the following:
1. A farm plan for an agricultural lease;
2. A home construction plan for a residential lease;
3. All other necessary documentation that shall be required.
B. A lessee may bring to the Commission, requests for consideration including, but not
limited to, the following:
1. relocation;
2. acreage increase or decrease;
3. permission to engage in other activities; or
4. activities on the property other than those allowed in the lease agreement.

PART SIX: LEASE COMPLIANCE
6.1 Agricultural Lease (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.5, Sec. 6.5)
A. The lessee shall occupy and commence to use the lot to cultivate as his or her farm,
within one (1) year after the lease is consummated.
B. Within the first ninety (90) days of consummation of the lease agreement, the Agency
shall conduct a compliance site inspection of the property.
C. The Agency may conduct compliance site inspections at a minimum annually
thereafter or at the request of the lessee.
D. The Agency reserves the right to conduct unannounced site inspections at any time.
6.2 Residential Lease (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 5.4, Sec. 6.1, Sec. 6.3)
A. The lessee shall occupy and commence to use the lot as his or her home, within one
(1) year after the lease is consummated.
B. The following are set forth in issuing residential leases:
1) Lot size for a residential lot lease to be awarded shall not be less than ten
thousand (10,000) square feet with public sewer connection available;

2) nor less than one-half (½) acre with no public sewer connection available;
3) in neither case shall be more than one (1) acre; or lot size for residential lot
lease shall be specified by zoning, subdivision, environmental, or administrative
policies; and
4) In no circumstance may the area exceed one (1) acre.
C. In determining if a lessee may be authorized to commence construction or occupy an
existing residence, any of the following shall be sufficient proof to find compliance:
1. Approved loan or financing for the construction of a residence, or a
conditional letter of intent or the equivalent;
2. Contract between the applicant and a construction company for the
construction of a residential dwelling;
3. Equivalent evidence of the applicant’s intent and ability to construct a
residential dwelling; or
4. Equivalent evidence of the applicant intent and ability to fulfill pre-existing
requirements entered into between other parties with respect to the residential
dwelling the applicant wishes to occupy.
D. Within the first one hundred and eighty (180) days of consummation of the lease
agreement, the Agency shall conduct a compliance site inspection of the property.
E. The Agency may conduct compliance site inspections at a minimum annually
thereafter or at the request of the lessee.
F. The Agency reserves the right to conduct unannounced site inspections at any time.
6.3 Determination of Non-Compliance
A. Non-compliance may be determined by observance of possible violation(s) during
annual, routine, or unannounced site inspection by the Agency.
B. The lessee will be verbally notified during the site visit of possible violation(s). The
lessee will also be notified to begin corrective measures to ensure possible violation(s)
does not occur in future site inspections.
C. The results of said site inspection shall be forwarded to the Agency’s Compliance
Section for verification. The Compliance Section will conduct an independent site
inspection to verify any initial findings.
6.4 Non-Compliance Process
A. If any violation(s) has been verified by the Compliance Section during its initial
inspection, a Warning Notice of Violation letter shall be sent to the lessee identifying the
specific violations(s), possible corrective measures the lessee may take immediately, and
a ninety (90) day period in which to begin corrective measures at which time a second
site inspection shall be conducted by the Compliance Section.
B. If the lessee has begun or has yet to begin corrective measures at the end of the first
ninety (90) day period, a second Warning Notice of Violation letter shall be sent to the
lessee listing any corrective measures taken and any not taken at the second site
inspection, a reminder to continue or to begin corrective measures immediately until
complete, and a second ninety (90) day period at which time a third site inspection shall
be conducted by the Compliance Section.

C. If the lessee has not completed or has yet to begin corrective measures at the end of
the second ninety (90) day period, a third Warning Notice of Violation letter shall be
sent to the lessee listing any corrective measures taken and any not taken at the third
site inspection, a reminder to complete or to begin and complete the corrective
measures immediately, and a third ninety (90) day period at which time a fourth and
final site inspection shall be conducted by the Compliance Section.
D. If, after two hundred and seventy (270) days in violation and the fourth and final site
inspection, the lessee has failed to complete all corrective measures a notice to appear
before the Commission for continued violation of lease agreement shall be issued to the
lessee. At this meeting the Agency will present evidence of violation and recommend
punitive penalties including the possibility of involuntary termination.

PART SEVEN: PENALTIES AND TERMINATION
7.1 Punitive Penalties
A. The Agency, with the approval of the Commission, shall be authorized to impose a
fine of fifty dollars ($50) to the lessee per month while continually in violation.
B. The lessee shall be required to attend training with the University of Guam
Cooperative Extension program at their expense as a result of violation.
C. In the case of agricultural leases with more than one-half acre, a recommendation for
acreage reduction shall be made by the Agency subject to the approval of the
Commission.
D. The lessee may be recommended for involuntary termination depending on the
severity and length of violation(s).
7.2 Voluntary Termination
A. At any time during the lease agreement, the lessee may elect to voluntarily terminate
his or her lease. Such request must be made by notarized affidavit to the Agency and
approved by the Commission.
B. All documentation for such request must be submitted by the lessee without the aid
of the Commission, the Agency, or any representative to ensure that the decision to
terminate lay solely with the lessee.
C. In addition to, and after documentation produced by the lessee has been submitted,
the Agency shall require its own notarized acknowledgement of request for termination
and waiver of the Administrative Adjudication appeals process to be included as part of
the termination process.
D. The Administrative Director shall issue a Notice of Termination letter to the lessee
after all documentation is verified, signed, and submitted. A copy of said letter shall be
sent immediately to the Department of Revenue and Taxation as well as the
Department of Land Management Records Division.
7.3 Involuntary Termination (21 GCA, Ch. 75, §75110)
A. In the case of severe and gross negligence on the part of the lessee, the Agency may
recommend, subject to the approval of the Commission, involuntary termination of a
lease agreement.

B. The Agency shall prepare the evidence of violation and present before the
Commission its recommendations for consideration.
C. The Agency will be authorized to carry out the decision of the Commission within a
ninety (90) day period from approval.
7.4 Administrative Adjudication Process (P.L. 23-38 Sec. 1a)
A. The lessee shall be afforded the opportunity of appeal through the Administrative
Adjudication Law process.
B. This process shall be governed by 5 GCA Chapter 9 Article 2.

CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report

ORIGINAL APPLICANT - KIMBERLY KOWALSKI BERSAMIN
TAKEOVER - DERRICK SABLAN KOWALSKI

1. FACTS
a. Location: Lot 5382N-8 Barrigada
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: 1,845± square meters – Residential
c. Surveyed: 218FY2017 surveyed by Frank LG Castro
d. Complaint/Issue: Follow up on current Residential Lease status
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Pre-occupier: No
b. LUP: No
c. Priority: 1
d. Kimberly’s Date and Time: December 2, 1995 at 11:59AM
e. Kimberly’s Application Number: 240
f. Derrick’s Date and Time: June 10, 2014 at 3:15PM
g. Derrick’s Application Number: 7872
3. FINDINGS
a. December 27, 2016 – Ms. Kimberly Kowalski Bersamin is a current private home owner and
based on her priority, she is unable to attain a Residential Lease and requested for a switch of
date and time with her brother, Derrick Sablan Kowalski.
b. February 7, 2017 – Deputy Director David Camacho approved request for switch of date and
time between Ms. Bersamin and Mr. Kowalski.
c. July 31, 2017 – Survey completion on Lot 5382N-8 Barrigada by Frank LG Castro; recorded at
the Department of Land Management under Ins. No. 910444
4. DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
a. Based on PL23-58, Section 5.8, the action of doing a switch of date and time is not applicable
therefore it is our recommendation to revert both Kimberly Kowalski Bersamin and Derrick
Sablan Kowalski back to their original place in line
b. Based on the fact that Lot 5382N-8 Barrigada was surveyed and all documents pertaining to the
property has been recorded through the Department of Land Management, we recommend to
do an issuance of a lease to Ms. Kimberly Kowalski Bersamin
5. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
➢ Pending CLTC Board’s review to determine status of Kimberly Kowalski Bersamin and Derrick
Sablan Kowalski
➢ Issuance of a Lease
CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JC ∙ 01/02/2020
KIMBERLY K BERSAMIN · DERRICK SABLAN KOWALSKI

PART OF NULL AND VOID

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JC ∙ 01/02/2020
KIMBERLY K BERSAMIN · DERRICK SABLAN KOWALSKI

PART OF NULL AND VOID

CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report

RONALD JAMES REMOTIGUE
1. FACTS
a. Location: Lot Tract 11405, Block 12, Lot 2 Dededo (New Lot Description)
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: 1,995± square meters – Residential Lease
c. Surveyed: 228FY2015
d. Complaint/Issue: Beneficiary Designation
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Original Applicant: Ronald Sarmiento Remotigue
b. Original Applicant’s Date and Time: April 25, 1997 at 3:31PM
c. Original Application Number: 3943
d.
e.
f.
g.

Takeover Applicant: Ronald James Remotigue
Preoccupier: Yes, Inarajan
Takeover Applicant’s Date and Time: July 28, 2010 at 10:30AM
Takeover Application Number: 7470

3. FINDINGS
a. May 19, 2010 – Ronald Sarmiento Remotigue wrote a letter to Administrative Director Jesse
Garcia requesting to transfer his application rights to his wife due to his medical disabilities
b. December 14, 2012 - Wife of Ronald Sarmiento Remotigue requested to transfer her
Beneficiary rights to her oldest son, Ronald James Remotigue
c. May 30, 2012 – Meeting set with Administrative Director Monte Mafnas regarding lot issuance
d. June 1, 2012 – Land Agent Sean Aldan showed Ms. Vivian Remotigue a lot within Lot 10120,
Phase II Dededo
e. November 25, 2013 – Recommendation from Land Administrator to approve transfer from
Vivian Remotigue to son, Ronald James Remotigue
f. November 29, 2013 – Deputy Director David Camacho approved transfer from Vivian
Remotigue to son, Ronald James Remotigue
g. August 13, 2018 – CLTC conducted a site inspection on the property. Inspection report with
pictures in file for reference.
h. November 15, 2019 – A medical letter from FHP Healthcare Clinic was submitted regarding the
medical conditions of Ms. Vivian Remotigue
4. DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
a. Motion to name Ronald James Remotigue as the Benefactor to Ronald Sarmiento Remotigue
b. Motion to terminate Residential Lease of Ronald James Remotigue under Instrument No.
862384

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JC ∙ 01/02/2020
RONALD JAMES REMOTIGUE

PART OF NULL AND VOID

c. Motion to grant Residential Lease for Ronald James Remotigue on Tract 11405, Block 12, Lot 2
in the Municipality of Dededo containing an area of 1,995± square meters
5. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
➢ Pending CLTC Board’s review to determine status of Ronald James Remotigue
➢ Termination of Residential Lease for Ronald James Remotigue under Ins. No. 862384
➢ Issuance of a Residential Lease for Ronald James Remotigue

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JC ∙ 01/02/2020
RONALD JAMES REMOTIGUE

PART OF NULL AND VOID

CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report

CHRISTOPHER JAMES FEJERAN
ORIGINAL APPLICANT: ROBERT J. FEJERAN
1. FACTS
a. Location: Lot 480-47 Agat
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: 2,023 ± square meters – Residential
c. Lease Instrument Number and Signing Date: 913202 – September 27, 2017
d. Surveyed: No
e. Complaint/Issue: Null and Void Listing
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Pre-occupier: No
b. LUP: N/A
c. Priority: 1
d. Original Applicant: Robert J. Fejeran
e. Original Applicant’s Date and Time: December 7, 1995 at 11:41AM
f. Original Applicant’s Application Number: 731
g. Takeover Applicant: Christopher James Fejeran
h. Takeover Applicant’s Date and Time: October 14, 2016
3. FINDINGS
a. October 17, 2016 – Letter of Relinquishment of Application rights from benefactor, Josephine
Rosario to Christopher James Fejeran (son of Robert J. Fejeran)
i. Based on PL23-38, Section 5.8(a), naming of a common law wife is ineligible
b. January 4, 2017 – Takeover of application rights to Christopher James Fejeran approved by
Deputy Director David Camacho
4. DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
a. Motion to terminate Residential Lease, Ins. No. 913202 issued to Christopher James Fejeran
b. Motion to name Christopher James Fejeran as the successor to Robert J. Fejeran based on
PL23-38, Section 5.8(a)(1)
c. Motion to terminate Residential Lease, Document Number 913202 of Christopher James
Fejeran
d. Motion to grant Residential Lease upon completion of a survey on Lot 480-47 Agat containing
an area of 2,023± (plus or minus) square meters
5. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
➢ Pending CLTC Board’s review to determine status of Christopher James Fejeran
➢ Survey Authorization
➢ Residential Lease issuance upon completion of survey

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JC ∙ 11/12/19
CHRISTOPHER JAMES FEJERAN

PART OF NULL AND VOID

GOVERNMENT OF GUAM – Department of Land Management
Office of the Recorder
File for Record is Instrument Number _____________________
On the Year 20_____ Month _____ Day _____ Time _________
Recording Fee _______________ Receipt No. ______________
Deputy Recorder _____________________________________

(Space above for Recorder use only)

LICENSE AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, made by and between the CHAMORRO LAND TRUST
COMMISSION, the “LICENSOR” and GLOBAL RECYCLING CENTER, INC., the “LICENSEE”,
A corporation in Guam, whose address is: P.O. Box 11792, Tamuning, Guam 96931.

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the LICENSOR, in accordance with the provisions of Title 21, Guam Code
Annotated, section 75107(c)(1), is authorized to license Lot No. 10122-15, Municipality
of Dededo, containing an area of 52,925+ square meters to the LICENSEE as an
improvement for a public purpose.
WHEREAS, the LICENSEE, in consideration of ________ ($) United States currency
per month payable to the LICENSOR for a total of five (5) years with an option to renew
for another five (5) years for the real property described as follows:

PARCEL DESCRIPTION
Lot No. 10122-15, Municipality of Dededo, containing an area of 52,925+ square
meters, as shown on Map Dwg. No. _____, L.M. Check No. ___FY__, prepared
by __________, RLS No. __, dated ______, ____, Certificate of Title No. ______.

“Water and power (electricity) are immediately available on the property or within
100 feet of the property.”

NOW THERFORE, in consideration of the terms, covenants and conditions set forth in
this License, the parties agree as follows:

1. The license shall be for a term of Five (5) years beginning upon the date of the
Governor’s approval and ending Five (5) years thereafter. At the beginning of the
last year of the License, LICENSOR and LICENSEE may negotiate a renewal of
this license for another Five (5) years: provided that LICENSEE gives notice by
registered mail to LICENSOR of LICENSEE’S desire to enter into a new license.
2. LICENSEE shall pay without abatement, deduction or offset the following: On or
before the 1st of each month all monthly rental payments of $__________ payable
to Treasurer of Guam. LICENSEE shall make all such payments directly to the
charging authority at least five (5) days before delinquency and before any fine,
interest or penalty shall become due or be imposed by operation of law for their
nonpayment.
3. LICENSEE shall have the sole responsibility of paying all real and personal
property taxes, general and special assessment, and other charges of every
description levied on or assessed against the premises, improvements, the
licensehold estate, or any sublicense hold estate, to the full extent of any
installments falling due during the term of the license.
If, however the expressly permits the payment of any or all the above items in
installments (whether or not interest accrues on the unpaid balance), LICENSEE
may, at LICENSEE’S election, utilize the permitted installment method, but shall
pay each installment with any interest before delinquency. If LICENSEE fails to
pay any tax assessment, or other charge as set out in this paragraph, then
LICENSOR may, at LICENSOR’S option, pay such LICENSEE’S obligation and a
lien shall remain on all of LICENSEE’s buildings and improvements placed on the
premises by LICENSEE, and such lien shall continue until the amounts due are
repaid the LICENSOR, in accordance with Paragraph 12 of this License. Should
LICENSOR, choose not to repay LICENSEE’S obligation hereunder, then
LICENSEE shall be considered to be in default of this License I accordance with
Paragraph 17 of this License.

4. LICENSEE, at Licensee’s own cost and expense at all times during the term of this
License, agrees to keep and maintain, or cause to be kept and maintained, all
buildings and improvements which may be erected upon the Licensed Land in a
good state of appearance and repair, reasonable wear and tear excepted.
5. All improvements constructed on the premises by LICENSEE as permitted by this
license shall be owned by LICENSEE until expiration of the term or sooner
termination of License. LICENSEE shall not, remove improvements from the
premises or waste, destroy, or modify any improvements on the premises or waste,
destroy, or modify any improvements on the premises, except as permitted by this
license. The parties covenant for themselves and all persons claiming under them
that the improvements are real property. LICENSEE shall not use the premises in
any unlawful, improper, or offensive manner and shall comply and observe all
existing laws enforced or to enforced.
6. At the normal expiration of term, provided LICENSEE is not then in default,
LICENSEE shall have the right to remove any or all fixtures or improvements, or
both, provided all resultant injuries to the premises and remaining improvements
are completely remedied and LICENSEE complies with the LICENSOR’S
reasonable requirements respecting the resultant appearance. All fixtures or
improvements remaining on the premises at the end of the license which have not
been removed by LICENSEE shall become the property of the LICENSOR.
However, any lien, claim, or security interest in such property shall remain the sole
obligation of the LICENSEE. LICENSEE agrees to indemnify and hold LICENSOR
harmless against such property remaining on the premises.
7. LICENSEE shall hold LICENSOR harmless from and against all attachments, lien
charges, and all expense resulting from this License.
8. LICENSEE shall not sublicense, sell, assign, or transfer in anyway this License or
any rights or interest therein or create a security in the public land licensed, without
approval of the Guam Legislature.
9. LICENSEE shall indemnify, defend and hold the LICENSOR harmless against any
claim or demand by third person for loss, liability or damage, including claims for
property damage, personal injury or wrongful death arising out of any accident on
the Licensed Premises.

10. If Licensee’s methods of operation, handling of fuel, or other activities cause
imminent and grave danger to persons or property, or endangers the public health,
safety welfare or environment, LICENSOR shall serve upon LICENSEE a Notice
to cease and desist or correct said harmful activity or practice. LICENSEE shall
have ten (10) days from receipt of said Notice, to correct the activity or practice. If
LICENSEE fails to cease and desist or to correct as provided in the notice, then
LICENSOR may terminate this license upon twenty (20) days written notice.
11. LICENSEE shall obtain and maintain all required Environmental Protection Agency
and Guam Environmental Protection Agency permits and clearances. If
LICENSEE fails to obtain or maintain proper permitting, then LICENSOR may
terminate this license upon twenty (20) days written notice. LICENSEE shall notify
LICENSOR of any correspondence from any governmental entity regarding the
application of environmental laws to the premises, including, without limitation,
notices of violation, notices to comply, and citations.
12. The LICENSOR shall have a lien on all the buildings and improvements place on
the said premises, whether the same is exempt from execution or not and on the
rents of all improvements and buildings situated on said premises for all such cost,
attorney’s fees rents reserved, for all taxes and assessments paid by the
LICENSOR on behalf of LICENSEE and for the payment of all money as provided
in this license to be paid by LICENSEE, and such lien shall continue until the
amounts due are paid.
13. If the LICENSEE shall fail to yield or pay such rent at the time and in the manner
described in Paragraph 2 or shall fail to pay such obligation at the time and in the
manner described in Paragraph 3 or shall become bankrupt, or shall abandon the
said premises, or if this license and the premises shall be attached or otherwise
be taken by operation of law, or if any assignment be make of the LICENSEE’s
property for the benefit of creditors, or shall fail to observe or perform any of the
covenants, terms and conditions herein contained and on its part to be observed
and performed, LICENSOR shall so notify by personal service, registered mail or
certified mail to the LICENSEE at its last known address. If such breach or default
shall continue for a period of ninety (90) days upon notification, LICENSOR may
at once reenter such premises or any part thereof and upon or without such entry,
at its option, terminate this license without prejudice to any other remedy or right
of action for arrears or rent or for any proceeding or other breach of contract. In
the event of such termination, all buildings and improvements thereon shall remain
and become the property of the LICENSOR.

14. The LICENSOR shall have the right to itself and to the agents and representatives
or the Government of Guam, in which said licensed premises are situated, to enter
and cross any portion of said licensed land for the purpose of performing any public
or official duties; however, in the exercise of such rights, the LICENSOR shall not
unreasonably interfere with the LICENSEE’s use and enjoyment of the premises.
15. LICENSOR reserves the right to enter the LICENSEE’S licensed property for the
purpose of maintaining or adding public utilities.
16. Acceptance of rent by the LICENSOR shall not be deemed a waiver of any breach
by the LICENSEE of any term, covenant or condition of this license, nor of the
LICENSOR’S rights to declare and enforce forfeiture for any such breach by the
LICENSEE of any term, covenant, condition or option.
17. Notwithstanding any provision contained in this license to the contrary, wherever
applicable, the LICENSOR may for good cause shown in writing, allow additional
time beyond the time or time specified herein to the LICENSEE in which to comply,
observe and perform any of the terms, conditions and covenants contained herein.
18. LICENSEE shall annually submit to the Chamorro Land Trust Commission on or
before January 31st of each year a financial statement with proof of insurance, as
part of the Annual Report LICENSEE shall include the progress report on the
development of the licensed property.
19. All of the above terms, conditions and covenants shall be enforced by the
Chamorro Land Trust Commission or its authorized representatives. Notices to
LICENSEE shall be deemed given if mailed to the address first stated.
20. LICENSEE, upon surrender of the premises and license to LICENSOR, shall
remove all scrap metal and other debris from the premises at LICENSEE’s
expense so that the premises are returned in as good a condition and repair as
reasonable use and wear and tear thereof will permit.
21. Either party may terminate this agreement, with or without cause, upon 180 days
written notice to the other party.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION and GLOBAL
RECYCLING CENTER, INC. executed this License in the Municipality of Tamuning,
Island of Guam, this ________day of ________________2019.

LICENSEE: GLOBAL RECYCLING CENTER, INC.
______________________
DANIEL CHU
Its duly authorized President
Date:__________________

LICENSOR: CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION

____________________________
JACK E. HATTIG III
Administrative Director, Chamorro Land Trust Commission
Date:_______________________

APPROVED AS TO FORM
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

_________________________
LEEVIN T. CAMACHO
Attorney General of Guam
Date:_____________________

APPROVED BY THE GOVERNOR OF GUAM
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR OF GUAM
____________________________
LOURDES A. LEON GUERRERO
Governor of Guam
Maga’ Haga Guhan
Date:____________________

Guam Rugby Club
Chamorro Land Trust Commission License Agreement.
Santa Monica Ave Public accessway proposal. Oct 2019.
The Guam Rugby Club (GRC), respectfully request the CLTC consider
the following proposal as submitted by GRC with a view to obtaining a
permanent and long term access solution, providing public and
emergency accessway and public parking off Santa Monica Ave to the
Guam Rugby Club, Wettengal Rugby Field, Dededo.
The Guam Rugby Club wishes to make direct reference to the 2010
License Agreement Amendment as requested by CLTC, and agreed by
all 3 parties. (CLTC, GRC, and Hals Football Association).
In this October 2019 proposal.
*2002 CLTC granted the Guam Rugby Club a license for a 20 year term with 5 year
reviews.
*2002 CLTC granted access to the Guam Rugby Club field from Santa Monica Ave via
a Documented “public accessway/utility right of way”.
Guam Rugby Club submits the attached Public Accessway proposal/ plan off Santa
Monica Ave, indicating a proposed alternative public accessway, to be
installed/constructed by DPW, connecting to, and using the existing joint public
parking area.
Guam Rugby Club undertakes to provide and complete, subject to the Government
of Guam tax credit programe, within 24 months, installation of permanent asphalt
surface to the joint parking area for use by both the Guam Rugby Club and Hals
Angels Football association.
Guam Rugby Club undertakes to complete within 24 months, relocation of the 2
inch water line and GWA water meter system as is currently installed (as previously
directed by GWA within the existing public accessway/utility right of way) to an
alternative supply point. (yet to be determined)
The Guam Rugby Club request that immediate temporary access is reinstated from
Santa Monica Ave, to the Guam Rugby Club field for all public and emergency
access. This will enable Guam school rugby sport programs to recommence at the
Guam Rugby Club field. This will enable the field to be maintained.
It will enable the Simon Sanchez High Rugby Progamme (Boys & Girls) to prepare for
the upcoming IIAAG High School December January/Feb competition.
Note . the Guam Rugby Club field is donated at no cost for Simon Sanchez High
School use. It is the SSHS home field, due to no facility at the school.
The Guam Rugby Club respectfully request that the license renewal for an additional
20 year term is entered into and completed in combination with this proposal.
Yours Faithfully,
Guam Rugby Club Board.

Week Starting
12/1/2019

12/8/2019

12/15/2019

12/22/2019

12/29/2019

1/5/2020

1/12/2020

1/19/2020

1/26/2020

2/2/2020

2/9/2020

2/16/2020

2/23/2020

3/1/2020

3/8/2020

3/15/2020

3/22/2020

3/29/2020

4/5/2020

4/12/2020

4/19/2020

4/26/2020

5/3/2020

5/10/2020

Time
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM

Sunday

Field Maintenance

Field Maintenance

Field Maintenance

Field Maintenance

TRUE GRIT

Field Maintenance

Monday
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice

Tuesday
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice

Wednesday
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice

Thursday
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice

Friday
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SBCS Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch rugby, GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice & Touch Rugby
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice
SSHS Practice
GRC U 14/16 Practice & SSHS Practice
Touch Rugby& SSHS Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice

Saturday

Week Ending
12/7/2019

12/14/2019

12/21/2019

12/28/2019

1/4/2020

1/11/2020

1/18/2020

1/25/2020

2/1/2020

2/8/2020

2/15/2020

2/22/2020

2/29/2020

3/7/2020

3/14/2020

3/21/2020
TRUE GRIT
3/28/2020

4/4/2020

4/11/2020

4/18/2020

4/25/2020

5/2/2020

5/9/2020
Field Maintenance

5/16/2020

Week Starting
5/17/2020

5/24/2020

5/31/2020

6/7/2020

6/14/2020

6/21/2020

6/28/2020

7/5/2020

7/12/2020

7/19/2020

7/26/2020

8/2/2020

8/9/2020

8/16/2020

8/23/2020

8/30/2020

9/6/2020

9/13/2020

9/20/2020

9/27/2020

10/4/2020

10/11/2020

10/18/2020

10/25/2020

Time
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM

Sunday

Monday
Touch Rugby

Tuesday

Wednesday
Touch Rugby

Thursday

Friday
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

GRC U 14/16 Practice

GRC U 14/16 Practice
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Saturday

Week Ending
5/23/2020

5/30/2020

6/6/2020

6/13/2020
Field Maintenance

6/20/2020

6/27/2020

7/4/2020

7/11/2020
Field Maintenance

7/18/2020

7/25/2020

8/1/2020

8/8/2020
Field Maintenance

8/15/2020

8/22/2020

8/29/2020

9/5/2020

9/12/2020
Field Maintenance

9/19/2020

9/26/2020

10/3/2020

10/10/2020
Field Maintenance

10/17/2020

10/24/2020

10/31/2020

Week Starting

Time
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

Sunday

Monday
Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Tuesday
GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Wednesday
Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Thursday
GRC Mens & Womens Practice
GRC Mens & Womens Practice

Friday
Touch Rugby
Touch Rugby

Saturday

Week Ending

December 18, 2019
VIA EMAIL
grapadas@calvofisher.com
GENEVIEVE RAPADAS
Calvo Fisher & Jacob LLP
259 Martyr Street, Suite 100
Hagåtña, Guam 96910
Re:

Response to December 6, 2019 Request for Temporary Access

Hafa Adai, Attorney Rapadas. This correspondence is in response to your letter dated December 6,
2019 Guam Rugby Club, Inc. Proposal for Temporary Access. This letter is further to confirm our
discussion today related to my client’s concerns that your request is essentially a request for a license
through Hal’s Angels fields for a two-year period, and that has Guam Rugby Club, Inc. (“GRC”) not
exhibited any good faith effort to utilize the 60’ foot Right of Way that is immediately available to it
on Lada Avenue but is relying upon its request to transit through the Hal’s Angels fields out of
convenience to GRC.
I represent Guam Hal’s Angels Football Association, as it relates to all matters arising from its use of
the football fields owned and licensed by the Chamorro Land Trust Commission on August 1, 2001
of what was subsequently re-subdivided and amended as Lot 10057-New-7, Dededo, Guam.
My client has reviewed your request for Temporary Access. However, the request submitted on
December 6, 2019, appears to be extremely expansive, involving numerous dates and times, and is
further subject to additional modifications based on various factors. For purposes of reference this
is a list of entities for which you are requesting daily access:
Simon Sanchez High School Boy’s Rugby Team Practice
Simon Sanchez High School Boy’s Rugby Games
Simon Sanchez High School Girl’s Rugby Team Practice
Simon Sanchez High School Girl’s Rugby Games
Okkodo High School Varsity Girl’s Rugby Team Practice
Okkodo High School Varsity Girl’s Rugby Games
Okkodo High School Junior Varsity Girl’s Rugby Team Practice
Okkodo High School Junior Varsity Girl’s Rugby Games
Santa Barbara Catholic School Rugby Team Practice
Santa Barbara Catholic School Rugby Games
GRC Youth Rugby Training Program U-14/16
GRC Men’s Touch Rugby Practice
GRC Women’s Touch Rugby Practice
GRC International 10s Tournament preparation
GRC International 10s Tournament event
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As set forth in the schedules provided, GRC is requesting daily access through the Hal’s Angels fields
for practices, games, and maintenance. Unfortunately, the original proposal of “Temporary access”
appears more to be a full license to utilize a private easement through the Hal’s Angels fields. This
defined “Temporary Access” is not consistent with original discussion of the necessity of access in
order to provide emergency access in the event of injuries during games.
Importantly, as Hal’s Angels has repeatedly informed you, GRC is not land-locked. Assuming you
have not had access to the GRC fields since August 2019, it begs the question of why GRC has not
made any effort whatsoever to maintain the clearly defined access point from Lada Avenue? As
shown on satellite imagery, there is a Lada Avenue access point that GRC has elected not to utilize,
maintain or otherwise clear to ensure that it has suitable access to the GRC fields.

In an effort to fully understand the issue, I have conducted a site visit to confirm the availability of
access on Lada Avenue. The GRC score board and light posts are clearly visible from the roadway,
and most of the vegetation likely sits on the public easement. Additionally, if a permit to clear the
easement would take as little as 30 days, it further begs the question of why GRC has not taken
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reasonable action to gain access through the Right of Way created for it in the subdivision survey
maps? Had GRC submitted the permit request in August 2019, the permits would have already
been granted and the work completed.
Moreover, while GRC asserts that its inability to access its fields through Santa Monica Avenue has
adversely impacted its ability to maintain and monitor its fields, if GRC has had no access to the
property, how did it become aware of vandalism on the property? Obviously, it must have been on
the property to assess damage in order to communicate the necessary work to conduct repairs; i.e.
your correspondence details the damage to the Generator room, electrical panels and missing
equipment. Additionally, while GRC attempts to lay the blame at the feet of Hal’s Angels of the lack
of access contributing to the vandalism, the same vandalism is occurring on the Hal’s Angels field.
Hal’s Angels should not be publicly smeared for this situation, as they are not the parties who created
these circumstances. The full blame should be placed where it belongs, and that it is at the feet of the
vandals responsible.
As I have repeatedly advised you, Hal’s Angels seeks written reassurance that the request for
Temporary Access is in fact temporary in nature. Any written reassurance should address the
following:
First, daily transit through Hal’s Angels fields for a two-year period is not acceptable as a temporary
arrangement. What reasonable attempts has GRC made to clear the Lada Avenue access for its daily
use; if no attempts are being made, an explanation of the non-action. Based on our discussions to
date, it appears to me that the GRC position is simply that it is not in line with their original proposed
plan, and GRC is refusing to utilize Lada Avenue as a potential access point notwithstanding that it is
clearly identified in the subdivision maps.
Second, GRC has provided no reassurance that the transit through Hal’s Angels fields will not be
utilized for parking during practices, trainings, tournaments, events or maintenance. GRC has made
no attempt to allay Hal’s Angels’ concerns about this issue. What is the temporary plan to ensure that
users of the GRC fields will not impede access to the Hal’s Angels lower field development, and use?
Third, I have been informed that there currently exists a Chamorro Land Trust Commission order
directing GRC to remove a waterline that sits on Hal’s Angels fields, and that order has existed for
more than a year. What efforts if any has GRC made to come into compliance with the order? Based
on our discussions, it appears to me that the GRC position is that the CLTC Order is non-enforceable,
was not an authorized act of the CLTC or is not the current position of the CLTC? The current GRC
waterlines should be immediately relocated; at a minimum, as a showing of good faith.
Finally, as I informed you, the GRC has made this request to Hal’s Angels, but has made no reference
or offered any consideration for the significant license it is seeking from Hal’s Angels for a two-year
period. I had previously indicated that the installation of a permanent fence line at the close of the
two-year period, between the properties, may be sufficient consideration for the request, but that was
flatly denied. No counter offer has been made; no offer to conduct maintenance; no offer to assist in
field development of the Hal’s Angels lower field. In an effort to reach a mutually acceptable
agreement, I would highly suggest that GRC consider the long-term effect its request will have on the
Hal’s Angels use of its fields, and how the GRC can alleviate some of those concerns. The effect on
Hal’s Angels does not appear to be a consideration whatsoever for GRC in the current proposal.
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Please be advised that this letter shall also serve as a formal request for notice of any action or motion
before the CLTC related to the Hal’s Angels field, including any temporary access and licensure
discussions.
If you wish to discuss this matter further, please do not hesitate to contact me. I have previously
provided you my mobile number so that you may get a hold of me, as necessary.

Senseramente,

JACQUELINE TAITANO TERLAJE
cc:

Chamorro Land Trust Commission
Nicolas Toft, Legal Counsel for Chamorro Land Trust Commission

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
(Space above this line for Recorder's use only.)

RIGHT OF ENTRY AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT made and entered into on the ____ day of _______________ 2019, by and between
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION, P.O. BOX 2950, HAGATNA, GUAM 96932 hereinafter called the
“GRANTOR” and the GUAM RACING FEDERATION, 976C CROSS ISLAND ROAD, SANTA RITA, GUAM
96915 hereinafter called the “GRANTEE”, hereby grant, authorize and permit the “GRANTEE” to enter the
subject property designated as the Guam Raceway Park, situated in the Municipality of Yigo, Guam
WITNESSTH
WHEREAS, the “GRANTEE” shall enter the property in order to use and operate facilities created for a
raceway park on the following described property:
Lot Number 7161-R1, Municipality of Yigo, consisting of approximately 1,019,844 square
meters (252 acres), as shown on Department of Land Management Survey Map, L.M. No.
416FY87, shown in Exhibit “A”.
WHERAS, this Agreement is limited and shall expire on May 31, 2020 which is the expiration of the second
(2nd) six (6) month lease extension granted or until the Recordation of a Commercial Lease between
CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION AND GUAM RACING FEDERATION whichever occurs first.
NOW THEREFORE, agreed that the above stated property, the “GRANTOR” hereby agree that the
“GRANTEE” and/or its duly authorized representative shall have the right to enter upon the above subject
parcel together with the existing facilities and shall be prohibit to construct any other facilities, and also prohibit
any public acitivities until proof of liability insurance is acquired and present to CHAMORU LAND TRUST
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COMMISSION (CLTC).

OWNER:
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION

FOUNDATION:
GUAM RACING FEDERATION

By: __________________________________
PIKA FEJERAN
Chairwoman

By: ______________________________
HENRY SIMPSON
General Manager

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T
In and for Guam
City of Tamuning

)
)ss
)

On this
day of
,
, before me, a Notary Public in and for Guam,
personally appeared Pika Fejeran, known to me to be the person whose name are subscribed to the foregoing
Right of Entry Agreement and acknowledged to me that she executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day,
month and year first above written.

Notary Public
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A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T
In and for Guam
City of Tamuning

)
)ss
)

On this
day of
,
, before me, a Notary Public in and for Guam,
personally appeared HENRY SIMPSON., known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the
foregoing Right of Entry Agreement and acknowledged to me that she executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day,
month and year first above written.

Notary Public

CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
LEASE AGREEMENT
THIS LEASE AGREEMENT is made effective as of

, 2019,

between the CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION, whose mailing address is PO Box
2950, Hagåtña, Guam, 96932 [hereinafter referred to as "LESSOR"] and the GUAM RACING
FEDERATION, whose mailing address is 976 Cross Island Rd., Apt. C, Santa Rita, GU 96915
[hereinafter referred to as "LESSEE"].

RECITALS
WHEREAS, LESSOR has jurisdiction over LOT NO. 7161-R1, Municipality of Yigo,
Guam, by virtue of the "Administrative Transfer of Jurisdiction of Certain Government of Guam
Lands" dated January 19, 1994, recorded with the Department of Land Management, Government
of Guam, under Document No. 503740 at the Department of Land Management; AND,
WHEREAS, LESSEE had demonstrated interests to the Government of Guam in
commercially leasing LOT NO. 7161-R1, Municipality of Yigo, Guam, (hereinafter referred to as
the "Property") for the purpose of a raceway park; AND,
WHEREAS, LESSEE realized a need to provide for this raceway park and has organized
and registered as a non-profit organization consisting of the various types of automotive,
motorcycle racing endeavors, but not limited to, drags, off-road, motorcycle, grand prix, go-cart,
monster trucks, low-rider car shows and other spectator and entertainment events; AND,
WHEREAS, LESSEE is particularly interested in the portion of the Property described as
follows:
LOT NO. 7161-R1, YIGO, as delineated in that certain sketch
marked Exhibit “A”, a copy of which is attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference.
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WHEREAS, the Property was previously licensed to LESSEE for the same purposes and
LESSEE has done significant improvements to the Property to get it into its current condition;
WHEREAS, LESSEE has demonstrated public support for their project; AND,
WHEREAS, said portion of the Property can be used effectively by LESSEE; AND,
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement,
the parties agree as follows:
(1)

GRANT OF LEASE; DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES. LESSOR hereby grants to

LESSEE a lease to occupy and use, subject to all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement,
the following described real property:
LOT NO. 7161-R1, YIGO, as delineated in that certain sketch
marked Exhibit “A”, a copy of which is attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference.

(2)

LIMITATION TO DESCRIBED PURPOSE.

The above-described real property

may be occupied and used by LESSEE for commercial purposes to include the operation of a
raceway related support facility and various outdoor events and continuing for a period of fifty (50)
years from such date.
(3)

COMPENSATION.
(A)

LESSOR and LESSEE expressly acknowledge that compensation for this
LEASE shall be the flat fee set forth below, or ten percent (10%) of the
gross revenues per month, whichever is greater. Said amount shall be
verified by a yearly audit performed by a CPA licensed to do business on
Guam at LESSEE’s expense.
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YEAR
1–5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 25
26 – 30
31 – 35
36 – 40
41 – 45
46 – 50

(B)

PAYMENT DUE
$4,000.00
$4.400.00
$4,840.00
$5,324.00
$5,856.00
$6,412.00
$7,053.00
$8,534.00
$9,387.00
$10,326.00

Payments shall be made on the first day of each month of the effective date
of this Agreement, and continuing thereafter until termination of this
Agreement to the statutory requirements of Title 21, Guam Code Annotated
§75107 et seq.

(C)

There shall be a late fee of four percent (4%) above the prime rate,
calculated daily and compounded monthly, without demand from the date
due until payment received from LESSEE.

(4)

TERMINATION. This Agreement may be terminated by either party on ninety

(90) days’ written notice for cause for the non-compliance of any provisions of the Chamorro
Land Trust Act or any adjudicated regulations of LESSOR. Upon termination by the notice or
expiration of the Lease, this Agreement shall become null and void, except that LESSOR may
enforce any and all obligations of LESSEE arising out of acts or failure to act, occurring prior to
such termination.
(5)

TAXES AND FEES. Any and all taxes, fees and assessments levied upon the

real property and any improvements thereon described herein shall be waived so long as
LESSEE maintains its Non-Profit status.
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(6)

INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY.

LESSEE

expressly

acknowledges

and

agrees that it does not and shall not claim at any time any interest or estate of any kind or extent
other than as LESSEE, in the above-described real property of LESSOR, by virtue of the rights
granted under this Agreement or its occupancy or use granted herein.
(7)

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS.

The rights of LESSEE under this Agreement are

personal to LESSEE and may not be transferred or assigned to any other person, firm,
corporation or other entity.
(8)

SUBLEASE. LESSEE may, with the written consent of LESSOR, which consent

shall not be unreasonably withheld, enter into Sublease Agreements for portions of the leased
property to provide racetrack affiliated purposes to include, but not limited to, gas station,
warehouses for vehicles and vehicle repair, restaurants/food vendors and driving schools.
LESSOR and LESSEE shall share in the sublease of rental of the real property portion only,
Fifty/Fifty (50/50).
(9)

INDEMNIFICATION OF LESSOR.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in

this Lease Agreement and irrespective of any insurance carried by LESSEE for the benefit of
LESSOR, LESSEE agrees to hold LESSOR from any and all claims or demands made by third
persons for loss, damage or injury including claims for property damage, personal injury or
wrongful death occurring in, on, or about the Property, including sidewalks and parking areas
adjacent thereto, or occasioned by nuisance made or suffered on the Property, or by and fire
thereon, or growing out of, or cause by any failure on the part of LESSOR for all costs and
attorney’s fees in connection with the defense of any such claim.
(10)

PUBLIC LIABILITY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE.

LESSEE and

any sublessees shall procure, at its own cost and expense and keep in force during said term
for the mutual benefit of LESSOR and LESSEE, a policy of comprehensive liability insurance in
such form and with such insurance company as LESSOR shall approve, a policy in the sum of
$1,000,000.00 insuring against the claims of personal injury and property damages until the
year 2025. Thereafter, the parties shall agree upon the policy limits to be in place thereafter.
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Said policy or policies shall also contain a clause stating that the insurer will not cancel or
change the insurance coverage without first giving LESSOR thirty (30) days prior written notice
of such change or cancellation.
(A)

Policy Form.

Policies shall be for the mutual and joint benefit and

protection of LESSOR. LESSEE and LESSOR’s mortgage, if any, and
executed copies of such policies of insurance or certificates thereof shall be
delivered to LESSOR within ten (10) days after delivery of possession of the
premises to LESSEE and thereafter within thirty (30) days prior to the
expiration of the term of each such policy. All public liability and property
damage policies shall name LESSOR as an additional insured or loss
payee, and shall contain a provision that LESSOR, although named as an
additional insured or loss payee shall nevertheless be entitled to recover
under said policies for any loss occasioned to it, its servants, agents and
employees by reason of the acts, omission and/or negligence of LESSEE.
As often as any such policy shall expire or terminate, renewal or additional
policies shall be procured and maintained by LESSEE in like manner and to
like extent. All policies of insurance delivered to LESSOR must contain a
provision that the company issuing said policy will give to LESSOR thirty
(30) days notice in writing in advance of any cancellation or lapse of
insurance or the effective date of any reduction in the amounts of insurance.
All public liability, property damage or other casualty policies shall be written
as primary policies, not contributing with and not in excess of coverage
which LESSOR may carry.

(11)

USE OF PROPERTY. LESSEE may alter the property in order to make it usable

for the purposes stated herein. This alteration shall include, but is not limited to, the removal of top
soil and/or coral from the Property, re-contouring the Property, and constructing appropriate
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facilities upon the Property. Fifty percent (50%) or the value thereof, less all engineering costs,
shall be the property of LESSOR. LESSEE may sell the materials, and (i) deliver LESSOR’s
share of the proceeds to LESSOR for use by LESSOR as is permitted under the Chamorro Land
Trust Act; or (ii) if LESSOR so desires, LESSEE may create a credit on the book of the buyer in
the name of the Chamorro Land Trust Commission for the future use of the Commission. The
volume and quantity of the material removed as set forth above shall be verified by LESSEE
having a topographical survey prepared before any recontouring shall occur and then a second
topographical survey prepared after the project is completed. The money received by LESSEE for
the sale of this material shall not be included as income for the calculation of rent due.
(A)

At the time of the termination of Lease, LESSOR shall determine whether or
not it desires to have the property returned to its pristine condition. If that is
the desire of LESSOR, it is the responsibility and the sole cost of LESSEE
to remove any and all improvements placed upon the Property. Should
LESSOR desires to take the Property “as is” they must advise LESSEE
within sixty (60) days of the termination of the Lease Agreement of their
desire to take the Property back, as is.

(12)

ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT.

LESSEE shall be required to

continue, at their own expense, to involve EPA in all work performed to modify the leased
property and obtain all necessary permits to perform any and all modifications on the property
and construction of facilities upon the property.
(13)

EVENTS OF DEFAULT; TERMINATION. In any of the following events (each

an Event of Default”):
(A)

If rent or any part thereof shall not be paid on any day when such payment
is due, CLTC may, at any time thereafter, give notice of such failure to
LESSEE, and if the failure is not remedied by LESSEE within five (5) days
after the giving of such notice; or
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(B)

If LESSEE shall fail or neglect to perform or comply with any of the terms,
covenants or conditions contained in the Lease (other than the covenants to
pay rent) on the part of LESSEE to be performed or observed, CLTC may,
at any time thereafter, give notice of such failure or neglect to LESSEE and
if LESSEE:
(i)

If the matter complained of in such notice is not capable of being
remedied by the payment of money, has not corrected the matter
complained of within a period of five (5) days after the giving of such
notice; or,

(ii)

If the matter complained of in such notice is not capable of being
remedied by the payment of money has not corrected the matter
complained of within a period of twenty (20) days after the giving of
such notice; or, if a period of more than such twenty (20) days is
reasonably required to remedy with reasonable diligence, the
matters complained of in such notice, has not forthwith commenced
to remedy the same and diligently prosecute the remedying of the
same to completion; or,

(iii)

In the event of insolvency shall have occurred with respect to
LESSEE; or,

(iv)

A breach of any obligation by LESSEE which has resulted in
cancellation of insurance coverage where LESSEE has not prior to
or concurrent with such cancellation replaced such coverage with
comparable coverage or breach of an obligation where there has
been a notice of cancellation of insurance coverage which has not
been cured and where LESSEE has not, within the period of time
set out in such notice (or within ten (10) days where no period is set
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out therein) replaced such coverage with comparable coverage or
which is otherwise a breach of the obligations respecting insurance;
or,
(v)

Abandonment of such project by LESSEE, or then the CLTC, at its
option, may terminate the Lease by notice to LESSEE, in which
event such termination shall be effective immediately upon the
delivery of such notice and may enter upon the property with or
without process of law and take possession thereof.

(14)

RIGHT TO CURE DEFAULTS.

Without limiting any other remedies, the CLTC

may have arising out of a lease or at law in respect of any default in the performance of LESSEE’s
obligations under a lease, the CLTC shall have the right, in the case of any default and without any
re-entry or termination of a lease, to enter upon the property and cure or attempt to cure such
default (but this shall not obligate the CLTC to cure or attempt to cure any such default or, after
having commenced to cure or attempt to cure such default, prevent LESSOR from ceasing to do
so) and LESSEE shall promptly reimburse the CLTC any expenses incurred by the CLTC in so
doing and the same be recoverable as rent.
(15)

NO WARRANTY. LESSOR does not warrant or represent that the real property

described above is suitable for the purposes for which it is permitted to be used, nor that LESSEE
is specifically entitled to the issuance of any permits necessary to carry out any activity on said real
property.
(16)

ENTIRE AGREEMENT.

This Agreement shall constitute the entire agreement

between the parties and any prior understanding or representation of any kind preceding the date
of this Agreement shall not be binding upon either party except to the extent incorporated in this
Agreement.
(17)

MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENT.

Any modification of this Agreement or
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additional obligation shall be binding only if evidenced, in writing, signed by each party or an
authorized representative of each party.
(18)

GOVERNING LAW.

It is agreed that this Agreement shall be governed by,

constructed, and enforced in accordance with 21 GCA Chapter 75, and the laws of Guam.
(19)

NO WAIVER. The failure of either party to this Agreement to insist upon the

performance of any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, or the waiver of any breach of
any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, shall not be construed as thereafter waiving any
such terms and conditions, but the same shall continue and remain in full force and effect as if no
such forbearance or waiver had occurred.
(20)

BINDING EFFECT.

This Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of any

respective successors of the parties.
(21)

NOTICES.

Any notice provided for or concerning this Agreement shall be made,

in writing, and shall be deemed sufficiently given when sent by certified or registered mail to the
respective address of each party as set forth at the beginning of this Agreement.
(22)

PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY.

The

parties

recognize there may be known or unknown pre-existing conditions on the subject Property, and
agree to hold each other harmless from any liability arising out of such conditions.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Lease Agreement has been enacted by the I
LIHESLATURAN GUAHAN, on the ______ day of _________________, 20_____.
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Chamorro Land Trust Commission
Commercial and Cultural Lease/License Listing

Company Name

Lot Description

Area (sqm)

Signing
Date

Lease
Expiration
Date

Accounts
Receivable
8/20/2019

Rate

Operations Fund:
Agfayan, Inc.
Ambros, Inc.
Bernard Watson
Cushing Zoo - James Walter & Barbara
Benavente Cushing
DOCOMO (Guamcell Communications)

Lot No. 10063 REM Portion-3, Dededo
Lot Nos. 1417-1 and 1418-1, Hagatna
Lot No. 7159, Yigo
Lot No. 5133-1-2
Lot No. 17-1-1, Block F, Tract 9, Barrigada
A portion of Lot No. 354-7 Inarajan
Lot No. 354-R6-R/W, Inarajan
Lot No. 7717-4, Yigo
Lot No. 10125-11-R2, Dededo
Lot No. 10129-3, Dededo
Lot No. 278-5, Umatac
Lot No. 102-2, Yona
Lot No. 212 Umatac

DOCOMO (Guamcell Communications)

DOCOMO (Guamcell Communications)
DOCOMO (Guamcell Communications)
DOCOMO (Guamcell Communications)
DOCOMO (Guamcell Communications)
DOCOMO (Guamcell Communications)
Evelyn Store
Guam Broadcasting Partners / Sorensen Media
Lot No. 11-R11, Block D, Tract 9, Barrigada
Group
Guam Hals Angels Football Association
Lot No. 10057NEW-R6
Guam International Country Club

Lot No. 10122-12, Mogfog, Municipality of Dededo

Guam Racing Federation (6 month extension)
Guam Resource Recovery Partners
Guam Rugby Club
IT&E Overseas
IT&E Overseas
IT&E Overseas
IT&E Overseas
iConnect
iConnect
iConnect

Lot No. 7161-R1 Yigo
Parcel B of Lot No. 439-R1
Lot No. 10057-New-5, Dededo
Lot No. 10125-R12-1 Dededo
Lot No. 5419-3-1, Mangilao
Lot No. 7117-4-1, Yigo
Lot No. 7160-3-1, Yigo
Lot No. 10129-4 Dededo
Lot No. 470-2-1 Santa Rita
Lot No. 278-24 Umatac
Lot No. 5149-6, Dededo (behind Global Laundry
which is at the corner of Route 16 and Harmon Loop
Road.)

Johnny Cool Towing
KGTF
Kind services in lieu of cash payment)
KM Communications /
KM Broadcasting Guam, LLC

(In-

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

3,500.00
(1,560.00)

1,024.00

3/26/2018

3/25/2048

1.00

(28.00)

966.00

10/1/1999

9/30/2018

520.00

791.00

8/11/1999

8/10/2019

320.00

1,338.00
232.25
232.25
929.00
175.95
504.00

8/1/2004
9/1/2005
11/1/2001
11/1/2001
11/1/2001
2/1/2003

7/31/2024
11/1/2021
11/1/2021
11/1/2021
11/1/2021
2/1/2023

310.00
109.15
109.15
145.72
78.68
26.00

910.00

6,069.84

12/1/1986 11/30/2037

896.09

23,349.91

36,351.00

8/1/2001

7/31/2022

0.00

829,124.00

2/1/2014

1/31/2039

288,529.00

6/1/2019 11/30/2019
12/31/2002 12/30/2022
6/1/2002 5/31/2022
1/5/2000
1/4/2020
1/1/2007
1/1/2027
1/5/2000
1/4/2020
1/1/2007
1/1/2027
5/1/2003
5/1/2023
6/1/2003
6/1/2023
8/1/2006 7/31/2026

4,000.00
4,400.00
0.00
69.68
90.00
350.00
260.00
349.32
315.00
374.76

(12,000.00)
281,600.00

(4,264.56)

1,011,717.50
352,872.12
48,951.00
232.00
342.00
1,323.00
929.00
929.00
929.00
929.00

477.88

Lot 10-R3, Block D, Tract 9, Barrigada Heights

5,307.00

1/1/2007 12/31/2028

850.00

Lot No. 10-4, Block D, Tract 9, Barrigada

2,060.00

9/1/2000

8/31/2020

1,348.68

22,104.00

7/1/2001

6/30/2023

6,631.20

1,619.00

5/1/2004

4/30/2025

850.00

178.00

10/1/2001

9/30/2021

5,000.00

1,375.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

351,900.00

1,860.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

1,864.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

929.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

632.95

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

929.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

2,856.93

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

463.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

929.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

Lot No. 10-1, Block D, Tract 9, Barrigada Heights

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

3,500.00
1,560.00
1,200.00

4/8/2020

MOYCOM

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

7/1/2025
3/31/2026
6/30/2026

4/9/1999

Lot 5219-1-1 Barrigada

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

7/1/2005
4/1/2005
7/1/2006

3,783.00

Ko'Ko Recycling

TATA Communications

5,432.00
189.25
40,460.00

A 6 foot by 320 foot section of the Taleyfac Reef
Flat (submerged lands) adjacent to and abutting
Lots 301-A-1 and 301-A-2, Agat
Lot 1-1, Block 30, Municipality of
Hagatna
Lot 477-1, Municipality of Agat
Lot 98-2G, Municipalities of Agat,
Piti and Yona
Lot 9-1, Block D, Tract 9,
Municipality of Barrigada
Lot 1109-2-1, Municipality of
Mangilao
Lot 10129-3NEW, Municipality of
Dededo
Lot 10063-NEW, Municipality of
Dededo
Lot 2139-NEW-2, Municipality of
Tamuning

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

Lot 5173-NEW-2-2NEW,Municipality of Tamuning

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

Lot 5120-4NEW-R1NEW, Municipality of Tamuning

2,511.54

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

Lot 24, Municipality of Merizo

1,492.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

Lot 5NEW-R1, Block 2, Municipality
of Piti

2,182.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)

Lot 7004-6-1, Municipality of Yigo

1,579.37

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

48,088.16

769.68

2,078.16

1,348.68
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Chamorro Land Trust Commission
Commercial and Cultural Lease/License Listing

Company Name

Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
United States Postal
United States Postal
WMJ, Inc. dba Guam Home Center
Suvey & Infrastructure Fund:
LKC Farmers Corporation
Teleguam Holdings, LLC (GTA)
United States Postal

Lot Description

Area (sqm)

Lot 3319-R2, Municipality of Chalan
Pago and Ordot
Lot 381-3, Municipality of
Inarajan
Lot 10063-REM Portion 2,
Municipality of Dededo
Lot 360-2-2, Municipality of
Inarajan
Lot 527, Parcel A, Municipality of
Merizo
Portion of Lot No. 443 Part 1-2New-R1, Agat
Lot No. 18, Tract 3621, Inarajan
Lot No. 10068-R1, Dededo

Lot No. 10090-1-1
A 6 feet wide by 560 feet section of the Tepungan
Reef Flat adjacent to and abutting Pedro C. Santos
Memorial Park, Portion of Lot No. 262 Cable
Raceway Easement Piti Guam
Building 125, Iglesias Circle, Dededo

Total Sqm
Total Acres leased/licensed as of 4/24/2019

Signing
Date

Lease
Expiration
Date

Rate

3,716.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

2,235.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

2,342.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

1,063.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

6,000.00

1/1/2015

1/1/2034

Inclusive

6,600.00
946.36
1,914.00

1/1/2015 12/31/2019
1/1/2015 12/31/2019
4/1/2005
4/1/2047

6,794.00
4,232.00
3,600.00

20,240.00

12/1/2015 11/30/2020

2,765.00

312.15

12/28/2016 12/27/2036

5,000.00

318.00

3/1/2017

2/28/2022

5,500.00

6/1/2008
6/1/2033
12/1/2006 12/1/2026
11/21/2014 11/21/2039

100.00
0.00
100.00

Accounts
Receivable
8/20/2019

3,648.16

1,833.40

2,443,313.46
603.76

Cultural Leases:
Asahi Association of Guam
Inadahel I Lina'la Kotturan Chamoru Inc.
Palauan Community Association of Guam

Commercial Property
Identified & Declared

Resolution 2016-10
Resolution 2016-11
Resolution 2016-12
Resolution 2017-04
Resolution 2017-05

Lot No. 11, Block 3, Tract 1143, Dededo
Lot No. 5173-1-R2New-4New-1, Tamuning
Lot No. 13, Block No. 3, Tract No. 1143, Dededo

Lot Description

Lot 5075-REM-A NEW-R1, Tamuning
Lot 7054-R5, Yigo
Tract 10123, Yigo
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-6 & Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-R6,
Tamuning
Lot 12, Tract 111, Tamuning

1,920.00
32,374.96
1,920.00

Area

1.9 acres
12 acres
30 acres
34 acres
2,564 sqm

* CLTC has availed of GEDA's property management services and authorized GEDA to commence the soliciting process in accordance with P.L. 33-95 memo dated June 24, 2019.
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GUAM POWER AUTHORITY
ATURIDAT ILEKTRESEDAT GUAHAN
P.O.BOX 2977

•

AGANA, GUAM U.S.A. 95932-2977

LIMITED AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OF
GEOSPATIAL DATA
RECIPIENT INFORMATION
CLTC
Oraanization

Jack E. Hattig III
Name (Print)

11’ j

—

62-5263 ext 435
Phone No.

(Hereinafter “Recipient”) is authorized to use the attached data for the sole and exclusive purpose
of the CLTC planning.

Guam Chamorro Land Trust Commission Planning
(Insert contract No., data requirement and intended use)
The recipient shall not use the electronic/hardcopy geospatial data for any other purpose. including any
other commercial, business or for profit activity. The Recipient shall not assign, loan, sell, copy. or
otherwise transfer data to any other party without GPA’s prior written consent. The Recipient shall ensure
accessibility to electronic/hardcopy data is properly controlled in accordance with applicable security
regulations and instructions. Due regard and adherence to guidance on sensitivity issues arising from the
aggregation of data sets shall he maintained.
GPA makes no representation or warranty as to the suitability of the data for the Recipient’s preparation of
drawings and/or specifications as part of their contract submittal, including but not limited to, any
expressed or implied warranty of merchantability of fitness for a particular purpose. The Recipient is under
no obligation to use the data and assumes full and complete responsibility for their use in preparing
drawings and/or specifications for the above-referenced purpose. However, shotild they decide to use the
data, the Recipient acknowledges and agrees to indemnify, defend and hold the Government and their
consultants harmless from and against any and all claims arising out of the use of the data. The Recipient
also agrees to submit back to GPA the affected data where modified in relation to the above-referenced
purpose for incorporation into the OPA database, Upon completion, all hardcopy/electronic data received
or generated in the course of this process shalt be disposed of properly, or shall he returned to the
originating GPA Engineering Section.
The Recipient’s use of’ the attached electronic data constitutes acknowledgement and agreement to the
terms noted herein this limited authorization.

FOR GPA APPROVAUACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Antonio S. Gumataotao
Right of Vay-GIS Supervisor
GPA POC Name (Print)
Title/Engineering Section
(671) 648-3207
Phone Numbe

Signature

F

—

agumataotao@gpagwa.com
Email

Date

GUAM POWER AUTHORITY
ATURIDAT ILEKTRESEDAT GUAHAN
P.O.BOX 2977

•

AGANA. GUAM USA. 96932-2977

December 4, 2019
Jack E. Hattig. III
Administrative Director
Chamoru Land Trust Commission
P.O. Box 2950
Hagatna. Guam 96932
Subject:

Guam Chamorro Land Trust PIan-GPA Service Area Data

Dear Mr. Hattig:
Attached for your use is the Guam Power Authority Service Area Geospatial Data in
ArcGIS Shapefile format. The GPA data is in Guam Geodetic Network 1993 (meters)
and is being released to you in its entirety. This data set represents the service area
coverage of the Island-Wide Power System.
GPA understands that this information is essential for the planning and development
Chamorro Land Trust property. While GPA strives to keep up with the constant changes
to the Island Wide Power System (1WPS) with near real time updates, all locations are
approximate as of the date of the .mxd and shall be used as reference only.
This data set is business sensitive information and should be safeguarded in line with the
Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources protection. Consequently, the data set shall not
be disseminated for any other purpose without further written authorization from GPA.
Should you have any questions please contact Mr. Joven G. Acosta, P.E., Manager,
Engineering, 648-3205.

Sincerely,

JOHN M-BEWAVENTE, P.E.
General Manager

GUAM POWER AUTHORDTY
ATURIDAT LEKTRESEDAT GUAHAN
P,O.BOX 2977

AGANA. GUAM U.S.A. 96932-2977

December 4, 2019
Jack E. Hattig, III
Administrative Director
Chamoru Land Trust Commission
P.O. Box 2950
Hagatna, Guam 96932

Re:

Request for Easement for the Installation of Power Facilities within
Lot 203, Yona

Dear Mr. Hattig:
GPA is in the process of performing upgrades to its electrical transmission and
distribution lines along Balajadia Road, Yona.
The relocation plan includes the installation of a power pole, down guy and overhead
power lines within a portion of Lot 203, Yona. GPA understands Lot 203 is government
land that is currently under the Chamorro Land Trust Commission as indicated in
Document Number 503740 in the Department of Land Management. In order to proceed
with this relocation, GPA requires an easement from the owner of record for the new
facilities. A copy of the design is attached for your reference.
Consequently, GPA requests an easement for the installation of GPA utilities within Lot
203, Yona as shown on the attached design. GPA understands and accepts the risk that
the property is currently unregistered and that the easement granted under this request
may be challenged in future land registration proceedings. Subject to your approval,
GPA will prepare the necessary easement exhibit and GPA easement document for your
review and signature.
Should you have any questions on this matter, your office may contact Antonio S.
Gumataotao, Rights-of-Way Supervisor at 648-3207.
Sincerely,

JOHN M. BtNAVENTE, P.E
General Manager
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Denotes easement request with minimum 20 width. Subject to CLTC approval and to be prepared by P.L,S.

DISCLAIMER: THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IS FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLYAND NOT TO BE USED FOR DESIGN OR ANALYSIS. ALL LOCATIONS AND DISTANCES ARE APPROXIMATE.
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CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report
EUGENE S.N. ACFALLE
1. FACTS
a. Location: Tract 1022, Block 13, Lot 10NEW Dededo
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: Not stated on Lease - Residential
c. Lease Instrument Number and Signing Date: 685916 - September 2, 2003
d. Surveyed: N/A
e. Complaint/Issue: Request for Relocation from Tract 1022 Dededo
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Pre-occupier: Yes, Umang Agat Lot 4, Block 7
b. Priority: 1
c. Original Applicant: Javier San Nicolas Acfalle
d. Original Applicant’s Date and Time: December 2, 1995 at 12:05PM
e. Application Number: 277
f. Takeover Applicant: Eugene S.N. Acfalle
g. Takeover Date: Submitted Application to CLTC Office on December 6, 2017
3. FINDINGS
a. December 6, 2017: Letter of relinquishment of lease from Javier San Nicolas Acfalle to brother,
Eugene San Nicolas Acfalle
i. Applicable based on PL23-38, Section 7.5
b. August 23, 2019: Approved Relinquishment of Lease transfer by Administrative Director Jack
Hattig
c. Tract 1022, Block 13, Lot 10NEW Dededo is deemed a problematic lot due to the consolidation
and re-parceling of the subdivision by previous administrators as well as a current structure of
an LUP holder on the property
4. DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
a. Motion to approve relocation of Eugene San Nicolas Acfalle from Tract 1022, Block 13, Lot
10NEW Dededo to Tract 10316, Block 14, Lot 7-2 Dededo containing an area of 1,900± square
meters.
b. Motion to issue a Residential Lease upon completion of survey to Eugene San Nicolas Acfalle
for on Tract 10316, Block 14, Lot 7-2 in the Municipality of Dededo containing an area of 1,900±
square meters.
5. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
a. Pending CLTC Board’s review to determine status of Eugene San Nicolas Acfalle
b. Survey completion on Tract 10316, Block 14, Lot 7-2 Dededo
c. Residential Lease issuance

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JC ∙ 01/02/2020
EUGENE SAN NICOLAS ACFALLE

CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report

GLORIA BORJA FLORES
1. FACTS
a. Location: N/A
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: N/A
c. Surveyed: N/A
d. Complaint/Issue: Request to Relocate
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Pre-occupier: No
b. LUP: No
c. Priority: 1
d. Original Applicant’s Date and Time: 12/2/1995 at 11:43 AM
e. Application Number: 238
3. FINDINGS
a. June 6, 2019 – CLTC Board Members approved issuance of a lease upon completion of survey
on Tract 1722, Block 1, Lot 7 Mangilao
b. August 6, 2019 – Administrative Director Jack Hattig III approved Memo to File requesting for
survey authorization on Tract 1722, Block 1, Lot 7 Mangilao
c. August 27, 2019 – POA Francisco Borja Flores advised CLTC that he would like to relocate
sister to a different lot due to neighbors giving him a hard time and would like to relocate to a
different area within Tract 1722 if available
4. DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
a. Motion to grant a Conditional Residential Lease to Gloria Borja Flores upon completion of a
survey on Tract 1722, Block 3, Lot 4 Mangilao containing an area of 1,866± square meters
based on Scheme No. M07-003
5. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
➢ Pending CLTC Board’s review to determine status of Gloria Borja Flores
➢ Pending Declination on Tract 1722, Block 1, Lot 7 Mangilao
➢ Issuance of Survey Authorization for half acre on Tract 1722, Block 3, Lot 4 Mangilao

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JMC ∙ 01/02/2020
GLORIA BORJA FLORES

CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report

JOHNNY MAFNAS HATTORI
1. FACTS
a. Location: A portion of Lot 10120-R116, Dededo
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: N/A
c. Lease Instrument Number and Signing Date: N/A
d. Surveyed: N/A
e. Complaint/Issue: Issuance of an Agriculture Lease
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Pre-occupier: Yes, Lot5402 Pagat, relocated himself to Lot 1145 Swamp Rd. in 1986
b. LUP: 683
c. Priority: 1
d. Original Applicant’s Date and Time: December 18, 1995
e. Application Number: 2557
f. December 30, 2002: Dededo Mayor’s Certification. Residing at 864 Swamp Road since 1986
g. January 6, 2003: Residential Interview Report
h. August 28, 2003: Dededo Mayor’s Certification, stating Mr. Hattori lived and farmed on 864
Swamp Road, Dededo since 1985.
i. October 9, 2003: Community Outreach Program from the Office of the Governor of Guam,
requesting a CLTC Agriculture Lease for Lot 1145 Swamp Road, Dededo.
j. November 12, 2003: Request to change application type from Residential to Agriculture.
Approved by Joseph M. Borja, Administrative Director
k. November 4, 2019: Inspection Report for a portion of lot 10120-R116

3. FINDINGS
Motion to approve issuance of an Agriculture Lease for a portion of Lot 10120-R116, in the Municipality
of Dedeo, containing an area of one (1) acre subject to survey.
4. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
Prepare memo to file

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JD ∙ 01/02/2020
JOHNNY MAFNAS HATTORI

CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report

RAYMOND C. GARRIDO
1. FACTS
a. Location: Lot 2, Tract 15344, Mangilao
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: 2,023+/- square meters/Residential
c. Lease Instrument Number and Signing Date: 820185/April 1, 2011
d. Surveyed: L.M. 102FY2008, DLM Map Doc. No. 818386
e. Complaint/Issue: CLTC Loan Guaranty for Guam Housing Corporation in the amount of
$190,000.00
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Pre-occupier: No
b. LUP: N/A
c. Priority: 1
d. Original Applicant’s Date and Time: December 7, 1995
e. Application Number: 1642
f. July 31, 2007: Residential Interview
g. September 7, 2007: Utility, building permit, Survey and EPA authorization approved by Joseph
M. Borja, Administrative Director
h. November 7, 2007: Notice of Intent to Award approved for a portion of Lot 54-R5NEW-4,
Municipality of Mangilao, approved by Joseph M. Borja, Administrative Director.
i. April 11, 2011: Residential Lease approved and signed by Monte Mafnas, Administrative
Director
j. December 26, 2019: Assigned Special Power of Attorney for Doris Fegurgur Garrido (Spouse).
DLM Ins. No. 943215
k. December 26, 2019: Request for CLTC Loan Guaranty
3. FINDINGS
Motion to approve CLTC Loan Guaranty for Guam Housing Corporation for Raymond C. Garrido on Lot
2, Tract 15344, municipality of Mangilao, containing an area of 2,023 square meters for the amount of
$190,000.00.
4. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
Prepare memo to file

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY JD ∙ 01/02/2020
RAYMOND C. GARRIDO

CHamoru Land Trust Commission
Board of Commissioners Meeting
Staff Report

JOSE PANGELINAN SANTOS
1. FACTS
a. Location: Preoccupying on Lot 10171-63
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: N/A
c. Surveyed: N/A
d. Complaint/Issue: Request for a Conditional Agricultural Lease
2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS
a. Pre-occupier: Yes
b. LUP: 1851
c. Priority: 1
d. Original Applicant’s Date and Time: November 27, 2007
e. Application Number: 4716
3. FINDINGS
a. Mr. Santos was issued a Land Use Permit from the Department of Land Management on
December 1, 1977 and has been farming there since 1967 to present
b. November 23, 2007 – Dededo Mayor’s Verification submitted indicating that he’s been
occupying on subject lot since 1967
c. November 7, 2019 - Site Inspection conducted on subject lot to GPS farm and occupying on 1
acre
4. DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
a. Motion to grant a Conditional Agricultural Lease to Mr. Jose Pangelinan Santos upon
completion of a survey and submission of a farm plan on Lot 10171-63 in the Municipality of
Dededo for 1 acre.
5. FOLLOW-ON ACTION
 Pending CLTC Board’s review to determine status of Jose Pangelinan Santos
 Issuance of Survey Authorization for 1 acre on Lot 10171-63 Dededo

CHAMORU LAND TRUST COMMISSION
COMPILED BY EC ∙ 11/18/2019
JOSE PANGELINAN SANTOS

CHamoru Land Trust Funds Staff Report
As projected the Chamorro Land Trust Operations Fund financial resources will run out come FY
2026. It is important that corrective action is taken to address the financial stability of the
Operations Fund.
Recommendation 1: Chamorro Land Trust Operations Fund:
A. Amend Section 4 of P.L. 33-102 to read “Deposit of Funds into the
Chamorro Land Trust Operations Fund.” Fund received shall be
deposited into the Chamorro Land Trust Operations created by Public
Law
B. Amend Section 3 §75124(a)(2) of P.L. 33-90 to read “The proceeds of
commercial leases or licenses executed after October 2015 up until
the end of FY2020 and to the Chamorro Land Trust Operations Fund
thereafter.”
Recommendation 2: Chamorro Land Trust Survey and Infrastructure Fund:
A. Add to §75124 of Public Law 33-90, (b) (3) “for the administrative,
operational, and financial support of these efforts.”
Outcome:
Recommendation one (1) will prevent the Chamorro Land Trust Operations Fund from becoming
broke in FY 2026. Recommendation one (1) will be a long term solution to ensure that the Operations
Fund will have a reliable revenue source to meet current operational needs and any future growth.
Although, recommendation one (1) it will terminate any future revenue sources for the Chamorro Land
Trust Survey and Infrastructure Fund.
Recommendation two (2) would allow for CLTC to shift and pay for certain administrative, and
operational expenses. As a result, the financial strain on the Operations Fund will decrease. Although, as
current licenses and leases expire the Chamorro Land Trust Operations revenue sources will decrease
and by FY 2038 the Operations Fund is projected to generate $388,357. In the subsequent fiscal year the
Operations Fund is projected to generate $131,045. By FY 2040 the Operations Fund is projected to
generate $3,612 and will continue to decrease.

Prepared by: Joseph Cruz, PCIII
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